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APPROACH TO REPORTING
This report is Sibanye Gold Limited’s
(Sibanye or the Group) first
Sustainability Report following the
Group’s separation from Gold Fields
Limited (Gold Fields) in February
2013. The report addresses the most
significant sustainability aspects of the
Group’s business for the year ended
31 December 2013.
The information contained in this report
is structured according to the Five
Capitals approach, which addresses
the financial, human, social, natural
and manufactured components of the
business comprising Sibanye’s current
operations, namely Beatrix, Driefontein
and Kloof.
This report should be read in conjunction
with the following relevant documents:
• The Summarised Report 2013 and
Notice of Annual General Meeting,
which was posted to shareholders
on 12 May 2014.
• The Integrated Report 2013.
All of these reports are available on
the Group’s website at
www.sibanyegold.co.za.
Sibanye’s Sustainability Report 2013
focuses on those sustainability
issues that are deemed to be the
most important to the Group and its
stakeholders. In determining these
material issues, relating to the G4
guidelines of the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI), cognisance was taken
of the guidance relating to materiality
provided by the GRI and by the
International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC).

Given that this is the Group’s first
comprehensive Sustainability Report, it
is the first time the Group has collated
the data used to populate this report
in this format. The content gathering
and data-collation process for the
report included a workshop-based
approach, questionnaires to relevant
discipline heads and interviews.
GRI systems were in place before the
interview process began. This provided
the basis for quantitative aspects of
the report. Sibanye is committed to
collating and reporting on sustainable
development performance on an
annual basis.

The Group has its ordinary shares listed

Sibanye has adopted the GRI’s G4
guidelines, and reports in line with the
‘core’ format. Certain non-financial
key performance indicators (KPIs)
have been assured by independent
assurance provider KPMG Services
Proprietary Limited (KPMG Services).
The KPMG Services statement of
assurance can be found on page 90.

Principles for South Africa (King III)

The reporting guidelines used
by Sibanye include the GRI G4
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines,
the Broad-based Socio-economic
Empowerment Charter (BBSEEC)
or the Mining Charter (2002) and
related Scorecard (2004) and the
Amendments to the BBSEEC (2010)
and related Scorecard (2010), as well
as Sibanye’s internally developed
guidelines.
The Sibanye Sustainable Development
Policy can be found at http://www.
sibanyegold.co.za/index.php/201212-30-10-04-04/policies.

on the Main Board of the JSE Limited
(JSE) in terms of its stock exchange
licence and its American Depositary
Receipts (ADRs) on the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE). The Group
reports in compliance with the JSE
Listing Requirements, the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),
the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA) Financial
Reporting Guides, the South African
Companies Act, 2008 (Act No 71
of 2008) (the Companies Act), the
Code of and Report on Governance
and in terms of the South African
Code for Reporting of Exploration
Results, Mineral Resources and Mineral
Reserves (SAMREC) guidance on
the reporting of mineral resources
and reserves.
The Group’s internal audit function is
conducted in-house and is required to
provide an independent evaluation of
the Group’s internal control processes
and systems in order to mitigate any
business risks.
For more information on sustainability
reporting at Sibanye, please contact:
Phillip Jacobs
Vice President:
Sustainable Development
Tel: +27 11 278 9647
Fax: +27 86 729 4095
Email: phillip.jacobs@sibanyegold.co.za
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OVERVIEW OF THE ORGANISATION GROUP PROFILE

group profile

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-4, G4-5, G4-6, G4-7, G4-8, G4-9, G4-10, G4-13, G4-15, G4-16, G4-17

WHY SIBANYE?

The word ‘Sibanye’ means ‘we are one’ in the isiXhosa language.
Sibanye owns and operates high quality gold operations in South Africa – consolidated into one Group with
one vision and strategy. People are its most important asset and its workforce is skilled and experienced.
The long-term success of Sibanye as a business and as a responsible corporate citizen is dependent on all
stakeholders working together as one.

OVERVIEW OF THE ORGANISATION
Sibanye is an independent, South
African domiciled and focused
mining group, which currently owns
and operates three underground and
surface gold operations, namely the
Driefontein Operation (Driefontein)
and the Kloof Operation (Kloof) in
the West Witwatersrand region and
the Beatrix Operation (Beatrix) in the
southern Free State. In addition to its
mining activities, the Group owns and
manages significant extraction and
processing facilities at its operations,
which beneficiate the gold bearing
ore mined.

Sibanye’s shareholder base (%)
31 December 2013
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Sibanye is the largest individual
producer of gold from South Africa
and is one of the world’s 10 largest
gold producers. In 2013, the Group
produced 44,474kg or 1.43Moz
of gold at an average all-in cost
of R354,376/kg (US$1,148/oz) and
invested R2.9 billion in capital at
its operations. At 31 December
2013, Sibanye held gold resources
of 65.0Moz and gold reserves of
19.7Moz, respectively 13% lower and
46% higher than in 2012. Uranium
resources of 68.8 million pounds (Mlb)
and reserves of 43.2Mlb were also
declared.
In 2013, the Group entered into
an agreement with Gold One

International Limited (Gold One)
to acquire its West Witwatersrand
Cooke underground and surface
operations (Cooke) and made an
offer to acquire 100% of Witwatersrand
Consolidated Resources Limited
(Wits Gold), a JSE and Toronto Stock
Exchange (TSX) listed gold and
uranium exploration company with
significant gold resources in South
Africa. These acquisitions will increase
Sibanye’s annual gold production,
enhance existing operational flexibility
and provide Sibanye with the potential
to significantly extend its operating life.
SHAREHOLDERS
Sibanye is headquartered close to
Westonaria, in the Gauteng province,
near its West Wits operations. The
Group’s primary listing is on the
JSE, trading under the share code
SGL, where it has been included
as a member of the JSE’s Socially
Responsible Investment (SRI) index in
2013. The Group also has a secondary
listing of American Depositary
Receipts (ADRs) on the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE), which trade under
the ticker code SBGL. Each ADR is
equivalent to four ordinary shares.
At 31 December 2013, Sibanye had
an issued share capital of 735,079,031
shares (1,000,000,000 authorised)
and a market capitalisation
of approximately R9.0 billion
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(US$874 million). On 22 April 2014
Sibanye’s market capitalisation had
risen to R19.2 billion (US$1,877 million).

One will result in Gold One holding
a 17% interest in Sibanye after the
conclusion of the transaction.

The Group has a diverse shareholder
base, which at 31 December 2013
predominantly comprised institutional
investors located in South Africa (45%),
the United States of America (36%),
Luxembourg (3%), United Kingdom
(2%) and others (14%).

PRODUCTS AND MARKETS
Sibanye mines, extracts and processes
gold ore to produce a beneficiated
product, doré.The doré is then further
refined at Rand Refinery Proprietary
Limited (Rand Refinery) into gold
bars with a purity of at least 99.5%, in
accordance with the Good Delivery
standards as determined by the London
Bullion Market Association (LBMA).
The refined gold is then sold on
international markets. Sibanye holds
a 33% interest in Rand Refinery, one of
the largest global refiners of gold, and
the largest in Africa. Rand Refinery
markets gold to customers around
the world.

The Group has a 100% free float
and its three largest institutional
shareholders (holding 34.8% of
the Group) at 31 December 2013
were Allan Gray Proprietary Limited
(14.7%), Investec Asset Management
Holdings Proprietary Limited (14.2%)
and Van Eck Associates Corporation
(5.9%). The successful acquisition
of the Cooke operations from Gold
SIBANYE’S OPERATIONS
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group profile

continued

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE

Beatrix (100%)

Driefontein (100%)

Kloof (100%)

Resource: 9Moz

Resource: 23Moz

Resource: 33Moz

Sibanye’s primary direct customers are
bullion banks acting as intermediaries
in the gold market.
Sibanye’s gold sales are predominantly
in US dollars. Although this exposes the
Group to transaction and translation
exposure from fluctuations in foreigncurrency exchange rates, Sibanye does
not generally hedge this exposure. It
may do so in specific circumstances,
such as to protect cash flows at times
of significant capital expenditure, for
financing projects or to safeguard the
viability of higher-cost operations.
PEOPLE
At the end of 2013, Sibanye employed
36,274 people; 33,773 of whom were
permanent employees (93%) and
2,501 contractors (7%). Employees
are drawn from local communities
in the regions in which the Group
operates (25.0%), from other regions
in South Africa (44.4%) and from other
southern African countries (30.6%).
Sibanye’s experienced Board is largely
comprised of independent nonexecutive directors, and is chaired
by an independent non-executive
Chairman. The highly experienced
management team has more than
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150 years’ combined experience in
the South African mining industry.
Sibanye is committed to becoming a
fully transformed South African mining
Group and its approach is guided
by the Broad Based Socio-economic
Empowerment Charter for the South
African Mining and Minerals Industry
(Mining Charter). In 2004, Gold Fields
Limited (Gold Fields) undertook a
black economic empowerment
(BEE) transaction, transferring an
amount equivalent to 15% of its equity
from Sibanye, formerly GFI Mining
South Africa Proprietary Limited, to
Mvelaphanda Gold Proprietary Limited
(Mvelaphanda Gold). In 2010, 10% of
equity was allocated to an Employee
Share Ownership Plan (ESOP) and
another 1% in an empowerment deal.
At the end of 2013, 32,219 employees
were participants in the ESOP.
Sibanye recognises that it has a
diverse workforce. It is committed
to meeting the targets required
by the Mineral and Petroleum
Resources Development Act, 2002
(Act No 28 of 2002) (MPRDA) and its
associated Mining Charter, including
the appointment of historically
disadvantaged South Africans
(HDSAs) in management positions
and employing women in core mining

invested significantly in empowering
HDSAs and women at all levels,
particularly in leadership roles.
SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP
Pursuant to the separation of the
Group from Gold Fields in February
2013, Sibanye is developing and
finalising specific policies and
procedures relating to its sustainability
practices. These policies and practices
will form an integral part of the
management of the Group.
Sibanye is guided by the spirit of
transformation as defined in the MPRDA
and Mining Charter.

Strategic policy initiative guidance
is also provided through the United
Nations Global Compact (UNGC).
This is a practical framework, which
was launched in 2000 for companies
committed to sustainability and
responsible business practices. As a
leadership initiative endorsed by chief
executives, the UNGC seeks to align
business operations and strategies
everywhere with 10 universally accepted
principles in the areas of human rights,
labour, environment and anti-corruption.
All transactions relating to BEE,
finalised under Gold Fields, are still
applicable to Sibanye. In this regard,
Sibanye transferred equity equivalent
to 26% to BEE entities, constituting

15% Mvelaphanda Gold, 10% ESOP
and 1% transformation shares.
The Board is responsible for
sustainability but has delegated
specific responsibility for oversight
of various sustainability issues to the
Audit Committee, the Safety, Health
and Sustainable Development
Committee, and the Social and
Ethics Committee.
Apart from the Safety, Health and
Sustainable Development Committee
where the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) is also a member, all the
Board committees are composed
exclusively of independent nonexecutive directors.

GOLD SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN 2013
The past year has seen gold retreating from a high of US$1,693.75/oz set at the afternoon price fix in London
(on 2 January 2013) to end the year at US$1,204.50/oz on 31 December 2013 – an overall fall of almost 29% in dollar
terms. The effect will have been less marked in rand terms as the South African currency weakened against the dollar.
On the global front, there were periodic recoveries from the falling trend as 2013 progressed, particularly after the
US$1,192 on 28 June 2013. However, they were not sustained. By 20 December 2013, spot gold was trading at a low of
US$1,195 before ticking up slightly at year end. Movements in 2014 would seem to confirm the continuation of this
trend with price recoveries not accompanied by subsequent follow through.
The dollar price of gold is largely driven by investment and speculative demand – boosted when traders seek safehaven investments with low opportunity costs, and depressed when security is less of a factor and opportunity costs
are rising.
This is the position in which the gold sector now finds itself. Investors have become increasingly cautious as shown in
2013 by sales of bullion by exchange-traded funds (ETFs). After peaking at a record global figure of over 1,300 tons (t)
at the end of 2012, ETF bullion holdings were soId down steadily during 2013 with ETF holdings essentially halving with a
drop of some 700t over 2013.
According to some analysts, the ETF sales were largely absorbed by central banks in developing economies,
particularly in China. However, these central bank stocks are now essentially long-term gold holdings with none of the
urgency that dominates investment and speculative gold demand, which adds to the metal’s price volatility.
Investors have been anticipating an end to the US Federal Reserve’s quantitative easing programme that has
underpinned the economic recovery from the depths that followed the financial recession of 2008. Interest rates have been at
record lows across the globe, taking their cue from those of the US Federal Reserve and linked to quantitative easing.
Sibanye does not hedge its gold production, nor will it. The Group believes that price volatility can be managed by
controlling operating costs and the cost of producing each ounce of gold.
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business model

BUSINESS
INPUTS

ACTIVITIES

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

HUMAN CAPITAL

SOCIAL CAPITAL

NATURAL CAPITAL

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

R2,902 million Capital expenditure

36,274 Number of employees
R316 million Training and development

Beatrix Social and Labour Plan approved
Kloof and Driefontein Social and Labour
Plans submitted
Identification of and engagement
with stakeholders
R1,050 million socio-economic
development expenditure

76,636Ml Water used
14,298TJ Energy used
6,905,373t Rock mined

19.7Moz Reserves
65.0Moz Resources
Improving operational productivity
and efficiencies

R9,145 million Procurement
44,474kg (1.43Moz) Gold produced
R434,663/kg (US$1,408/oz) Average gold price

EXPLORATION AND
NEW BUSINESS
Prospective targets are
identified and exploration or
due diligence is undertaken.
Worthwhile opportunities
undergo intensive evaluation.

UNDERGROUND MINING
Vertical shafts are in place to
transport people and equipment
to and from orebodies (more than
1,000m below surface) and to bring
the ore mined to surface. Goldbearing ore is drilled, blasted and the
ore is brought to surface.

TREATMENT
AND PROCESSING
Once mined, gold ore is processed
into doré (unrefined gold bars)
at the operations and
dispatched to Rand Refinery for
further beneficiation.

REFINING

RE-TREATMENT

REHABILITATION AND CLOSURE

At Rand Refinery, the gold doré is
refined and sold to bullion banks in
South Africa and internationally, or to
jewellery-fabrication industries. Gold is
a significant component in a number of
medical applications and lends itself
to recycling.

The surface operations re-treat tailings,
a product of processing, for residual gold
and uranium.This re-mining serves as
a form of rehabilitation as the tailings
storage facilities are permanently
removed.

Rehabilitation of the land disturbed by mining
is an integral aspect of a mine plan from
the beginning and throughout the life of an
operation. Closure plans take the livelihoods of
communities into account.

MATURE HIGH QUALITY OPERATIONS

WHAT MAKES

US

DIFFERENT?

OPERATING
STRATEGY

• Proven operating methods, track record, wellunderstood geology
• Capital sunk into existing, quality infrastructure
• Excess capacity provides opportunity to increase
throughput at minimum cost
• Opportunities to reduce unit costs and increase
effectiveness

REDUCE
COSTS AND
PAYMENTS
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LARGE HIGH-GRADE
RESOURCES PROVIDE
OPPORTUNITY TO BRING TO
ACCOUNT VAST RESOURCES AT AN
APPROPRIATE COST STRUCTURE

INCREASE

FLEXIBILITY

INCREASE

MARGINS

LOW CAPITAL
TO MAINTAIN
PRODUCTION
LEVELS

OPTIMISE

ALL CAPITAL

INCLUDING BALANCE SHEET

MATURE OPERATIONS
OFFERING POSSIBILITIES
FOR SIGNIFICANT CASH
GENERATION

SUPERIOR LONGTERM DIVIDEND
YIELD AN AREA
OF FOCUS

STRONG

CASH FLOWS

FIRST-MOVER ADVANTAGE
AND STRATEGIC LOCATION
• Regional presence potentially
offers value-accretive
consolidation opportunities

ROBUST

DIVIDENDS
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review of the year by CEO, Neal Froneman

Neal Froneman Chief Executive Officer

The year under review has been a
time of challenges and opportunities:
there were challenges that have
been and that continue to be
tackled in conjunction with our
various stakeholders and there are
opportunities that I am confident
have the potential to enhance the
sustainability of our operations.
Though, for clarity’s sake, this review
separates the various material issues
of sustainability, our fundamental
approach is necessarily holistic. Our
approach is designed to benefit
all our stakeholders fairly and with
contributions that can continue long
after our existing mines have reached
the ends of their productive lives. We
are also highly sensitive to our need to
operate sustainably so as to ensure our
legal and social licences to operate.
Material sustainability issues are
comprehensively reported elsewhere
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in this report and in this review I prefer
to deal generally with the strategies
that will take our Group into a
successful and sustainable future.
As a member of the UNGC, Sibanye
is committed to the implementation,
disclosure and promotion of the
10 universal principles, which we
fulfil through the publication of
our Sustainability Report. Business
decisions are informed by the Group’s
values, which are aligned with the
10 principles of the UNGC.
SAFETY AND HEALTH
Deep-level mining can be seen to be
more risky than many other mining
or industrial enterprises. But the safety
of our employees is, without a doubt,
the most important aspect of our
approach to sustainability. Our target
is one of ‘zero harm’. Our people
have the right to return home safely
and unharmed at the ends of their

It is with deep regret that I have
to report the deaths of nine of our
colleagues. Our sympathies go to the
families, friends and colleagues of:
• Mr Msabeli Mabhozana and
Mr Siboniso Delani who lost
their lives in accidents at our
Beatrix Operation;
• Mr Gilbert Morema, Mr Bonginkosi
Mqityana and Mr Thabiso Mpuke,
taken from us in accidents at
Driefontein; and
• Mr Manuel Salvador Tamele,
Mr Moses Mmoshe Marumo,
Mr Raul Zacharias Cossa and
Mr Mechaque Miguel Mpsanganhe
whose lives were lost at the Kloof
Operation.
Their passing will be remembered
by Sibanye.
What I find encouraging is that, on
many other measures, safety on our
mines has continued to improve.
Further details are contained
elsewhere in this report, but in 2013
our mines’ lost-time injury frequency
rate (LTIFR) fell to 6.13 per million hours
worked from 2012’s 6.90; the fatal-injury
frequency rate (FIFR) was 0.10 per
million hours worked (2012: 0.17); and
the serious/reportable injury frequency
rate (SIFR/RIFR) fell to 3.50 per million
hours worked (2012: 3.67).
I am confident, and it is my earnest
hope, that through the combined efforts
of all our people, safety at our mines will
continue to improve steadily.
Unless properly protected and
aware, our employees can be
exposed to occupational health
hazards such as noise-induced
hearing loss (NIHL) or silicosis as well
as to non-occupational diseases
such as HIV/AIDS and associated
tuberculosis (TB). All of our mines
have adequate safeguards against
these health challenges, reinforced
by continuous awareness campaigns.
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working shifts. And we will never allow
production to take precedence
over safety.

MANAGING OUR ORE RESOURCES
AND RESERVES
At Sibanye we never lose sight of
the fact that the sustainability of our
operations depends on the optimal
and profitable management of our
ore resources. Growth is an important
factor but not for the sake of size
alone. Operating profitably is more
important. And, during 2013, we set
about two processes to underpin
this strategy – by restructuring our
operations and by adding resources
beyond our mines’ boundaries.
At Beatrix, Driefontein and Kloof, we
have focused on extending the lives of
the operations by reducing costs and
converting more resources to reserves.
We have achieved this in the short
space of a year by restraining costs,
by placing management closer to the
mines and by extracting ore at lower
paylimits. Our strategy began with a
restructuring of operations through
the removal of unnecessary cost
overheads. This was accompanied
by a flattening of the managerial
structure and the transfer of our
corporate offices from Johannesburg
to a new site at the defunct Libanon
mine in the vicinity of Driefontein
and Kloof.
We also separated Driefontein and
Kloof into two separately managed
entities so that managers would
not be spread too thinly. Strategic
decisions can now be made and
implemented quickly where they are
needed, at and near the shaft heads.
In the process of these changes we
have introduced a sharper focus
on the operational side of safe and
efficient mining.
Along with these changes, we
reduced the number of people
working on our mines, largely through
natural attrition but also by making
less use of outside contractors. This
helped limit the impact of job cuts on
our own employees.
The second pillar of adding to our
resources was initiated through the
acquisition of Gold One and of
its 74% owned Cooke operations
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review of the year by CEO, Neal Froneman
continued

along with its key surface tailings
retreatment skills and facilities. Once
approvals have been received for the
transaction, operational imperatives
will be implemented expeditiously
and integrated with operations at
Driefontein and Kloof to turn their
surface tailings to account. Apart
from the direct economic benefits,
reprocessing and re-siting the old
tailings will significantly improve the
local environment.
In the Free State, our expansion
included the acquisition of Wits Gold
and its comparatively shallow ore
on unworked properties adjacent to
our Beatrix Operation. The aim is to
extend the life of our southern
Free State operations through the
full use of the Beatrix shaft and
processing facilities.
The Group recently exercised the
option to acquire the Burnstone
mine from the liquidators of Great
Basin Gold.
OUR EMPLOYEES
The past year has been one of
significant change on the labour
front and we have sought to manage
issues, such as the mid-year biennial
wage negotiations, that arose by
engaging with our employees through
their representative unions as well as
through direct interactions. We suffered
a three-day strike at Kloof and part of
Beatrix during the wage negotiations.
Driefontein was not affected. The
stoppage had an insignificant impact
on production as we milled stockpiles.
The robust negotiations, managed
under the auspices of the Chamber
of Mines of South Africa, were settled
with wage increases of between 7%
and 8%. They are higher than the
country’s 6% inflation rate, and higher
than we might have liked, but they
are manageable in our restructured
operational environment.
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At the outset of the year, the National
Union of Mineworkers (NUM), United
Association of South Africa (UASA)
and Solidarity were recognised as
representing employees at our mines.
As the year progressed, however,
the Association of Mineworkers and
Construction Union (AMCU) garnered
significant majority support and
gained recognition at Beatrix and
Driefontein. Regrettably, AMCU did
not participate in the final wage
settlement which was eventually
applied to all employees irrespective
of union affiliation. Nevertheless we
have worked and continue to work
on building healthy relations with
AMCU, along with other unions, and
to demonstrate to it the advantages
of centralised bargaining that has
served all sides of the gold industry
for many years. As 2014 started, we
were threatened by a strike by AMCU’s
members, relating to the 2013 wage
negotiations, but the action was set
aside when the court determined that
such action would be unprotected.
Our approach to labour relations
remains inclusive. We support
employees’ rights to freedom of
association and to be represented
as they choose. Our approach to
labour relations is set out more fully on
page 26 of this report.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
While ultimate responsibility for social
investment in our host communities and
labour sending areas lies with local,
provincial and national governments
to which we contribute through a
range of taxes, we recognise our own
responsibilities and seek to integrate
our efforts with those of the authorities.
We are proud of the contributions we
make to our communities, though
these are sometimes not as successful
as we might have hoped when
counterparties’ capacity constraints

MIGRANT LABOUR AND
ACCOMMODATION
The gold industry has long relied
on migrant labour, and changing
a system that is ingrained and that
has given rise to many unintended
adverse consequences can be
neither simple nor quick. Our
approach to ameliorating the
system’s drawbacks is to provide
adequate housing or allowances
to employees on our mines and to
members of our host communities.
However, we also reach out to the
rural areas from which we attract
employees with initiatives ranging
from housing through social
infrastructure to appropriate jobcreation initiatives. When employees
leave us they can look forward to
decent accommodation and even
job prospects back home.
Our strategy has two thrusts. The first
is founded on assisting employees
to own their own homes in places
of their own choice. The second is

on assisting in the creation of longterm business initiatives through, for
example, training in portable skills or
in developing small businesses such
as farming or the processing of our
mine residues into saleable products.
PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT
Mining has an inevitable impact on
the environment. For Sibanye that
is not only on our mines or in their
vicinity but further afield through, for
example, carbon emissions caused by
our use of grid electricity generated in
coal-fired power stations.
Our environmental approach extends
further than mere compliance with
relevant laws or regulations – we
do not believe that merely ticking
boxes is adequate. Our approach,
then, is collaborative and based on
prevention being better than a cure.
We regularly discuss mutual concerns
with our stakeholders and use inputs
from those interactions to improve
our environmental performances and
to mitigate our impacts. We interact
regularly with authorities to ensure
that we manage impacts that affect
our environmental footprint and keep
them within acceptable limits.
As I have mentioned above, our
expansion projects will contribute
to responsible environmental
management.

EMPOWERMENT
Sibanye is totally committed to the
letter and spirit of BEE as enshrined
in the Mining Charter. This, like all
else, is interlinked and coordinated
with our overall sustainability
strategies. This commitment extends
beyond the narrow confines of
employment equity and diversity.
As I have mentioned earlier, one of
our strategies is to stimulate local
socio-economic development and
enterprise by providing training in
portable skills, by supporting the
start-up of entrepreneurial businesses
and, to the fullest possible extent,
by purchasing goods and services
from these enterprises. Our initiatives
are described more fully elsewhere
in this report, but they are diverse
and wide-reaching and have been
developed in consultation with our
various communities. Ours are, we
believe, true partnerships.
RECOGNITION
Sibanye employs a holistic approach
to sustainability, an approach that
would not be possible without the
support and collaboration of all our
stakeholders. In conclusion, then, I
would like to express my appreciation
for the inputs of all involved and, in
particular, to my colleagues.
Neal Froneman
CEO
25 April 2014

‘Sibanye employs a holistic approach
to sustainability.’
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delay complete delivery on mutually
agreed social projects (see page 48).
As it was, we have discussed the
difficulties with our counterparties to find
means of overcoming delivery delays.
Nonetheless, our socio-economic
development (SED) expenditure
during 2013 was R1,050 million
(2012: R853 million).

OVERVIEW OF THE ORGANISATION ENGAGING WITH STAKEHOLDERS

engaging with stakeholders

In this section, Sibanye reports on the
following G4 indicators:
G4-24, G4-25, G4-26, G4-27, G4-S02

Sibanye’s engagement strategy is based on six objectives, supporting the
delivery of its corporate objectives, which are to:
1. Promote the Sibanye brand
Position and strengthen the brand among key stakeholders

COMMUNICATION AND
ENGAGEMENT
In line with its Corporate
Communications and Engagement
Strategy, Sibanye communicates with
key stakeholders on a regular basis to
keep them informed of developments.
The development of the Corporate
Communications and Engagement
Strategy entailed:
• a review of the existing
communications framework
and practices;
• an external environmental scan;
• the development of communications
and engagement objectives and
guiding principles; and
• the establishment of monitoring,
evaluation and performance
management arrangements.
The strategy developed in 2013 will
remain under review and is a dynamic
document to be updated from time
to time.

Inculcate the Group pay-off line – ‘We are one’ – as a philosophy to
engender a sense of ownership and accountability necessary to realise
its vision
Build brand awareness and legitimacy
Achieve sustainable brand value
2. Build credibility and trust in Sibanye
Influence and work alongside stakeholders to deliver on its vision
Deliver on its promises
3. Build a new corporate culture for Sibanye by increasing awareness of
its vision, mission, aims, objectives and values
Employees are aligned with the Group’s purpose, vision and values
and understand what is needed of them to make a meaningful contribution
Employee engagement and achievement of organisational effectiveness
4. Improve communications and engagement capability and capacity
of staff across the organisation and ensure resources are used to
max imum effect
Building capability among the communications staff is central to achieving
the objectives of the Communications and Engagement Strategy
Achievement of vision hinges on every manager becoming a
communicating leader
5. Establish two-way internal communication across the Group
Checking that messages reach internal target audiences and
employees, and closing the loop to ensure that messages are
understood and internalised
Providing an opportunity for employee contribution
Ensuring clarity on management’s role in communication
6. Provide high-quality, efficient and effective communication and
engagement between Sibanye and ex ternal communities
Influence and work alongside key stakeholders
Ensure understanding of the Sibanye portfolio of projects and impacts
on communities
Consistent messaging to stakeholders
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Case study: Land-use survey maps stakeholders

Engaging with stakeholders:
Prof Les Stoch, acid mine drainage (AMD)
specialist and agriculturalist on the Far West
Rand

Sibanye engaged with important stakeholders through a land-use survey.

A land-use survey initially aimed at meeting the requirements
of the International Cyanide Management Code for the
manufacture, transport and use of cyanide in the production
of gold (the Cyanide Code) has become a more useful
exercise than initially expected – Sibanye was able to engage
with an important group of stakeholders in developing plans
to safeguard the broader, current and future interests of the
farming community in the vicinity of its operations.
The initial survey conducted in 2009, which only focused on
areas adjacent to water bodies, was extended in 2013 to
cover all land users within 15km of the property perimeter.
The 2013 survey covered 72 farms in the Wonderfonteinspruit,
Kraalkopspruit, Loopspruit and Leeuspruit catchment areas of
Gauteng where Sibanye mines. It thus created an extensive
database of stakeholders.
“In terms of the Cyanide Code, stakeholders must be kept
informed about any possible cyanide-related issues arising
from mining activities,” states Tharina Naude, Sustainable
Development Unit Manager: Land and Biodiversity for
Sibanye.“We need to have their contact details and
knowledge of their activities and water use on particular
tracts of land in order to proactively address any concerns
and avoid serious incidents.”
The survey also served as a vehicle to discuss and develop
appropriate emergency procedures with parties who could
be affected, she adds.“In the process of collecting the data,
we were able to determine the long-term agricultural or
commercial prospects of the farming community. Sibanye
is thus able to develop a workable and acceptable landmanagement plan, to flag other potential pollution sources
or issues that neighbouring communities might encounter,
and it assists us with planning for future local economic
development (LED) projects.”
The maps developed from the land-use survey have also
informed Sibanye’s stakeholder engagement strategy, Naude
points out.“The stakeholder database, which has emerged
from the survey, is an integral tool in our effective engagement
with stakeholders. The next step is to plot all the areas we have
surveyed on a geographic information system, which will
quickly show every landowner’s details and activities. Concerns
raised will also be identified and addressed.”

Prof Les Stoch

“The concern about the future of the groundwater dates
from 1948 and coincided with the commencement of
pumping from the newly established West Driefontein
mine. My involvement stems from September 1956 when
the Welverdiend farmers were without irrigation water due
to limited flow from the spring at Oberholzer. Since then,
I have acted on behalf of the farmers who were at odds
with the mines and received limited support from the
authorities when the Oberholzer spring ran dry in 1959 –
and soon ran into pollution problems.The spring at Bank
dried up in 1968 due to the flood at West Driefontein.
The farmers were, therefore, totally dependent on the
water discharged by the mines. A solution was grudgingly
accommodated by what we considered to be arrogant
mine bosses and, by 1972, 85% of those affected had
been compensated.The problems recurred in the late
1990s and it was back to the trenches. After the initial
skirmishes, we found ourselves negotiating with a different
class of senior management, Ian Cockerill, and the late
Brendan Walker.The solution was based on reciprocal
trust and both sides were satisfied with the outcome: a
rare victory. What I consider to be a rare compliment was
when Walker asked me, as an agriculturist, to be involved
in a large hydroponics project that Gold Fields intended to
launch.The next task was to negotiate the purchase of the
farm West Driefontein for the mine.The odds were lined
up against success as 52 signatures were required from
family members who did not trust each other and, initially,
refused to communicate.
“If asked whether the farmers have any problems with the
mining industry, my response would be that, those who
have material issues and are prepared to present facts
to the mining industry, their concerns will be dealt with
sympathetically and on merit. In my more than 50 years of
engagement with the mining industry, all the issues that I
raised were settled to the satisfaction of both sides, except
for one instance where the mine in question kept changing
owners and, I would believe, that a solution is pending.”
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engaging with stakeholders

continued

SIBANYE’S PRIMARY STAKEHOLDERS
Stakeholder group

Some specific stakeholders
West Rand District Municipality
Westonaria Local Municipality
Merafong Local Municipality

Local and provincial government

Matjhabeng Local Municipality
Masilonyana Local Municipality
Lejweleputswa District Municipality
Gauteng Provincial Government
Free State Provincial Government
Department of Mineral Resources (DMR)
Department of Labour (DoL)
Department of Education (DoE)
Department of Higher Education

National government

Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA)
Department of Water Affairs (DWA)
Department of Health (DoH)
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform
Portfolio Committee on Mineral Resources
National Treasury
Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs)

Earthlife Africa
Federation for a Sustainable Environment
Groundwork South Africa
Chamber of Mines of South Africa
Suppliers/contractors

Forums/key institutions

West Rand District Mining Forum
Merafong Community Mining Forum
Far West Rand Dolomitic Water Association
NUM
Solidarity

Organised labour

UASA
AMCU
Sibanye Group Leadership Forum
DMR
DWA

Regulators

DEA
National Nuclear Regulator (NNR)
National Energy Regulator of South Africa
JSE
NYSE/US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
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Stakeholder group

Some specific stakeholders
Tin City
Kokosi
Theunissen
Welkom
Virginia

Communities

Blybank
Hillshaven
Glenharvie
Fochville
Bekkersdal
Simunye
Farmers/landowners
National media
Regional newspapers and broadcasters

Media

Local newspapers and broadcasters
Specialist trade media
Information websites
Community media
Sibanye Board of directors
Employees
Sibanye Executive Committee (Exco)

Other

Investors/providers of capital (shareholders and banks)
Retired employees
Families of employees
Mining units
Board committees (particularly Safety, Health and
Sustainable Development, Social and Ethics, Audit and Risk)

Engaging with stakeholders:
Mariette Liefferink, CEO of the Federation for a Sustainable Environment
“I have seen a paradigm shift in recent years. Instead of focusing on unrelated
conservation issues, mining companies, including Sibanye, are now concentrating on
specifics. We interact on environmental and social issues, and they are very transparent.
Sibanye does not just listen but takes action.
“My role is to ensure that communities know their rights and how to exercise those rights.
At the same time, I manage the unrealistic expectations and narrow self-interest of
individuals within communities. It would be unfair, unjust and inequitable to expect the
last man standing to carry the impact of more than 120 years of mining so I conduct
presentations to high-level international delegations on the legacy of mining, focusing on
the positive aspects of Sibanye’s presence.
“Consultation is not a one-way street – we listen to each other, consider advice offered
and then work together towards the common good.”

Mariette Liefferink
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engaging with stakeholders

continued

STAKEHOLDER MAP

Governance

X

X

X

X

Human rights

Compliance to
licence

X

Company
policies

Environmental
issues

X

Safety

Social issues

Local/

Business
performance

Stakeholder
group

Strategic
direction

Primary interest areas

Methods of
engagement and
communication

Frequency Responsible person/team

X

Official briefings

Quarterly

CEO/Vice President:
Sustainable Development

provincial
government
Councillor/Member of

As required CEO/Chief Operating Officer/
Sustainable Development team

the Executive Council
(MEC) briefings

National

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Events/launches

Ad hoc

VIP visits

As required CEO

Presentations

As required Sustainable Development team

Official briefings

As required CEO/Vice President:

VIP visits

As required CEO/Vice President:

Official briefings

As required CEO/Vice President:

Presentations

Quarterly

Sustainable Development team

Site inspections

Annually

Sustainable Development team

Reports

Annually

Sustainable Development team

Event launches

Ad hoc

Sustainable Development /

VIP visits

As required CEO

CEObrief

Monthly

Communications

Group leadership forum

Monthly

Employee Relations

Incident report

Monthly

Safety

Intranet

Ongoing

Communications

Union briefing

Ongoing

Union

Staff roadshows

Ongoing

Communications

Official briefings

Quarterly

Sustainable Development team

Online: website

Ongoing

Communications

Site visits

Ongoing

Sustainable Development team

Formal briefings

As required CEO/Vice President:

Presentations

As required Sustainable Development team

Reports

Ongoing

Town hall meetings

As required Communications/

Local newspapers

Ongoing

Consultation event

As required Sustainable Development team

Leaflets

Ongoing

Roadshows

As required Sustainable Development team

Event launches

Ad hoc

Communications

Local radio

Ongoing

Communications

government

Sustainable Development team

Sustainable Development
Sustainable Development

Regulators

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sustainable Development

communications
Organised

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

labour

NGOs

Forums/key

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

institutions

Communities

Sustainable Development

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sustainable Development team
Sustainable Development
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Business
performance

Social issues

Environmental
issues

Compliance to
licence

Governance

Safety

Company
policies

Employees

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Board of

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Human rights

Stakeholder
group

Strategic
direction

Primary interest areas

Methods of
engagement and
communication

Frequency Responsible person/team

X

Induction

At start

Line manager

Team briefings

Weekly

Line manager

Intranet

Ongoing

Communications

CEO brief

Monthly

Communications

Staff roadshows

Quarterly

Communications

Union briefing

As required Union

Board meetings

Quarterly

Company Secretary

Committees

Quarterly

Company Secretary

Annual General Meeting

Annually

Company Secretary

Online: website

Ongoing

Communications

Board papers

Quarterly

Company Secretary

Press releases

As required Communications

Features/interviews

As required Communications

Press briefings

As required Communications

Event invites

As required Communications

AGM

Annually

Online: website

As required Communications

Social media

As required Communications

Press releases

As required Communications

X

directors and
investors

–

(AGM)

Media

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Communications

Engaging with stakeholders:
Albie Nieuwoudt, executive director: Economic Development & Planning, Merafong City Local Municipality
“With the unbundling of Sibanye, we have had to establish new relationships since
August/September 2013, but we meet regularly to agree on Social and Labour Plan (SLP)
projects that must align with the Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) of the municipality.
“We uphold transparency in our engagement with each other – Sibanye invites us
to DMR meetings for planning purposes, as well as audits and discussions on SLP
amendments. Monthly implementing meetings review progress in the implementation
of SLP projects.
“Our communication with Sibanye is conducted through two committees: an
Implementing Committee and a Mandating Committee. Top mine management sits
at implementing level with senior management of the municipality and politicians.
Sibanye’s role is to identify and implement the projects, as well as the charters and
the business case, and then obtain approval at mandating level. The Mandating
Committee comprises the head of LED at Sibanye who sits in on meetings with the
Executive Mayor of the municipality.
“Legislation does not provide for targets or percentages but we have motivated the DMR
to strive for agreement in terms of equitable distribution of resources, which would be
beneficial to the mines and host communities.”

Albie Nieuwoudt
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determining sustainability

In this section, Sibanye reports on the
following G4 indicators:
G4-2, G4-19, G4-20, G4-21

STRONG SUSTAINABILITY
The concept of sustainability in its
broadest sense underpins Sibanye’s
strategy. Sibanye was established as
a separate entity so that it could
withstand the vagaries of the market
and the constraints of its orebodies
at least for several decades to come.
Under the auspices of Gold Fields,
operations now owned by Sibanye
were being ‘harvested’, had relatively
short lives and would have closed
within a decade.
Turning specifically to the concept
of sustainable development, Sibanye
has embraced the concept of
Strong Sustainability, encompassing
– as defined by the Brundtland
Commission – ‘development that
meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own

needs’ but noting that there can be
no trade-offs between the different
forms of capital.
The report that follows is based on the
Five Capitals Model, discussing the
financial, human, social, natural and
manufactured capitals in the business.
However, there is much overlap, and
these distinctions have been made
for convenience.
THE FIVE CAPITALS MODEL
The Five Capitals Model, developed by
Forum for the Future (an independent
non-profit organisation working
globally with business, governments
and other organisations to solve
complex sustainability challenges), is
used as a framework for sustainability.
The Five Capitals Model (see
diagram below) provides a basis for
understanding sustainability in terms
of the economic concept of wealth
creation or ‘capital’. The model affords
a broader understanding of financial
sustainability by enabling business
to consider the effect of wider
environmental and social issues on
long-term profitability.

Any organisation would use five
types of capital to deliver its products
or services: natural, human, social,
manufactured and financial. A
sustainable organisation will maintain
and, where possible, enhance stocks
of capital assets rather than deplete
or degrade them.
The model helps the business develop
a vision of its own sustainability
by considering its requirements to
maximise the value of each capital.
However, an organisation needs to
consider the impact of its activities on
each of the capitals in an integrated
way in order to avoid ‘trade-offs’. Using
the model in this way for decisionmaking can lead to more sustainable
outcomes.
BOARD OVERSIGHT
Three committees of the Board
have oversight of matters relating
to sustainability, namely the Safety,
Health and Sustainable Development
Committee, and the Social and
Ethics Committee. The Audit
Committee has oversight of matters
relating to finance and risk.

THE FIVE CAPITALS MODEL (AS ADJUSTED BY SIBANYE)

Manufactured Capital
Financial Capital

Social Capital

Human Capital

Natural Capital
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The Social and Ethics Committee
is responsible for discharging
its statutorily imposed duties as
contemplated in the Companies Act,
2008 (Act No 71 of 2008) and the
applicable regulations. They include
monitoring Sibanye’s activities
in relation to relevant legislation

and prevailing best practice
regarding social and economic
development, good corporate
citizenship, the environment, health
and public safety, the impact of
Sibanye’s activities, and labour and
employment legislation.
The Social and Ethics Committee must
bring any pertinent matters to the
attention of the Board and report to
shareholders at the AGM.
The Board relies on the Social and
Ethics Committee in ensuring that
Sibanye complies with best-practice
recommendations in respect of
social and ethical management.
This committee is chaired by Jerry
Vilakazi and its members are Timothy
Cumming, Barry Davison, Sello Moloko
and Keith Rayner. The committee met
on three occasions during the year.
At its first meeting at the beginning
of the year, the Social and Ethics
Committee approved its annual
work plan for 2013. Areas discussed
with management included the 10
principles of the International Council
on Mining and Metals (ICMM), the 10
principles of the UNGC, community
development, broad-based black
economic empowerment (BBBEE)

and employment-equity requirements;
and Mining Charter compliance
requirements. The committee noted
that the Group complied with the
statutory duties, save for more work
being done by management in
building up the HDSA pipeline in
middle-management levels and more
work being done in certain areas with
regard to the Mining Charter and the
SLP requirements.
Sibanye’s Ethics and Corporate
Governance Policy can be found at
http://www.sibanyegold.co.za/index.
php/2012-12-30-10-04-04/policies.
RISK MANAGEMENT
The management of risk forms an
integral part of Sibanye’s approach
to sustainability. Risk management,
which includes the related systems
of internal control, is the responsibility
of the Board, although management
is accountable to the Board for
designing, implementing and
monitoring an integrated process of
risk management into the Group’s
daily activities. The Board, through the
Audit and Risk Committee, ensures
that management implements
appropriate risk-management
processes and controls.

Of the top 30 risks on the Group’s risk register, 10 relate to matters regarding sustainability either directly or indirectly.
Risk ranking

Risk title

Capital that this risk is related to

4

Reduced investor confidence

Financial capital

5

Non-delivery of the MPRDA in terms of Mining Charter
and SLP obligations

Social and Financial capital

7

Political risk

Social capital

10

Safety and health: mining accidents and seismicity related incidents

Human capital

16

Contamination of water resulting in health risks

Natural and Human capital

21

Disaster at informal settlements adjacent to operations

Social capital

23

Water and soil pollution

Natural capital

25

Environmental activism

Natural capital

29

Issues relating to accommodation and living conditions

Human and Social capital

30

Inability to comply with current and/or future environmental legislation Natural capital

Other risks considered include rising taxes (especially carbon tax), silicosis and NIHL.
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The Safety, Health and Sustainable
Development Committee reviews
Sibanye’s adherence to occupational
health, safety and environmental
standards. The committee has
oversight of efforts to minimise miningrelated accidents, to ensure that
Sibanye operations comply with all
environmental regulations and to
establish policy in respect of HIV/
AIDS and other health matters. The
committee is chaired by non-executive
director, Barry Davison. Other committee
members are Neal Froneman, Sello
Moloko and Susan van der Merwe. The
committee met on three occasions
in 2013. Its primary activities included
assisting the Board in its oversight of the
effectiveness of the Group’s sustainable
development programmes as well as
to keep the Board informed about the
Group’s objectives and its compliance
with and maintenance of standards in
this area.

DETERMINING SUSTAINABILITY DETERMINING MATERIALITY

determining materiality

MATERIAL ISSUES
Through a process of internal and external environmental scanning, information from the risk register, feedback from
stakeholders and assessment of management, Sibanye has identified the following four material issues for the business:

Securing the
business tomorrow

Securing the business
today – the licence to operate

Operational and
financial sustainability

Employee safety, health
and wellbeing

•
•
•
•

Growth and development
Transformation
LED/Socio-Economic Development
Supply chain management

•
•
•
•

Compliance and best practice
Energy/Water/Air quality/Land management
Attracting, recruiting and developing employees
Stakeholder engagement and employee relations

• Optimising production
• Containing costs

•
•
•
•

Eliminating injury
Addressing occupational hygiene
Employee wellbeing
Stakeholder engagement and employee relations

PROCESS ADOPTED FOR DEFINING THE REPORT CONTENT AND ASPECT BOUNDARIES
The four-step process adopted, as recommended by the GRI, is illustrated below:

1

Identification of relevant
topics and boundaries

Identifying topics

Identifying
boundaries

Spheres of
influence

2

Prioritisation of relevant topics

What to analyse

3

Validation against principles
of completeness
and stakeholder inclusiveness

Scope, boundaries
and time

4

Review will be undertaken
post publication
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Materiality
thresholds
and level of
coverage

sustainability strategy

Maintaining the Group’s
licence to operate

Developing and preserving the
Group’s reputation and growing
its brand equity

Achieving closure
without liability

Strategy: Compliance and beyond
• Management assurance to stakeholders
• Environmental scanning and analysis
• Impact analysis
•	Corporate resilience: assurance of data and compliance – SLP,
Environmental Management Programme (EMP) and Mining Charter
• Business enabler
•	Performance monitoring/flagging and evaluation

Strategy: Brand reputation
• Relationship management
• Reputation management
• External sustainability communication
•	Key communication relationships
•	Mapping and analysis of audiences/stakeholders
•	External stakeholder management
• Engagement and public participation
•	Brand tracking (impact measurement and evaluation)
• Corporate social investment (CSI) and sustainability reporting
•	Fostering strategic partnerships

Strategy: Closure and rehabilitation
• Driving transformation
• Sustainability risk management
• Sustainability project governance
• Due diligence

‘In line with the Strong Sustainability
Model, operations deliver coherent
strategies and approaches.’
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STRATEGIC SUSTAINABILITY IMPERATIVES
In response to the risks and material issues identified and in line with Sibanye’s approach to the Strong Sustainability
Model, the corporate-level Sustainable Development team and other critical departments have entered into service level
agreements with the operations to deliver coherent strategies and approaches. Three strategic imperatives have been
identified and associated strategies have been developed.

THE FIVE CAPITALS FINANCIAL CAPITAL

financial capital

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE DURING 2013
• 17% increase in gold production to 44,474kg (1.430Moz)
• 12% increase in tons milled
• 4% decrease in total cash cost to R273,281/kg (US$885/oz)

KEY
FEATURES

• Operating profit of R7.36 billion (28% increase)
• R3.56 billion in net cash generated
• Net debt of R499 million (87% decrease)
• Dividends of R825 million paid to shareholders
• 112 cents per share
• 9% annualised yield based on the year-end share price (the highest in the industry)

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-12, G4-13, G4-EC1, G4-EC4, G4-EC9, G4-LA14, G4-LA15, G4-HR5, G4-HR6, G4-HR9, G4-HR10,
G4-SO6, G4-SO9, G4-SO10

Sibanye’s financial and operating performance is dealt with more comprehensively in the Group’s Integrated Report and
consolidated financial statements for 2013.
Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

Critical targets for Sibanye have included:
• reducing the Group’s cost profile;
• increasing gold production;
• reducing debt;
• returning cash to shareholders; and
• extending operations’ lives.

Manufactured Capital

Financial Capital
The assets of an organisation that
exist in a form of currency that

Financial Capital

can be owned or traded. This is
the traditional primary measure of
business performance and success
(the single bottom line) in terms of

Social Capital

Human Capital

reporting performance to shareholders,
investors, regulators and government.
Sustainable organisations understand
that the creation of financial value is

Natural Capital
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dependent on other forms of capital.

Sibanye is one of the world’s 10 largest
gold producers, and the largest
individual producer of gold from
South Africa. As such, the Group is a
significant participant in global gold
markets, the South African economy
and the economies of the provinces
in which it operates.

OPERATING IN THE CURRENT
ECONOMIC CLIMATE
The global gold market was
challenging in 2013 with signs of
economic recovery, a strengthening
dollar and suggestions that asset
purchases would be scaled back in
the US, leading to significant sales
from gold ETFs, driving the gold price
down to three-year lows by year end.
The gold price, which declined by
around 29% during the year in dollar
terms, was only partly offset by a
weakening rand. This was aggravated
by above-inflation cost increases,
which squeezed operating margins
across the industry. Sibanye managed
to offset the declining gold price to
some extent by reducing costs in

IMPLEMENTING A TURNAROUND
Sibanye inherited a strong safety
culture with good and improving
safety performance trends, large
high-grade resources, and wellmaintained assets from Gold Fields.
In combination, these attributes set
the scene for a significant turnaround
by the focused management team.
On the negative side, when these
assets were located in the Gold Fields
portfolio, they faced a declining
production profile and a life-of-mine
production plan, which assumed
extraction of the existing reserve only
without factoring in any investment
to convert the substantial resources
to reserves.
While production declined, costs
continued to increase, reaching
unacceptably high levels owing
to inappropriate organisational
structures, given the lower production
levels, operational inefficiencies and a
bloated service function.
Sibanye’s operating strategy, which
was communicated at the time of its
listing, is aimed at:
• reducing costs with a view to
reducing mining paylimits;
• improving mining flexibility (lower
paylimits result in an increase in
reserves which can be extracted
economically);
• increasing margins;
• optimising all capital, including the
Group’s balance sheet;
• developing strong cash flows; and
• returning value to shareholders by
way of robust dividends.

Gold produced and sold
Sibanye’s Beatrix, Driefontein and Kloof operations, despite having been in
production for many years, remain high-quality, long-life assets with gold reserves
of 19.7Moz and resources with grades well above the industry average.
In 2013, the Group produced 1.43Moz of gold, generating gold sales revenue
of R19.3 billion. The average gold price received was US$1,408/oz, down
15% year on year, while the average R/US$ exchange rate was R9.60/US$1,
17% weaker than in 2012.

Reducing debt
Given the uncertain economic
environment and volatile gold price,
a judicious approach to managing
debt has been taken. During the year,
gross debt was reduced by
52% to R2.0 billion (US$193 million)
from R4.2 billion at 31 December
2012, following repayments of
R2.5 billion towards the Group’s
bridge loan facility.
Goods and services procured
by the Group
Sibanye is fully committed to the
transformation of its procurement
spend and is guided in this by the
MPRDA and Mining Charter.
Transformation is a fundamental
component of Sibanye’s sustainabledevelopment strategy and takes into
account the Group’s approach to
SED and enterprise development,
including support of local BEE
companies by procuring goods and
services from local BEE companies
where possible.
HDSA and BEE suppliers to Sibanye
have preferred-supplier status subject
to their competitiveness.
All suppliers have been screened:
•	using human rights, labour
practices and environmental
criteria; and
• for actual and potential human rights,
labour practices and environmental
impacts in the supply chain.
For new suppliers joining Sibanye
the South African Revenue Service
(SARS) Tax Clearance Certificate,
and Chartered Institute of Purchasing
and Supply (CIPS), BEE status
along with any additional required
International Organisation for
Standardisation (ISO) or South
African National Standards (SANS)
standards, is verified. Independent
vendors are screened for all of the
above, including financial credibility,
blacklisting and any criminal
judgments against the company
or directors. In addition, a site visit
is done to confirm the suppliers
actual processes and ensure that
they are compliant with the required
standards. The Fraud and Corruption
Unit within Sibanye also verifies that
the information received from the
supplier is correct.
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The financial sustainability of Sibanye
is in the interests of all stakeholders
and will ensure that:
• shareholders receive an
appropriate return on their
investment over time;
• the Group is able to continue to
provide employment for thousands
of people, which is consistent with
the developmental objectives of the
South African government;
• the Group continues to make a
meaningful contribution to the
national fiscus through the payment
of mining taxes and royalties; and
• investment in the social upliftment
and development of host and
labour sending communities is
facilitated in the long term.

2013, but this will become increasingly
difficult in future. For a detailed
account of the Group’s financial
position and the global gold market,
see the Integrated Report.
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Procurement expenditure by Sibanye
amounted to R9,145 million in 2013,
of which R5,065 million related to
discretionary spend. Non-discretionary
spend includes expenditure on
parastatal entities, banks and
government departments, among
others. Of the discretionary spend
during 2013, 56% (R2,858 million) was
spent with BEE suppliers.The Mining
Charter requires that mining companies
procure 40% of their capital goods,
50% of their consumer goods and 70%
of their services from BEE suppliers by
2014. Sibanye is aware of the current
and future social and community
development challenges in South
Africa, and recognises the role it has to
play in the areas in which it operates.
In order to develop an environment
exposing local entrepreneurs to
Sibanye’s supply chain and to

continued

ensure that they are equipped to
become economically independent
and sustainable, the Group has
developed and implemented an
online registration system for all
prospective suppliers. Further, Sibanye
requires existing suppliers and service
providers to become BEE-compliant.
The process of engagement will begin
in February 2014, to be concluded by
June 2014. Plans are also in place to
collaborate in the establishment of an
Enterprise Development Hub at each
operation with mining companies that
already have these facilities in place.
This would provide much-needed
services, such as business training
and access to the Sibanye Gold
Vendor Portal to local entrepreneurs
and enterprises. The plan is to have a
number of these hubs commissioned
by April 2014.

BEE and transformation
Sibanye complies with the Mining
Charter’s 2014 BEE equity target
of 26%, and is fully committed to
achieving broad-based transformation
across all levels of the Group. See the
Human Capital section on page 38.
Adding value
The Value-added Statement below
details the value generated and
distributed by Sibanye during the
year, and its implications for the
Group’s stakeholders. The statement
also illustrates how this value was
distributed, taking into account the
amounts retained and reinvested in the
Group for the replacement of assets
and development of operations. Based
on this statement, Sibanye created
value of R14.35 billion in 2013.

2012
Value-added Statement

%

Revenue
Less: Purchased goods and services in order to operate and
produce refined metals
Value added by operations
Add:
Share of results of equity-accounted investees after taxation
Investment income
Finance expense
Net other expenditure
Total value created
Value distributed
Employees
Salaries and wages
Contributions to retirement benefit funds
Contributions to healthcare funds
Government
Mining and income taxation
Deferred taxation
Royalties
Providers of capital
Dividends
Finance expense on borrowings
Broader community
Corporate social investment
Reinvested in the Group
Amortisation, depreciation and impairments
Retained income
Total value distributed
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2013
Rm

%

Rm

16,554

19,331

(4,245)
12,309

(5,000)
14,332

93
106
(63)
(101)
12,344

52
160
(101)
(90)
14,353

48.5
4.2
3.7

(5,981)
(515)
(453)

46.8
3.8
3.1

(6,717)
(549)
(450)

3.8
-6.8
2.3

(475)
840
(282)

5.6
-3.9
2.9

(810)
554
(415)

5.9
0.9

(731)
(114)

1.9
2.2

(272)
(319)

0.2

(20)

0.2

(24)

19.1
18.2
100.0

(2,363)
(2,249)
(12,344)

27.3
9.9
100.0

(3,925)
(1,426)
(14,353)

Realising value for shareholders
Sibanye’s dividend policy is to pay
between 25% and 35% of normalised
earnings to shareholders. During the
year, the Group declared dividends of
R825 million to shareholders. This has
positioned Sibanye as offering
the highest dividend yield in the
sector globally.

The impact of the new wage increase
on the wage bill will be around
R480 million per annum.
Benefits provided to full-time employees
include membership of pension or
provident funds; housing and livingout allowances (LOAs); access to
medical care; annual, sick and family
responsibility leave; performance
bonuses/profit share; annual service
increments; life and disability cover;
study assistance; and maternity and
paternity leave.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EXPENDITURE
Sibanye’s SED initiatives are typically
aligned to the Group’s SLPs.

PAYMENTS TO GOVERNMENT
In 2013, Sibanye paid R305 million
in taxation (2012: R980 million) and
R249 million in mining royalties (2012:
R414 million). The Group did not
receive any financial assistance
from government.
Additionally, Sibanye does not believe
in making political donations to any
beneficiary or country.
RETURNS TO SHAREHOLDERS
Returns to shareholders are direct, in
the form of dividends, and indirect, in
the form of share price appreciation.
During 2013 and 2014, the Group
declared dividends of R825 million
of which the interim dividend of
R272 million and final dividend of
R553 million was paid on 7 October
2013 and 17 March 2014 respectively.
The 112 cents per share (37 cents per
share interim dividend and 75 cents
per share final dividend) is a 9%
annualised yield based on the share
price of R12.30 on 31 December 2013.
INVESTING CAPITAL
Sibanye invested R2,902 million in
capital expenditure in 2013 of which
R1,019 million (35%) was sustaining
capital to maintain its infrastructure
and R1,883 million (65%) was spent on
ore-reserve development.

Sibanye’s share price: 11 February 2013 to 31 December 2013
(South African cents)
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PAYMENTS TO EMPLOYEES
The amount paid to employees
during the year totalled R6,156 million
compared with R5,791 million in
2012. The restructuring of the Sibanye
business, following a review of the
entire Group with a view to right-sizing
the organisation to align with longerterm sustainable production levels, will
reduce the Group’s payroll in future.
Employee costs comprise around 51%
of total costs.

During the year, the total SED expenditure
amounted to R1,050 million (2012:
R853 million). See pages 49 and 50.
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SIBANYE AS AN EMPLOYER

KEY
FEATURES

• Signatory to UNGC
• 36,274 people employed
• 93% full-time employees and 7% contractors

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-10, G4-LA2, G4-LA4, G4-LA7, G4-HR7, G4-SO3, G4-SO4, G4-SO5

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

It is Sibanye’s objective to have motivated and competent employees
in place to enable the achievement of the Group’s business and operational goals.
To achieve this, Sibanye’s focus is on:
• attraction, retention and development of its people;
• embedding the operating model throughout the Group;
•p
 romotion of diversity of the Group; and
• implementation of the values of the Group.

Human Capital
Manufactured Capital
Financial Capital

Human Capital

Social Capital

Natural Capital
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The health, knowledge, skills, intellectual
outputs, motivation and capacity
for relationships of the individual are
important as organisations depend
on individuals to function – a healthy,
motivated and skilled workforce is
necessary. Damage to human capital
by abuse of human or labour rights, or
compromising health and safety, has
direct as well as reputational costs.

Sibanye is dependent on a healthy,
skilled, trained and committed
workforce, capable of completing
tasks safely and productively. Efforts
to develop and empower employees
are ongoing, and form part of a drive
to continuously improve the quality
of life of those who sustain the
Group’s business.

Sibanye ensures that all security
personnel is trained in the
organisation’s human rights policies
and procedures.
As people are the mainstay of
Sibanye, it is essential that the Group
invests in them to achieve growth
and to ensure the sustainability of the
business. The Sibanye Gold Academy
provides human-capital development
services to the Group. The skills and
knowledge acquired by employees,
through training or experience,
increase their value not only to
Sibanye but in the marketplace.
By recognising their expertise, skills
and talents, Sibanye can ensure the
development of its people and run
the business more efficiently and
cost-effectively.
Sibanye’s operations are located
adjacent to formal and informal
communities. Training and
development of community
members who are not employees
are also part of human-capital
development (as this provides a
source of prospective employees)
but also form part of the Group’s role
and obligations in respect of SED.
See page 46.
Sibanye upholds the labour rights
outlined in the Fundamental Rights
Convention of the International
Labour Organization, and its policies
ensure employees are treated fairly
irrespective of origin, race or gender,
and are consistent with South African
employment-equity requirements.

The Group upholds the basic
rights enshrined in the South
African Constitution and ensures
fair employment practices at all
operations. As a signatory to the
UNGC, Sibanye upholds the 10 UNGC
principles in the areas of human
rights, labour, the environment and
anti-corruption. Sibanye joined
the UNGC in September 2013. The
Group will, therefore, submit its first
Communication on Progress report by
end of August 2014.
In this regard:
•	all operations are assessed for risks
related to human rights reviews and
corruption;
• all operations are provided training
and communication on anticorruption policies and procedures;
• there have been no incidents of
corruption at any of the operations;
and
• no operations and suppliers have
had incidents of child- or forced
labour, and this is closely monitored.
In 2013, a total of 26 incidents of
corruption were reported. These
incidents involved bribes and job
selling. In some instances, criminal
charges were laid, together with
disciplinary actions against
employees. In all cases, Sibanye’s
protocol with regard to these matters
was followed.
Sibanye’s employment practices
and policies are further governed
by legislation and regulations that
have evolved in South Africa’s
labour-relations environment and
transformation landscape. These
include the Labour Relations Act, 1995
(Act No 66 of 1995); Mine Health and
Safety Act, 1996 (Act No 29 of 1996);
the Employment Equity Act, 1998
(Act No 55 of 1998); the Skills
Development Act, 1998 (Act No 97 of
1998) and Skills Development Levies

Act, 1999 (Act No 9 of 1999), the
MPRDA, and collective-bargaining
and recognition agreements with
organised labour.
Benefits provided to full-time
employees include membership of
pension or provident funds; housing
and LOAs; access to medical care;
annual, sick and family responsibility
leave; performance bonuses and
share schemes; annual service
increments; life and disability cover;
study assistance; and maternity and
paternity leave.
Sibanye provides employee training
on its policies and procedures
regarding aspects of human rights
as part of the Group’s return-fromleave and new-engagement training
process. A robust system is in place
to deal with discrimination and
human-rights breaches. Sibanye’s
Human Rights Policy can be found at
http://www.sibanyegold.co.za/index.
php/2012-12-30-10-04-04/policies.
Minimum notice periods in respect of
operational changes are prescribed
by legislation.
At the end of 2013, Sibanye employed
36,274 people (33,773 full-time
permanent employees and 2,501
full-time contractors). This represents
a decrease in total employees of 14%
and a decrease in contractors of 37%.

Permanent and contractors (%)

7

93

Permanent employees
Contractors
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A strategic imperative is to protect
the safety, health and wellbeing of
employees. This takes precedence
over production in every instance.
See pages 30 to 37.

Sibanye is committed to fair and
progressive employment practices;
providing long-term employment
opportunities with the scope for
employees to grow and develop
their potential.
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EMPLOYMENT

KEY
FEATURES

• In total, 5,810 people left the Group in 2013; only 39 of these separations were not voluntary
• Employment of 23,431 (65%) people from local communities in 2013
• 30% of employees drawn from neighbouring countries

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-10, G4-LA1

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

To promote diversity and equal opportunity, Sibanye focuses on attracting, retaining and developing
HDSAs and women. The Group has implemented a strategy to attract and retain key employees,
specifically in scarce and critical skills – recruitment initiatives focus on attracting locally recruited
employees, particularly from the communities surrounding the areas in which Sibanye operates and to
increase the number of employees from local communities.
Employees at year end
2012

Beatrix
Driefontein
Kloof
Corporate office
Other
Total

Permanent
employees
8,841
13,376
12,011
173
3,708
38,109

Employee turnover for the Group
was 10% in 2013. Refocusing of
the business and restructuring of
operations to align with longerterm sustainable production
levels resulted in a reduction of
the total number of employees by
5,810 people. This reduction was
largely achieved through voluntary
separations, voluntary early retirement,
redeployment and natural attrition,
with only 39 employees retrenched
from the Group. Removing two layers
of management was an important
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Contractors
929
1,227
986
0
833
3,975

2013
Total
9,770
14,603
12,997
173
4,541
42,084

focus of the restructuring, bringing
expertise and experience as close to
the rock face as possible.
Minimum notice periods in respect
of organisational changes are
prescribed by law and recognition
agreements. Sibanye embarked on
two Section 189 processes in 2013 at
the Beatrix Operation and at Shared
Services. In line with the following
process (a Section 189 process is
provided for in South African labour
legislation where restructuring affects

Permanent
employees
7,963
11,860
10,469
248
3,628
33,773

Contractors
565
775
766
0
0
2,501

Total
8,528
12,635
11,235
248
3,628
36,274

labour; a 60-day consultation period is
provided for):
• A business case was compiled and
approved by the Exco.
• Section 189 notice letters were
dispatched to all stakeholders,
inviting them to participate in
the processes.
• An application to the Commission
for Conciliation, Mediation and
Arbitration (CCMA) to facilitate
the process was also dispatched
and the commissioner facilitated
the process.

• Avoidance measures and
retrenchment agreements were
finally signed.

Total number of employees
31 December 2013

Absenteeism (%)

45,000

0.7

As far as it is possible, Sibanye seeks
to employ locals at its operations,
and – as at the end of 2013 – 25% of
employees could be defined as local
(that is, drawn from within the province
of operation) (2012: 33.1%). That said,
a large percentage of employees
with core skills, experience and many
years of loyal service are drawn from
other provinces in South Africa and
neighbouring countries (often called
labour sending areas).

42,008

1.5

42,084
36,274

36,000

3.5
27,000
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Beatrix
Kloof

Driefontein

18,000

Employee origin by region and country

Percentage (%)

South Africa

69.5

Eastern Cape

26.7

Gauteng

14.7

Free State

10.3

KwaZulu-Natal

9.7

North West

3.3

Limpopo

2.4

Mpumalanga

2.0

Western Cape

0.2

Northern Cape

0.2

Lesotho

13.9

Mozambique

12.1

Swaziland

3.3

Botswana

1.4

9,000

0

2011

2012

2013

Includes contractors

Total employee turnover (%)
10

10

8
6.9

Employees hired (2013)
Gender (%)

Beatrix
Driefontein
Kloof

6

Age

Male

Female

<30

30-50

>50

23
32
17

4
9
2

12
12
4

14
27
13

1
2
2

4

2

Employee hire rate (2013)
Gender (%)

Beatrix
Driefontein
Kloof

Age

Male

Female

<30

30-50

>50

0.3
0.3
0.2

0.1
0.1
0.0

0.2
0.1
0.0

0.2
0.2
0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0

(0.2)

0

-2

2011

2012

2013
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SAFETY

KEY
FEATURES

• Over 41% reduction year on year in FIFR
• Nine fatalities in 2013 (as opposed to 16 in 2012)
• Lost-time injury frequency rate reduced by 11%

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-LA1, G4-LA5, G4-LA6, G4-LA7, G4-LA11

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

Sibanye’s goal is zero harm. The Group has sought to improve both lagging (fatalities, LTIFR, SIFR and MTIFR)
and leading (Safety Officer Audit Report) indicators by 10% per annum.

Mining and processing of ore involve
inherent hazards, which must be
understood and effectively managed
to eliminate or minimise risk of injury or
harm to employees. This is particularly
pertinent when it comes to ultra-deep
underground conventional mining.

Fatalities
20.00

Sibanye’s vision is that every employee
has the right to a healthy and safe
working environment. Its Health and
Safety Policy commits Sibanye to
conducting activities in a manner that
ensures employee health and safety as
a priority. This policy may be found at
http://www.sibanyegold.co.za/index.
php/2012-12-30-10-04-04/policies.

18
16

16.00

12.00

9
8.00

4.00

0.00

2011

2012

2013
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The Group’s safety strategy seeks
compliance as a minimum, while
engineering out safety risks and
collaborating with stakeholders,
including employee representatives
and the DMR, to improve performance.
Sibanye’s approach to safety and
health in the workplace is guided by
extensive legislation and regulations,
the most significant of which is the
Mine Health and Safety Act. In terms
of this legislation, it is a requirement

that a health and safety agreement
be formulated at operational level,
which deals with the appointment
of workplace health and safety
representatives, full-time health and
safety representatives, as well as
the establishment of joint health
and safety committees to deal with
appropriate health and safety matters
at the mine, among other issues.
Driefontein and Kloof have both
concluded new agreements
with newly appointed employee
stakeholder representatives and are
in the process of finalising the full-time
health and safety representative
election process following which a
Health and Safety Committee will be
established. These agreements remain
in place at Beatrix.
The Sibanye Health and Safety
Management System has been
developed in line with internationally
accepted standards. This system
is reviewed on an ongoing basis
to ensure that a continuous
improvement process is realised as
the system evolves.

TRAINING
Awareness and behaviour-based
safety programmes are in place to
reduce incidents that cause injuries.
Similarly, programmes are in place to
equip employees with the information
they need to reduce hazards and
eliminate risks so that they may enjoy
a safe and healthy workplace.

Employees are actively encouraged
to exercise their right to refuse to work
if they believe that conditions are
not safe.The right to withdraw from
an unsafe situation or workplace is
outlined in the Group’s Health and
Safety Policy and forms an integral
part of induction training offered to
all employees. Sibanye has a risk
management process in place that
requires individuals or teams to stop
work, to withdraw to a place of safety,
to assess the risk in collaboration
with the appropriate supervisory level
or discipline specialist, to rectify the
situation in terms of mine requirements
and to continue activities only once
the required remedial action has been
verified should a risk be identified.This
process is commonly referred to as Stop,
Think, Fix,Verify and Continue.
Regional tripartite meetings are held
on a quarterly basis with the DMR and
with various discipline specialists from
within the Group who participate in
the Chamber of Mines forums that
deal with, among other issues, the
overall improvement of health and
safety in the industry.
Sibanye is also a participant in the
Chamber of Mines CEO Elimination
of Fatalities Team – a cross-sector
initiative established to facilitate the
sharing of experiences and initiatives
to address safety challenges among
mining companies in South Africa.

Reducing falls of ground
and seismic risks
Sibanye’s initiatives relating to seismicrisk management include:
• Fitting removable safety nets during
drilling shifts and the installation
of roof bolting on all stope panels
at all operations except where
hangingwall rock conditions do not
allow this, in which case alternative
solutions are devised.
• Enhanced pre-conditioning of rock
before stoping begins. This entails
drilling longer-than-normal holes
and time-detonating explosives
ahead of the scheduled blast to
allow for fracturing of the rock at the
face, consequently releasing energy
within the rock mass. This reduces
the likelihood and/or impact of
strain bursting while employees are
working on the panel.
• Ongoing mine-planning reviews to
ensure the minimisation of high-risk
concentration of mining.
• Centralised blasting during a
narrow time window to minimise
the exposure of crews to seismicity
during shift times.
• The cessation of night-shift working
in isolated areas that have a high
night-shift seismic-risk profile.
• Undertaking regular seismic hazard
assessments, allowing for the
temporary withdrawal of crews.
• Mechanised flat-end development,
which entails replacing the use
of conventional handheld rock
drill machines with drill rigs, which
allow for remote operation of
drilling machines. This minimises
the extent to which employees are
exposed to potential hazards in the
development end.

FIFR (per million hours worked)
0.20
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SIFR (per million hours worked)
4.00
3.67
3.50
3.32
3.20

2.40

1.60

0.80
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All employees and contractors
receive safety induction training and
are subject to the Group’s safety
standards. Safety officers, who are
independent of day-to-day production
and associated targets, visited each
workplace on a monthly basis, on a
21-day audit cycle, throughout the
year. In line with legal requirements,
524 workplace-safety representatives
have been appointed at Beatrix,
846 at Driefontein and 720 at Kloof.

ENGINEERING OUT SAFETY RISKS
Engineering out safety risks at
Sibanye’s operations remains a key
priority for the Group, and a number
of ongoing and extensive safety
risk-management initiatives have
contributed significantly towards a
reduction in the severity of safety
incidents. In particular, these initiatives
relate to reducing falls of ground,
seismic and tramming incidents,
which accounted for approximately
37% of injuries in 2013.
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LTIFR (per million hours worked)
6.90

7.00

LTIFR per operation (per million hours worked)
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MTIFR may be overstated as certain minor injuries are also
included.
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Driefontein

Reducing tramming risks
Tramming entails moving men/
women, material and ore by means
of rail-bound equipment, which include
locomotives, hoppers and other rail
cars.Tunnels accessing the orebody are
relatively restricted and need to be laid
out so as to prevent the risk of collisions.
Sibanye’s Guard Communications
System programme continued during
the year. This included the overhaul of
underground locomotives, including
improved cab designs, enhanced
braking systems, electronic data
recording, hand-held controls with
pivot-based safety cut-out systems
and enhanced direct communication
with drivers.
The rolling out of a fail-safe command
system has continued and is expected
to be completed on target by mid2014. This system requires both the
driver (at one end of the locomotive)
and the guard (at the other end)
to issue the same instructions to the
locomotive before it will function. It
includes an emergency stop
function that can be initiated by
either individual.
ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS IN 2013
It is with deep regret that Sibanye
reports the death of nine employees
during the year under review (2012: 16).
The Board and management extend
their deepest sympathies to the families,
friends and colleagues of those who
died (acknowledged on page 33).

2012
Kloof

2011

While every fatality is one too many,
it is pleasing to report a significant
reduction – of some 41% – in the FIFR
to 0.10 per million hours worked
(2012: 0.17). Pleasingly, other
safety indicators have also shown
improvement during the year. In
2013, the LTIFR was 6.13 per million
hours worked (2012: 6.90). The SIFR
was 3.50 per million hours worked
(2012: 3.67).
The medically treated injury frequency
rate (MTIFR) for 2013 was 4.32 per
million hours worked (2012: 5.80).
Within Sibanye, distinction is made
between three severity levels in terms
of injuries, namely treat and return,
lost day and serious injuries (including
fatalities). The international practice
of defining two classifications within
“treat and return” injury type has not
been practised at most South African
operations. All miners, regardless of
severity of injury, must be seen by
a medical practitioner – this is for
reporting/assurance purposes and,
therefore, no “minor injuries” are
excluded from safety statistics. All
injuries less severe than a lost-day
injury are classified as MTIs (treat and
return to work) in accordance with
internal reporting standards.
Driefontein in particular showed an
overall improvement in all safety
lagging indicators, particularly the
FIFR which improved by over 65% and
which is the lowest ever recorded by
the mine to date. Kloof, unfortunately,

STOPPAGES
A total of 55 work stoppages were
imposed as a result of Section 54
notices by the DMR (2012: 49), and
resulted in 35 production days lost
(2012: 130). The DMR may give an
instruction to mining companies to
cease all or part of mining activities if
the Chief Inspector of Mines believes
that an operation is unsafe. In addition,
the Group initiated 10,383 internal
incident reports, which included
safety stoppages. Incident reporting
is promoted as part of the Group’s
safety risk-management strategy. In
addition, attention is given to nearmiss incidents in order to reduce the
likelihood of the occurrence of more
serious incidents. Stop, Think, Fix, Verify
and Continue also forms part of the
incident-reporting system.

and underground. Any small-scale
mining activities on its properties are,
therefore, deemed to be illegal. At Kloof,
particularly, illegal mining continues to
be a significant challenge.
In 2013, 144 illegal mining incidents
were reported, which involved the
arrest of 323 illegal miners. Sibanye
managed to recover 435kg of goldbearing mercury with an approximate
value of R528,117. Criminal charges
brought against the illegal miners range
from trespassing to the possession of
unwrought precious metals – offences
relating to the Minerals and Petroleum
Development Act and the Mines Health
and Safety Act. Sentences handed
down by the courts extend from
minimum fines of R500 or two months
imprisonment, to a maximum fine of
R30,000 or 32 months imprisonment.
In one such case, the sentence handed
down was eight years imprisonment
without the option of a fine.
While illegal mining undermines the
financial viability of operations, these
activities have severe safety and health
consequences for our own employees
as well as the illegal miners.
Additional preventative measures,
such as the implementation of shaft
flasking (fencing off of a specific
risk area with one access/egress
control entrance), activating facial
biometric access control on various
shafts and increased visibility with the
deployment of additional Sibanye
employees on shafts and in crush
offices, have continued to contribute
to the detection of incidents.

in a cost-effective manner are
continuously sought and considered.
ILLEGAL GLEANING ON THE SURFACE
Similar to illegal underground mining,
surface gleaning continues to plague
the Sibanye operations with Driefontein
being targeted more frequently than
Kloof and Beatrix.
Surface gleaning relates to scavenging
at waste rock dumps, old metallurgical
plant sites and slimes dams by
unemployed people. Through the
numerous responses to address this
threat, 125 criminal cases, involving
126 perpetrators, were registered
with the South African Police Service.
A total of 223,641kg gbm, to the
value of approximately R486,610, was
recovered.
Collusion between illegal miners
and mine employees has become a
reality for the Group, and 85 incidents
relating to the assistance to illegal
miners were recorded for the year.
Mine employees assist the illegal
miners by supplying food, batteries
and other personal items, through
breaches in the mining structures,
assist with access to and from
underground, and by rewarding them
with profits gained from the illegally
mined products.

Technological solutions to increase
the effectiveness of access controls

Disciplinary action was instituted
against 87 employees, which resulted
in the discharge of 41 employees
and 15 final written warnings were
issued. From this, 20 employees were
found not guilty or had their cases
withdrawn and to date, results for
11 cases are still outstanding.

Date of accident

Name and surname

Operation

26 February 2013
4 April 2013
5 May 2013
2 July 2013
18 July 2013
13 August 2013
14 August 2013
16 October 2013
8 November 2013

Mr Msabeli Mabhozana
Mr Siboniso Delani
Mr Gilbert Morema
Mr Manuel Salvador Tamele
Mr Bonginkosi Mqityana
Mr Moses Mmoshe Marumo
Mr Raul Zacharias Cossa
Mr Mechaque Miguel Mpsanganhe
Mr Thabiso Mpuke

Beatrix
Beatrix
Driefontein
Kloof
Driefontein
Kloof
Kloof
Kloof
Driefontein

ILLEGAL MINING
As all mining rights in South Africa are
owned by the state, companies (and
individuals) must apply for the right
to mine. Sibanye holds the rights to
mine at all of its operations – surface
In memoriam
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had four fatalities in 2013. In spite
of the regression measured against
the exceptional achievement of
one fatality at Kloof in 2012, the
longer-term trend is positive for all
key safety lagging indicators. Kloof’s
Imva shaft was awarded the JT Ryan
Award (gold) at MineSAFE 2013. The
Thuthukani and Masimthembe shafts
also received awards for ending first
and eighth respectively for overall
safety improvement year on year. The
implementation of the overall safety
strategy will remain a key focus in order
to realise continuous improvement.
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HEALTH

• All employees have access to comprehensive healthcare

KEY
FEATURES

• All cases of noise-induced hearing loss reported for compensation
• R320 million spent on employee healthcare in 2013
• Comprehensive strategy to reduce the burden of disease and HIV
• Freely available HAART and TB drugs

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-LA7

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

Sibanye aims to provide an effective and efficient healthcare service at its operations with the objective
of ensuring a healthier workforce and of improving productivity by focusing on prevention, early detection
and treatment of disease.
Sibanye aims to create a working
environment that is conducive to
the long-term, holistic wellbeing
of employees and contractors. Its
approach is risk-based and focuses
on the prevention and treatment
of occupational illnesses through
effective occupational health
management and on a reduction in
exposure to occupational hazards
by – as reasonably practicable –
engineering out health risks.
The Group’s health and wellbeing
programme also addresses general
health management, individual safety
behaviour, lifestyle management
(including influencers such as living
conditions, nutrition, sport and
recreation) as well as education and
development.
All employees have a choice of
medical-insurance products, which
include access to the in-house
restricted medical scheme, an
open medical scheme and the
comprehensive free medical services
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provided by the Group. Currently,
around 25% of employees participate
in the in-house medical scheme, and
21.5% in the open medical scheme.
In 2013, health expenditure amounted
to R320 million for the in-house
service. The in-house medical scheme
expense amounted to R230 million,
which was derived from contributions
by employees and the Group.

Hospital, 287 private patients and
67 employees (including contractors)
were admitted on average per month.

In 2013 Sibanye owned and managed
two private hospitals, the Leslie Williams
Hospital, located near Merafong,
and the St Helena Hospital, located
in Welkom. These hospitals provide
medical services to employees and
community members who are covered
by medical-aid schemes.

Employees have access to
healthcare services at nine primary
healthcare clinics located at and
around Sibanye’s operations, and
three on-shaft clinics. The primary
healthcare services are doctorbased and include family physician
services, digital radiology, laboratory,
pharmacy, rehabilitation and social
worker services. At shaft level, primary
healthcare nurses provide health
screening, consultation services and
management of chronic conditions.
In addition, monthly medication is
also delivered to the shaft clinics.

The hospitals provide a wide range
of services, including trauma, theatre,
intensive care and general medical,
TB and day wards. On average, the
monthly admissions to Leslie Williams
Hospital include 117 private cases
and 183 employees (including
contractors). At the St Helena

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
HEALTH MANAGEMENT
Areas of focus
NIHL, chronic obstructive airways
disease (COAD), cardio-respiratory
tuberculosis (CRTB) and silicosis are
the most significant occupational
diseases, while HIV/AIDS, hypertension

and diabetes mellitus are the most
challenging overall health concerns.

Some 52,623 medical surveillance
examinations were undertaken at
Sibanye’s operations during the year
(2012: 54,307), on entry to and exit
from the Group, as well as annual
examinations.
Employees are also offered
quantitative, confidential healthrisk assessments, which relate to
occupational diseases as well as
general health and lifestyle issues
such as hypertension, diabetes, HIV
testing, cholesterol, diet and mental
health. Where necessary, participating
employees are referred to appropriate
preferred-provider practitioners.
ENGINEERING OUT HEALTH RISKS
As with safety risks, Sibanye reduces
occupational health risks by proactive
engineering aimed at reducing noise
and dust levels. Key environmental
management measures implemented
to reduce noise and dust include:
• installation of tip filters to prevent dust
being liberated into ambient air;
• chemical spraying to suppress dust
from footwalls in pre-determined
main-intake airways;
• installation of mist sprays to suppress
dust in ambient air at high dust
sources where dust-extraction systems
cannot be installed due to sitespecific conditions or requirements;

Sibanye set and achieved an internal
target of no more that 20% of dust
exposure readings above 0.05mg/m³
by December 2013.The internal target
was adopted to ensure compliance
with the Mine Health and Safety Council
(MHSC) milestone of no more than
5% of readings above 0.1mg/m³ by
December 2008.The internal target will
be reduced annually.The MHSC target
has been achieved over the years with
brief excursions over this target from
time to time, which were controlled
immediately when detected.
Work continues to ensure that the
personal protective equipment (PPE)
provided to employees is suitable
and effective given underground
conditions and employee activities.
Projects currently underway include
the examination of open-faced
helmets that make use of an active
‘air curtain’ to minimise exposure to
dust and diesel particulates.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH INCIDENCE
Noise-induced hearing loss
NIHL may be caused by repeated or
extended exposure to sound at or
above 85 decibels (dBA) over a
prolonged period of time that causes
irreparable damage to the sensitive
structure within the inner ear. NIHL is
a preventable disorder, even in noisy
industrial environments, provided that
hearing protection devices and other
avoidance mechanisms are used
and followed.
Sibanye seeks to reduce the extent
to which employees are exposed to
noise by reducing the noise at source,
and ensuring that employees are
made aware of the importance of
wearing PPE. Education is undertaken

during entry and annual induction
processes, as well as through ongoing
education campaigns.
In 2013, 88 cases of NIHL were
diagnosed (2012: 51).
The MHSC requires that the total noise
emitted by machinery may not exceed
a sound pressure level of 110dBA in
any location or workplace. An internal
target was set, which requires that
noise emitted by machinery may not
exceed 105dBA. The MHSC target was
achieved by withdrawing machinery
exceeding the target and adopting a
Buy Quiet Policy.
The testing of current hearing
protection devices using in-ear
dosimeters to measure net exposure,
in addition to ambient noise, was
initiated during 2013. Results are
expected to identify the most suitable
devices for Sibanye’s employees and
assist with their standardisation across
the Group.

NIHL (per 1,000 employees)
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All employees undergo initial and
annual medical surveillance, the
scope and practice of which are
aligned to legal requirements and
regional health and safety risks. These
assessments are aimed at prevention,
early detection and treatment of
occupational diseases. In South
Africa, employees contracting NIHL,
CRTB and silicosis at a level above
a certain threshold are eligible
for compensation through Rand
Mutual Assurance Limited for NIHL
and occupational injuries, and the
Medical Bureau for Occupational
Diseases for silicosis and TB.

• installation of dust covers over the
double-winch drums to reduce dust
exposure for winch operators; and
• issuing of real-time dust
measurement equipment to
allow for rapid trouble-shooting
and the accumulation of more
comprehensive risk mapping by
environmental engineering staff.
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Chronic obstructive airways disease
COAD is characterised by chronically
poor airflow, resulting in shortness
of breath, coughing and sputum
production. Long-term exposure
to smoking, genetic predisposition
and particulates associated
with air pollution, particularly in
poorly ventilated areas, cause an
inflammatory response in the lungs,
resulting in a narrowing of the small
airways and breakdown of lung tissue
known as emphysema or chronic
bronchitis. Various measures have been
implemented to reduce the extent to
which employees are exposed to dust
and diesel particulates.
In 2013, 74 cases of COAD were
recorded (2012: 54 cases). COAD is
compensable, given its association with
chronic dust exposure, TB and silicosis.

COAD (per 1,000 employees)
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Silicosis
Silicosis is caused by dust particles,
which are small enough (or
respirable) to reach the small
airways of the lung. Free silica
(SiO2), also known as crystalline
quartz, is found across a broad
range of industries, including
mining, cement manufacturing and
quarrying. Most often pulmonary
fibroses, in the form of tiny nodules,
occur due to silica exposure in a
dose-dependent fashion. In 2013,
129 cases of silicosis were reported
(2012: 77).
Tuberculosis
TB is recognised as an important
health hazard in the industry with
silica exposure and silicosis as
causes. CRTB is a common and,
in certain cases, lethal infectious
disease, which typically attacks
the lungs, pleura and heart. The
disease is spread when airborne
droplets from the cough or sneeze
of an infected person are inhaled
by others. It is a significant health
risk in southern Africa, especially as
the symbiotic relationship between
TB, HIV and silica-dust exposure
exacerbates the incidence of
both diseases. People who live
and/or work in close proximity

are particularly susceptible to
contracting the disease.
Given the significant magnitude of
the TB and HIV epidemics in South
Africa, Sibanye has designed a
comprehensive strategy to reduce
the burden of disease, which
includes annual TB screening for all
employees, voluntary HIV testing,
molecular DNA testing for TB,
freely available Highly Active AntiRetroviral Treatment (HAART) and
TB drugs, contact tracing of index
patients’ contacts on mine and in
peri-mine communities, as well as
post-employment TB management
in South Africa and in neighbouring
Southern African Development
Community (SADC) countries where
TB is prevalent.
There were 480 (2012: 442) new cases
of CRTB reported and treated in 2013.
Of these cases, 34 (2012: 36) were
multi-drug resistant TB (MDR-TB).
HIV/AIDS
HIV/AIDS remains a significant
driver behind employee morbidity
rates, mortality rates and medically
induced retirement. In 2013, the
medically related death rate across
the Group was 4.87 per 1,000
employees (2012: 7.44).
Sibanye’s strategy to address HIV/AIDS,
sexually transmitted infections (STIs)
and TB has been developed in cooperation with the Southern African
HIV Clinicians Society, and recognises
the close relationship between HIV/AIDS,
other STIs and TB, and exposure to
airborne dust.
The strategy is focused on the
following priorities:
• Educating and raising awareness
among employees by way of regular
awareness campaigns and condom
distribution in the workplace.
• Providing free and confidential
Voluntary Counselling and Testing
(VCT) to all employees. In 2013,
4,359 employees and contractors
(11.5% of total complement)
participated in VCT (2012: 6,074;
12.51%).

Sibanye provides home-based care
for ex-employees, including labour-

sending areas, who are terminally
ill or permanently incapacitated.
In addition, Sibanye also provides
TB care via TEBA for employees
who can no longer work but who
require continuation of TB care. This
is monitored until completion of
therapy and cure. Family members
are counselled and screened for TB
as part of this service offering.
Ex-employees with occupational
injuries and/or disease are entitled to
a benefit examination every two years.
A project is currently being driven
by the national DoH and the Deputy
President to open centres all over the
country to meet this need. Currently,
there is one centre in Mthatha and
another planned for Carletonville.

CRTB (per 1,000 employees)
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• Providing free HAART to infected
employees at on-site clinics.
In total 7,185 employees have
benefited from the HAART
programme since 2004 and, in 2013,
3,844 employees were managed
on the HAART programme monthly.
This reflects a retention rate of
54% (default rate of <5%). Most
employees leave the programme
for employment-related reasons
(medical incapacity and
retirement) and are referred to
formal, state-run programmes to
continue further management.
• Providing support by way of
services, such as doctor-based
primary healthcare, psychological
counselling and social services.
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Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Treatment (number of employees)

Started HAART
Retained on HAART
Left HAART

2011

2012

2013

5,828
3,567
2,261

6,820
4,181
2,639

7,185
3,844
3,341

VCT (number of employees)
6,500
6,074
5,778
5,200

Tuberculosis

Total TB (number of employees)
Total TB rate (per 1,000 employees)

2011

2012

2013

1,087
25.23

1,070
24.50

727
19.19

‘Sibanye creates a
working environment
conducive to the
wellbeing of employees
and contractors.’
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* 1
 1.5% VCT participants were calculated on a total
employee complement of 37,972 which also included
temporary employees and third-party contractors.
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EMPLOYMENT EQUITY AND TRANSFORMATION

KEY
FEATURES

•	 Historically disadvantaged South Africans made up 45% of management
•	Women made up 3.6% of all employees in core mining positions

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-HR3, G4-LA12

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

Sibanye is committed to transformation, to deliver on the commitments made in SLPs and to ensure that
its employment profile reflects all South Africans. The Group’s objectives for 2013 and 2014 are aligned
with the Mining Charter – to employ at least 40% HDSAs across all management levels and to increase
the percentage of women employed in core activities to at least 10%. The increase in HDSA representation
in middle and senior management as well as the increase of women in mining (WIM) in core activities
will be demanding to achieve. Sibanye will implement strategies which will contribute to the successful
transformation of the Group.

Employment-equity legislation in
South Africa is aimed at redressing the
imbalances of the past by promoting
equal opportunity, eliminating
discrimination and implementing
affirmative-action measures.
The attraction and retention of
HDSAs and women in management
continues to be a significant
challenge for the mining sector.
Incentive schemes have been
implemented across the mining
sector to address this issue.
Sibanye’s employment-equity
programme complies with applicable
legislative requirements, specifically
the Mining Charter and the
Employment Equity Act.
The Group submits its employmentequity plans and progress made
against its targets to the DoL every year.
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A programme aimed at increasing
HDSA representation in management
and WIM is employee development
aligned with pipeline requirements for
HDSA representation.
At the end of 2013, HDSAs made up
45.01% of management (2012: 44%).
Women in core mining activities
made up 3.6% of the total employee
complement at the end of 2013
(2012: 3.2%).
Sibanye’s Sexual Harassment
Policy strictly prohibits any form of
sexual harassment, and grievance
procedures are well-established
and serve to facilitate the lodging of
complaints.
One case of sexual harassment
was reported at the Driefontein
Operation during the year, which was
investigated and concluded.
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HDSAs by management category (%)

Junior management
Middle management
Senior management
Top management

2011

2012

2013

46
32
29
–

47
33
27
–

47
32
31
56

‘Sibanye is committed to
transformation, to deliver on its
SLP commitments and to ensure
its employment profile reflects all
South Africans.’
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HOUSING AND LIVING CONDITIONS

KEY
FEATURES

• On average, 20,090 employees lived in Group-provided accommodation in 2013
• 40,000 meals were served to employees every day
• R608 million spent on housing to date

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-S02, MM6, MM7, MM9

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

The Group is in the process of implementing a home-ownership programme to help employees own their
homes. Following extensive engagement with union representatives, building plans have been finalised and
construction of show houses, two in the West Wits area and two in Free State province, will start in 2014.

Sibanye recognises the importance
of decent accommodation in terms
of employee wellbeing and morale.
The Group is guided by the MPRDA
and the Mining Charter in respect
of housing and accommodation for
employees and contractors.
The majority of Sibanye’s workforce
come from labour sending areas –
29.9% of employees have their
primary homes and families in other
countries, other provinces or
other regions.
Of the 36,274 people employed by
Sibanye at the end of 2013, 13,469
employees (37.1%) lived in hostels
provided by the Group; 6,495
employees (17.9%) lived in family
accommodation provided by the
Group; and 12,686 people (35%)
opted to receive LOAs.
Sibanye serves three meals per
employee per day. Meals served at
Group-provided accommodation are
prepared according to a meal plan
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drawn up by clinical dieticians with
the energy, macro- and micro-nutrient
content rigorously monitored. On
average, 40,000 meals are served to
employees each day.
Work has continued on Sibanye’s
housing programme, which was first
initiated by Gold Fields in 2006. To
date R607.6 million has been spent
on building new houses and hostel
upgrades. A total of 644 houses have
been built to date with 100 houses
built during 2013.
The following aspects are key
to the Group’s approach to
accommodation:
Family accommodation
While the Mining Charter requires
mining companies to upgrade
hostels into family accommodation,
Sibanye’s approach is to build
new family units in viable, stable
communities. In total, 6,495 employees
now reside in family units.

Upgrading single-person hostels
Significant progress has been made in
reducing the density rate at Sibanye’s
hostels. In 2013, 184 rooms were
upgraded into single-person rooms.
Since 2006, the room density at the
Group’s hostels has improved
from eight people per room to almost
1.15 people per room in 2013.
As such, the Group is on target to
meet the Mining Charter target of one
person per room in 2016.

Living-out allowance
Employees who receive a LOA choose
not to live in high-density, singleperson or family accommodation.
For the gold industry, the LOA forms

A major challenge associated
with the LOA is that many
employees who take up the LOA
choose to live in informal settlements.
Informal settlements are an
undesired and unintended result
of the introduction of LOAs, and
are associated with a number of
negative impacts.
Sibanye makes every effort to improve
the living conditions in these areas
by providing safe drinking water and
assistance with waste management.
See the case study on page 42.

Breakdown of employee
accommodation in 2013 (%)

35

37

18

Employees in hostels
Employees in family
accommodation
Employees receiving a LOA

‘Sibanye recognises the importance of
decent accommodation for employee
wellbeing and morale.’
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Promoting home ownership
Sibanye considers home ownership
to be a key element in addressing the
accommodation requirements
of employees. It will do this by
offering financial facilitation services
to employees.

part of biennial centralised wage
negotiations under the auspices
of the Chamber of Mines. As of
1 September 2013, the monthly
LOA was increased from R1,640 to
R1,820 and will increase further to
R2,000 on 1 September 2014.
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Case study: Search for a solution to informal settlements

The Mphahlwa informal settlement in Merafong has grown around Driefontein.

The growth of informal settlements,
particularly around the Driefontein
Operation, continues unabated.
In the latter half of 2013, a tripartite
effort involving Sibanye, the Merafong
City Local Municipality and the DMR
was agreed to try to find a solution for
the local community.
Sibanye’s priorities are being
aligned with the DMR’s focus on the
Presidential Package for distressed
mining towns (including Merafong),
which aims, among others, to improve
living conditions for mineworkers and
raise the socio-economic conditions
of prioritised mining towns in line with
municipalities’ IDPs.
The DMR is working with the
Department of Co-operative
Governance and Traditional Affairs, the
Department of Human Settlements,
municipalities and business
(through the Mining Industry Growth
Development and Employment Task
Team) to ensure that mines’ SLPs are
aligned with the IDPs.
An initiative aimed at providing
services to communities around the
mine led to the establishment of a
community centre, including a clinic
and a community hall, in Blybank,
where the authorities would prefer
people to settle and live. Sibanye has
partnered with the Gauteng DoH
and the Merafong municipality in this
R4.5 million project. Construction of a
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healthcare facility began in October
2013 and is scheduled for completion
by the end of March 2014. Some 25
people, including members of the
local community, are employed on
the project.

unwittingly exacerbate the problem
by providing services such as
electricity, sanitation, waste removal
and water, attracting people to
informal settlements where crime is
also rampant.”

Although the municipality and
government believe that the informal
settlements should be integrated into
existing communities, such as Blybank,
they have yet to convince the local
population that this is the best route
to follow. One of the concerns is that
Blybank is further away from the mine
so the community’s transport costs
are higher.

Sibanye realises that many
mineworkers would rather not invest
in their own homes around the mine
as the area is not viewed as a
permanent residence but a temporary
place of work. Some employees prefer
to reside in hostels or family units on
the mine, but this accommodation is
also temporary. Unfortunately, this is yet
another stumbling block on the road
to finding a permanent solution.

Another major factor is the LOA
paid to mineworkers. The LOA is not
used for its intended purpose: to
enable mineworkers to buy their own
homes. The current accommodation
rate in informal settlements is R250 per
month. Mine employees often
use the rest of the R1,820 LOA to
support extended families in the
labour sending areas from where
many of the residents of informal
settlements originate.
“The LOA is commendable but it
has the unintended consequence
of stimulating the growth of informal
settlements,” says Albie Nieuwoudt,
executive director: Economic
Development and Planning for the
Merafong City Local Municipality.
“The landlords and the mines

Realising that informal settlements
present a complicated issue that
cannot be resolved overnight,
Sibanye is formulating a formal
strategy with its partners and
continues to engage with the local
municipality as well as government to
ensure strategic alignment.
The details below are based on
the Driefontein Operation and the
socio-economic factors that affect
the informal settlement nearby.
Further information may be found
in the Driefontein Mine SocioEconomic Survey: Report, Urban-Econ
Development Economists and Zeal
Health Innovations, published on
31 March 2009.

Land use
Total number of structures

1,235

Average number of rooms per structure

4.11

Number of rooms

4,111

Average household size

1.7

Population size

6,811

Number of businesses

76

Demographic profile
Nationalities

South Africa: 67% Lesotho: 18% Other: 15%

Languages

isiXhosa: 40% Sesotho: 33.5% Other: 26.5%

Gender distribution

Male: 59.8% Female: 40.2%

Age distribution

0-14 year olds: 15.4% 15-64 year olds: 84% 65 years and older: 0.6%

Residents renting

66.3%

Average monthly rent

R174.13

Average monthly income

R3,972.90

Access to household services

Electricity: 27.9%
No waste disposal: 33.1%
Flushing or chemical toilets: 22.6%
Pit latrines: 65.9%
Water less than 20m from dwelling: 73.3%
Use cell phones or telephone inside dwelling: 87.1%
Use mobile clinics as main medical facility: 85.7%

Education and employment

Some primary or no education: 39.7%
Employment rate: 67.0%
Unemployment rate: 33.0%
Males unemployed: 15.5%
Females unemployed: 42.1%
Males employed in formal sector: 92.0%
Females employed in formal sector: 8.0%
Work for Sibanye: 85.2%
Walk to work: 84.7%
Walk to school: 45.5%
Children attending school, 10 years old and younger: 63.1%

Community

Residents who want to stay in the informal settlements: 78%
Opportunities at Driefontein Operation as the main reason for moving to
the area: 72.4%
Residents who would prefer to move to Blybank: 27.5%

Source: Driefontein Mine Socio-Economic Survey: Report, Urban-Econ Development Economists and Zeal Health Innovations, 31 March 2009.
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Source: Driefontein Mine Socio-Economic Survey: Report, Urban-Econ Development Economists and Zeal Health Innovations, 31 March 2009
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

KEY
FEATURES

• Two-year wage settlement
• 89% of employees are unionised
• Management/union relations are being normalised

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-HR4, G4-LA4

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

Sibanye’s targets include upholding the right to collective bargaining, improving management/union
relations and seeking to achieve no work stoppages as a result of industrial action.

Sibanye upholds the right of
employees, contractors and suppliers
to exercise freedom of association
and collective bargaining. This is in
compliance with the South African
Constitution, prescribed by legislation,
industry compacts and recognition
agreements with unions. Wages and
other conditions of service for the
majority of employees are negotiated
biennially at a centralised level under
the auspices of the Chamber of Mines.
At Sibanye, non-management
employees are divided into three
bargaining units: categories 4 to 8,
Category 9 (miners and artisans)
and Category 10 (officials). Unions
registered with the DoL that represent
at least 35% in any particular
bargaining unit receive organisational
rights which include:
• access to the workplace, allowing
qualifying unions to recruit members
and host meetings on mine property
outside of working hours;
• access to payroll deduction facilities;
• the opportunity to elect employee
representatives for internal
disciplinary processes; and
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• paid leave for representatives to
allow them to carry out unionrelated duties.
Once a registered union reaches a
representivity threshold of 35% within a
bargaining unit, it acquires the right to
bargain for that particular unit.
Around 89% of employees are
unionised. Currently, four unions are
recognised at Sibanye, namely the
NUM, Solidarity, UASA and AMCU.
Parties are required to engage with
each other in good faith for the
purposes of concluding satisfactory
agreements on matters such as
wages, substantive conditions of
service and other matters of mutual
interest.
WAGE NEGOTIATIONS 2013
Wage negotiations during
2013 could have proved to be
particularly challenging with unions
demanding wage increases of
between 60% and 164%, and the
emergence of a new union resulting
in increased competition for support
among employees.

The agreement reached has seen the
cost of labour increase by between
7.5% and 8%. While this is below the
double-digit increases demanded

by organised labour, it exceeds the
country’s inflation target of up to 6%.
Labour makes up a significant portion
(55%) of on-mine costs. In contrast
with the events of 2012, the 2013
period was not marred by violence.
ENGAGING WITH EMPLOYEES
Various structures and engagement
forums facilitate dialogue between
organised labour and management.
These include communication
channels with human resource
managers at all operations, employee
representative committees, a Group
newsletter, the Group’s website,
intranet and campaign-specific
materials aimed at engaging with
employees’ behaviour.

Union representation
as at end of December 2013 (%)
11
3
3

25

58

NUM

AMCU

Solidarity
UASA
No union affiliation

Union representation as at end of December 2013
End 2013
Categories 4 to 8
Category 9
(miners and
artisans)
Category 10
(officials)
Total

NUM

AMCU Solidarity

UASA No union

Total

60%

29%

0%

1%

9%

100%

4%

1%

2%

1%

15%

22%

8%

0%

2%

3%

17%

30%

58%

25%

3%

3%

11%

100%

‘Sibanye upholds the right to
collective bargaining, and seeks to
improve union relations and to avoid
all work stoppages as a result of
industrial action.’
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Following four months of negotiation
and mediation, a settlement was
reached with the NUM, Solidarity
and UASA in September 2013. Three
production days were lost as a result
of protected strike action called by
the NUM. While AMCU was not party
to the final agreement, the agreement
was applied to all employees as the
NUM, Solidarity and UASA collectively
represented 72% of employees
employed by the gold companies
represented by the Chamber of Mines
at the time.
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HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

KEY
FEATURES

• Sibanye Gold Academy fully accredited by Mining Qualifications Authority
• R316 million spent on training and development in 2013
• 83 bursaries provided by the Group
• 1,220 employees and 434 community members participated in ABET in 2013

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-LA9, G4-LA10, G4-HR1, G4-HR2

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

The primary objectives of human capital development are to ensure:
•	the availability, in terms of quality, quantity and employment equity, of the range of skills required to
access, extract and process the orebody productively and safely, on a sustainable and environmentally
responsible basis, inclusive of production, technical, support, administrative competencies and leadership
development; and
•	the skilling of employees in portable competencies, which relate to existence outside the mining environment,
and which can be applied to sustain individuals and communities once mining operations end.

Enhancing human capital through
education and training is central to a
sustainable business.
Sibanye is committed to developing
knowledge, skills, attitudes and
behaviours of employees to achieve
the desired levels of performance for
organisational, personal and broader
social objectives.
While each operation is accountable
for the identification and fulfilment of
its own human capital development
needs, and has substantial discretion
based on its own business needs and
circumstances, it operates within the
ambit of the Sibanye human capital
development model.
All significant investment agreements
and contracts that include human
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rights clauses underwent human
rights screening.
Sibanye provides human capital
development opportunities
to employees through various
interventions including:
• Adult Basic Education and Training
(ABET);
• portable skills training;
• learnerships;
• internships;
• study assistance such as bursaries,
grants and interest-free loans; and
• core skills and leadership
development.
The Sibanye Gold Academy provides
human capital services to the Group.
The academy is fully accredited by
the Mining Qualifications Authority
and has programme approval from

depending on the Group’s needs.
ABET is also offered to community
members with regular advertisements
placed in local newspapers to convey
the message.

Training and development
interventions are based on
business needs and are focused
on developing employees and
communities. During 2013, Sibanye
reviewed its SLP targets to ensure that
these are in line with business needs.
Where business needs are lower than
the targets outlined in the Group’s
SLPs, communities are afforded
the training and development
opportunity. Opportunities for
recruitment are advertised within
the organisation, within communities
(local and labour sending areas)
and at learning institutions.

A total of 1,220 employees (2012:
1,250) and 434 community members
(2012: 597) participated in the Group’s
ABET programme in 2013.

In 2013, the Group spent R316 million
on human capital development
(2012: R315 million).

• Carpentry

A total of 865 employees and 1,354
community members received
portable skills training in 2013.
LEARNERSHIPS
Learnership programmes are offered to
provide employees with the opportunity
to improve their skills through a
combination of studying and practical,
on-the-job training. Learnerships play
an important part in progressing
employees’ careers as they lead to
qualifications recognised by the SETAs
and are registered with the DoL.

PORTABLE SKILLS TRAINING
Portable skills training is available
to all employees and provides
participants with the necessary skills
to find employment even when they
are no longer employed by Sibanye.
Portable skills training is also offered to
community members.

Sibanye offers learnerships in the fields
of mining and engineering. The Group
spent R19.10 million on engineering
learnerships and R19.56 million on
mining learnerships in 2013.

The following courses were offered in
2013 to 2,219 people:

STUDY ASSISTANCE
Bursaries and study assistance are
offered to employees studying at
tertiary institutions in disciplines that
are core to the mining industry and
form an integral part of the Group’s
employment-equity plan. The number
of bursaries offered is guided by the
Group’s long-term requirements. In
2013, Sibanye spent R7.39 million
on bursaries.

• Welding and cutting
• Home textiles/curtaining
• Basic computer skills

A total of 7.86 million training hours were
provided to employees.

• Broiler production
• Plumbing
• Curtain and garment making

LITERACY
ABET is available to all employees on a
full-time and part-time voluntary basis,

• Motor mechanics
• Building

Human capital development

Internships
Bursaries
ABET (employees)
ABET (community)

Expenditure
(R)

Number of
employees

HDSAs (%)

Women (%)

Number of
community
members

25,163,133

70

89

29

26

Total training hours
(number of learners
x average training
days per learner)
193,536

7,394,099

16

88

31

167

368,928

18,018,149

1,220

100

14

0

624,640

7,333,681

0

100

55

593

455,424

Engineering learnerships

19,097,878

361

84

22

219

1,169,280

Mining learnerships

19,560,339

334

96

25

11

695,520

Portable skills (employees)

–

865

99

5

0

41,520

Portable skills (community)

2,886,176

0

98

47

1,354

129,984

Leadership development

2,451,953

435

64

11

0

17,400

Core skills training

30,520,035

86,345

93

7

0

5,526,080

Coaches/mentors

–

1,952

95

9

0

78,080
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a number of other Sector Education
and Training Authorities (SETAs).
Satellite campuses are located at
the operations and are managed by
the academy.
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DELIVERING ON SLPS

KEY
FEATURES

•	 R1,050 million on socio-economic development
•	 R17.395 million on social and labour plans/local economic development

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-EC7, G4-EC8, G4-S01, G4-S02

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

While Sibanye aims to at least comply with its SLP commitments, over and above that, the Group is
committed to the provision and development of infrastructure investment and services that make a real,
meaningful and sustainable difference to communities in which the Group is located and from which
employees are drawn.

Social Capital
Organisations rely on social

Manufactured Capital

relationships and interactions to
achieve their objectives. Value added
to the activities and economic
outputs of an organisation by

Financial Capital

human relationships, partnerships
and co-operation are, therefore,

Social Capital

important. Internally, social capital

Human Capital

takes the form of shared values, trust,
communications and shared cultural
norms, which enable people to work
cohesively and thus enable the

Natural Capital

organisation to operate effectively.
Externally, social structures help create
a climate of consent, or a social
licence to operate, in which trade
and the wider functions of society
are possible. Organisations also rely
on wider socio-political structures to
create a stable society in which to
operate (such as government and
public services, effective legal systems,
trade unions and other organisations).
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Sibanye is committed to the objectives
and spirit of the Mining Charter. The
Group understands, though, that
earning its licence to operate takes
more than compliance. Its efforts and
programmes are, therefore, aimed
at making a lasting and meaningful
difference in the communities in which
it operates or from which its labour
is drawn. During 2013, Sibanye spent
R1,050 million (2012: R853 million
excluding South Deep) on SED.

The Group was required to submit,
among other documentation, SLPs
detailing how it would comply with the
provisions of the MPRDA, and submit,
on an annual basis, an account of its
performance against the targets set in
its SLPs, developed for the period from
1 January to 31 December 2013.
The SLP for the Beatrix Operation for
the period 2012 to 2016 was approved
in April 2013 and implementation is
underway; SLPs for Driefontein and
Kloof for the same time period have
not yet been approved although
they were both submitted in January
2012. Despite the delay in approval,
the Gauteng office of the DMR
subjected Driefontein to a compliance
inspection on 20 September 2013.
The inspection resulted in the issuing
of a directive to rectify shortcomings
that were identified during the audit.
Areas of concern were related to
transformation, qualitative aspects
of SLP implementation, impact
assessments, and alignment of
housing programmes with local
and national governments’ human
settlements programmes. Corrective
action was taken by various
departments and a high-level team
presented the report to the DMR on
15 November 2013. The DMR was

Experiences over the past year, with
internal and external challenges, have
influenced the Group’s ability and
capacity to meet its targets. Issues
such as organisational restructuring
and dependencies on other partners
(local municipalities and government
departments), delayed project
implementation and overall delivery
on commitments. In some instances,
Sibanye has exceeded the targets but,
given the nature of the process and
the realities and challenges, there are
certain areas where targets have not
yet been achieved.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
STRATEGY
The Group engages with all its
stakeholders in terms of the Sibanye
Corporate Communications and
Engagement Strategy, which has been
developed to set out the principles
and approach the Group follows in its
internal and external communications
and engagement in the short to
medium term. See page 12 for
further information on stakeholder
engagement practices. This process
reflects the Group’s corporate aims
and objectives, and is critical to the
development of key initiatives and
projects to improve efficiencies and
effectiveness. The strategy is evolving
and is supplemented by regular
departmental plans, which set out
individual communications plans in
detail. The Stakeholder Engagement
Policy can be found at http://www.
sibanyegold.co.za/index.php/201212-30-10-04-04/policies.
DEFINING SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
In 2013, Sibanye undertook an
evaluation of its activities and
community impacts, and defined
these under the banner of SED, rather
than the more narrowly focused
definition of CSI.

SED expenditure in 2013 (Rm)
Charitable giving
and gifts in kind

0.98

Education

0.48

Enterprise
development

1.45

Health

5.20

Infrastructure
investment

699.00

Sport

9.22

Training

316.43

SLPs/LED

17.40

Total

1,050.16

SED expenditure (Rm)
1,100

1,050

880

660

853

670

440

220

0

2011

2012

2013
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Subsequent to the unbundling
process in February 2013, Sibanye
became the holder of the mining
rights for the Beatrix, Driefontein and
Kloof operations – to mine gold and
associated minerals – converted
in terms of Item 7 of Schedule II of
the MPRDA.

satisfied with the presentation and
reports submitted.
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SED expenditure per operation
in 2013 (Rm)
296

545

SED activity and expenditure relates to
all projects that are:
• external to the core business needs;
• influential in uplifting communities;
• guided by a strong development
approach; and
• are linked to infrastructure
investment that benefits
communities beyond the closure of
the mine.

209
Driefontein

Beatrix

Kloof

Components of SED, therefore,
include LED (including enterprise
development and infrastructure
development), education, training,
conservation and the environment, as
well as arts and culture.
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
LED is a significant component of
SLPs. The Sustainable Development
Department, led by the Vice President:
Sustainable Development, engages
with local municipalities to ensure
alignment of community development
projects with IDPs.
Sibanye undertakes approved SLP
and LED projects for host communities
in the vicinity of mining operations
and others in labour sending areas.
Communities in rural areas of South
Africa, while geographically removed
from mining operations in Gauteng
and the Free State, are important to
the Group as a source of labour. Some
69.5% of the labour force originates
from South Africa with KwaZulu-Natal
and the Eastern Cape accounting
for 9.7% and 26.7% of employees
respectively. For this reason, Sibanye’s
community development interventions
in rural areas of South Africa have
focused on these two provinces.

The LED sections of the Group’s SLPs
are currently being reviewed to ensure
implementation success and greater
levels of impact. Interim findings
indicate that the projects that have
been implemented to date, while
aligned with the local municipalities’
IDPs and approved by the DMR, do not
necessarily have the desired impacts
on host and labour sending areas.
The lessons learned have prompted
Sibanye to consider a different
approach towards LED projects. To this
end, the Group
has decided to:
• focus on fewer projects with
greater impact;
• focus on community development,
education, agriculture/environment,
and health;
• consider options in this regard
ranging from CSI to infrastructure
and enterprise development;
• ensure that all role players have
had an opportunity to influence
the decision on how best to invest
the money that is made available
for LED in terms of the Group’s
budgeting process;
• enable this through the creation
of a tripartite engagement
platform that will assist in making
appropriate decisions with regard
to LED projects, which will have DMR
and municipality representation;
and
• provide ongoing feedback on the
projects that have been approved
for implementation programmes.
Some insight into the programmes
undertaken during the year at Beatrix,
Driefontein and Kloof, follows.

‘The lessons learned have prompted a
different approach to projects for local
economic development.’
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Beatrix

Media Centre at
Nanabolela Secondary School

stakeholders, such as the DMR, the
Masilonyana Local Municipality and
the project manager, with a view to
securing contracts for the project,
which has so far cost R1.6 million.
A meeting was held with the mayor of
Masilonyana Local Municipality on
3 December 2013 to discuss the
outstanding offtake agreement and
reviving the project.

Anew media centre at Nanabolela.
Beatrix has made progress with projects.

Beatrix contributes to SED in the
community and areas from which
its employees are sourced. Despite
challenges experienced by Beatrix
in the delivery of some plans,
considerable progress has been
made in certain instances.
The most significant challenges posed
in achieving the operation’s goals
have proved to be ensuring that
project partners deliver on their part
of agreements. An example of this is
the challenge experienced with the
Nanabolela Secondary School in
Thabong, Welkom, where the Group
has entered into an agreement with
the DoE in the Free State Province
(FSDoE) to build a media centre at
the school. For this reason, significant
attention has been paid to instituting
measures to remedy deficiencies. LED
projects undertaken in Beatrix’s host
communities in the past year include
the following:

In a public-private partnership with
the FSDoE, Beatrix built a media centre
at Nanabolela Secondary School. The
centre was completed in April 2013 at
a cost of R1.34 million. In terms of the
Memorandum of Agreement (MoA)
signed between the parties, the FSDoE
will provide computer equipment,
software and support, and general
maintenance, while Beatrix had to
deliver the structure.
The centre was launched on
15 March 2014 at a ceremony
attended by the Minister of Mineral
Resources, Ms Susan Shabangu.
Sibanye was represented by Chief
Operating Officer, Mr Peter Turner, and
Beatrix senior management.
Brickmaking Project
No progress has been made in the
facilitation of an offtake agreement
for this joint project between Beatrix,
Harmony Gold Mining Company
Limited (Harmony Gold) and the Star
Diamond Group. Project partners
have engaged with a number of

Mathematics and
Science Programme
The MoA between project partners
Beatrix, the FSDoE and the Kutlwanong
Centre for Mathematics, Science and
Technology was finalised and signed
in November 2013. The programme
is underway at three sites in the
host communities of Odendaalsrus,
Welkom and Virginia. It addresses the
challenge of poor mathematics results
at schools in the region, benefiting
360 Grade 11 and Grade 12 learners.
In terms of the agreement, Beatrix
contributed R1.5 million towards
the annual cost of R3.2 million. The
Group has allocated R16.0 million
to this programme, which will be
implemented over five years.
Library at Morifi School, Mohaleshoek
In Lesotho, construction of a school
library began in October 2012 as
Beatrix’s contribution to LED projects in
major labour sending areas. It aims to
address, among others, infrastructure
development and provide a muchneeded facility for 367 learners and
the community of Morifi, Mohaleshoek.
The library was completed in March
2013. In addition to the building,
Beatrix provided furniture and
equipment for the library, which was
handed over to the Lesotho DoE on
18 April 2013. The building was
completed at a cost of R819,089.
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The Sibanye Property Division has
become involved as it is experienced in
construction projects at Beatrix and has
been identified as a potential buyer of
products for the brickmaking project.
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Driefontein

Awareness campaigns initiated
by Khulisa have resulted in higher
volumes of waste reaching the buy
back centre. Further campaigns will
be extended to local schools.

Driefontein undertook several LED
projects in its host communities over
the past year. Several projects that
were budgeted for have not yet
been implemented but engagement
processes with project partners are
underway.

Discussions have begun between
Khulisa and Sibanye to explore the
possibility of collecting recyclable
waste from Libanon Business Park
and residential areas to the project.
A total of R9.0 million has been
budgeted for the project for a period
of three years, starting from 2011.
Each mining company contributes
R3.0 million per annum, which leads
to a total capital injection of
R9.0 million over a period of three
years. Sibanye has contributed
R912,000 to date to the project with
an outstanding R1.5 million to be
spent before the end of 2014.

Waste-management centres
This project is a partnership between
Driefontein, Merafong Local
Municipality, Harmony Gold and
AngloGold Ashanti Limited to establish
a waste buy-back centre in Fochville
on the West Rand. The project involves
the collection of recyclable waste from
townships within the Merafong local
municipal area. The waste is sold to
recyclers. The project is implemented
with Khulisa as an implementing
agent responsible for all project
aspects.

Blybank Agricultural Project
Established in 2012 to provide
food-security and alleviate poverty
for members of the Tumang cooperative in Merafong, this was
a collaborative project between
Driefontein and the Merafong
Local Municipality. It entailed the
production of eggs, as well as
farming of vegetables and chickens
and a piggery. Several challenges
were experienced in the past
year, including lack of capacity,
governance, management and

Engagement with project partners is essential.

Driefontein undertook several local economic development projects in 2013.
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technical capability. These problems
persisted despite capacity-building
efforts provided by the mine and
interventions aimed at rescuing the
project. It has been closed while
project alternatives are being sought
to resuscitate it in future. A total of
R970,000 has been spent on the
project over a period of two years –
R257,072 was spent in 2013.
Blybank Community Centre
In partnership, Driefontein, the
Gauteng DoH and the Merafong
Local Municipality will establish
a community centre, comprising
a clinic and a community hall
in Merafong. The project will be
implemented in phases, starting with
the clinic. Construction of the clinic
started in October 2013. It is expected
that the project will be completed by
the end of March 2014. A total of 25
people, including local community
members, are currently employed by
the project. The budget for the project
is R4.5 million and costs incurred to
date amount to R2.5 million, with no
spend in 2013.
Kloof
Some of the projects budgeted for by
Kloof did not incur any spend as they
were still at the pre-feasibility stage.
Details of these projects can be found
on pages 53 to 54.

Plans include risk assessment in order
to identify areas in the project that
require mitigation and ensure the
long-term sustainability of the project.
Interventions identified during the
risk assessment will be implemented
in order to ensure the future
sustainability of the project. Reports
from project beneficiaries indicate
that the project is at break-even point
and profit margins can be improved
by a reduction in the cost of feed.
Libanon Agricultural Project
Also in collaboration with the
Westonaria Local Municipality, Kloof
provides food security and poverty
alleviation through this project. It
currently benefits 112 women and
youths, and has, as a result of formal
engagement with Community Works
Programme, been expanded to
Thusanang Township and Glenharvie.
The project is progressing well and
continues to supply produce to
local NGOs. Total expenditure for the
project to date is R1.0 million with no
spend in 2013. The project has been
implemented as part of the Agri-Market
Training Project intended to improve
agricultural skills in the local area.
Alien Vegetation Project
Started in January 2012, this project
aims to clear non-indigenous, waterextracting species on landholdings

using local small, medium and micro
enterprises (SMMEs). The project
employs local people who have
been given SETA accredited training
by Sibanye. Felled trees are sold to
Silicon Smelters Proprietary Limited
for conversion into charcoal and
extraction of silicon. More than 5t of
trees have been sold to date. The
programme employs around 30 local
people. Total expenditure to date is
R4 million with R268,683 spent in 2013.
See case study on page 61.
Projects in labour sending areas
Two different projects, namely the
Livestock Development Programme
and the Abalimi Phambili Agricultural
Development Programme, are
run collaboratively with local
municipalities in five districts – four in
the Eastern Cape and one in KwaZuluNatal. The budget for these projects
is co-ordinated centrally from the
corporate office and each operation’s
contribution towards the budget
is proportionate to the number of
employees sourced from these areas.
Sibanye’s contract with Thembalethu
for the management of its ruraldevelopment projects expired at the
end of December 2013. Thembalethu
is a registered non-profit organisation
with a wide footprint in rural South
Africa and SADC countries. Sibanye’s
Organisational Effectiveness team
believes that direct contracts with
the service providers, Lima (which
manages the crop and poultry projects)
and Mngcunube (which manages the
livestock projects), would be more costeffective. Other social services offered
to rural communities in South Africa and
SADC countries include the homebased care programme and home
adaptations for spinal cord-injured
ex-employees, managed on behalf of
Sibanye by TEBA Limited.
Livestock Development Programme
The aim of the Livestock Development
Programme is to provide access
to animal husbandry services and
products, promote good farming

practices and increase the earning
potential of emerging farmers through
a multi-tiered mentorship programme.
The rationale for the project is based
on the notion that the potential value
of livestock as assets of emerging
farmers is greatly reduced by poor
animal health and mortality rates due
to limited access to stock medicines
and advisory services.
The project is implemented on the
ground through farmer mentors and
Village Linkage Persons (VLPs). Farmer
mentors are established commercial
farmers while VLPs are entrepreneurs
who operate their own micro-enterprises.
Once trained, VLPs make their living
by conducting a cycle of village visits;
giving advice and selling, at a profit,
basic animal medicines to farmers.
Livestock projects underway in the
Eastern Cape are run in conjunction
with the Elundini, Alfred Nzo and
Ukhahlamba municipalities in
partnership with Sibanye. The
Mbhashe project is run in partnership
with Amathole District Municipality.
The main activities of these projects
include, among others:
• implementing mentorship
programmes;
• providing enterprise development
programmes for VLPs (through the
programme VLPs can become
entrepreneurs);
• providing technical training and
advice; and
• creating opportunities to access
markets.
The impact of the programme
extends to 16 VLPs who now operate
as independent SMMEs (five in Alfred
Nzo, two in Mbhashe and nine in
Elundini), to more than 6,000 families,
which benefit from poverty alleviation,
and to each farmer who benefits from
an increase in cash sales as well as
added value.
Total expenditure for the period between
2009 and 2013 was R13.9 million.
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Glenharvie Agricultural Project
This food-security and povertyalleviation project is a collaborative
effort between Kloof and the
Westonaria Local Municipality.
It involves the production of eggs,
vegetables, chickens and pigs. The
project benefited eight community
members of the Flap Youth Cooperative. The total expenditure on
the project to date is R1.22 million.
The project is progressing well in spite
of challenges, which include, among
others, the higher-than-expected
cost of feed and, subsequently, the
underutilised infrastructure due to
a lower-than-expected number of
livestock on the farm.
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Abalimi Phambili Agricultural
Development Programme
An agricultural and economic
development facilitation programme
operating in the Eastern Cape and
KwaZulu-Natal, this programme aims
to stimulate economic development
by strengthening agricultural
production and food security for
emerging farmers in the Lusikisiki and
Bizana districts of the Eastern Cape,
and the Jozini area of KwaZulu-Natal.
Other beneficiaries of the programme
include ex-mine employees disabled
through mine accidents while on duty.
It is expected that the programme,
which includes agricultural facilitation,
farmer organisational development,
improved agricultural infrastructure
and access to input and credit, would
considerably stimulate the economy
of the severely depressed regions.
This includes promotion of improved
farming practices, such as correct
crop selection, broiler-production

management, support and advice
for livestock farmers on herd health
and general extension advice. In
KwaZulu-Natal, programme includes
farmers involved in cultivating sugar
cane as well as poultry, maize and
vegetable farming. These farmers are
viewed as having great potential for
crop farming due to their access to
irrigated lands on the Makhathini
Flats and the Pongola River in
KwaZulu-Natal.
The impact of the programme
extends to:
• enterprise development: five
nurseries (one in Bizana, three
in Lusikisiki and one in the
Bhambanana village of Jozini);
• two hatcheries (one in Lusikisiki
and one in the Maphaya village
of Jozini);
• more than 80 co-operatives with
over 75% female representation;

• access to established markets
(ie OK Foods, Spar, Boxer, Pick ’n
Pay, local supermarkets and fresh
produce markets); and
• 300 participants in the livelihoods
programme.
Total expenditure for the period between
2009 and 2013 was R8.4 million. Spend
in 2013 was R938,000.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The magnitude of issues in
communities interested in and
affected by Sibanye’s activities is so
large that LED projects alone cannot
have an immediate impact on key
community issues like unemployment
and levels of poverty. The responsibility
for finding solutions for these larger
issues cannot reside with Sibanye
alone, and will require co-operation
between all stakeholders.
Monitoring and evaluation are
components of the community

Sibanye runs projects in labour sending areas in collaboration with local municipalities in five rural districts of South Africa.
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development and governance
framework. In addition to internal
and external verification processes,
Sibanye is intent on obtaining thirdparty verification for its impacts,
which will lend credibility to its
own processes.

To this end, Sibanye has engaged
all municipalities in its areas of
operation, and agreed collectively
to create a formal engagement
platform that will allow for
active participation of the
municipalities, the DMR and the
Group. In turn, this will enable the
Group to obtain the necessary
project buy-in at an early stage.
Intensified engagement in the
Merafong area has begun and
Sibanye is initiating similar forums in
other municipal areas.
The Group currently participates
in two committees, namely the
Implementation Committee
and the Mandating Committee.
Engagement has taken place with
the Implementation Committee.
Issues discussed include safety
and security in the community

of Mpahlwa, the planning of an
education summit and SLP audits.
The Mandating Committee has not
convened as yet.
LED in host and labour sending areas
is being reviewed to improve the level
of impact with all key stakeholders in
agreement before implementation.
Sibanye has identified the need for
marketing to improve the visibility of its
presence in its host and labour sending
area communities going forward.
Sibanye plans to establish monitoring
and evaluation measures to evaluate
its effectiveness on an annual basis.
This may be conducted internally or
by a specialist service provider for
transparency.
Sibanye’s Community and
Indigenous Peoples Policy can be
found at http://www.sibanyegold.
co.za/index.php/2012-12-30-10-04-04/
policies.

‘The magnitude of issues in
communities interested in and affected
by Sibanye’s activities is so large that
LED projects alone cannot have an
immediate impact on key community
issues like unemployment and levels
of poverty.’
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In light of recent developments in
the industry, and ever-apparent and
rising community needs, Sibanye’s
approach to LED and community
development is under revision. Initially
Sibanye will focus on identifying
connections between the needs of
the community and its own strategic
imperatives. An example of this is the
plan for the construction of critical
infrastructure such as healthcare
clinics within communities.The planned
establishment of a clinic and aligning
efforts to eradicate TB with community
programmes that reside with the DoH
are prime examples of the kind of
linkages that can be achieved.This
approach and achievement of upfront
agreement between key stakeholders,

such as the DMR, municipalities and
communities, have been identified as
key steps required for successful LED.
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POLICY AND PRACTICE

KEY
FEATURES

• Focus on internal audits and on aligning systems, procedures, resources and structures with
Sibanye operating model in 2013
• Finalising integrated water use licences
• Undertaking performance assessments
•	Compliance with environmental management programmes
•	Review and update water management plan
•	Deploy particulate matter monitoring equipment at Kloof
•	Obtain atmospheric emissions licences
• Continue to report in line with Carbon Disclosure Project

In this section, Sibanye reports on the following G4 indicators:
G4-14, G4-EC2, G4-EN1, G4-EN3, G4-EN4, G4-EN5, G4-EN6, G4-EN8, G4-EN9, G4-EN10, G4-EN15, G4-EN16, G4-EN17, G4-EN18, G4-EN19, G4-EN21,
G4-EN22, G4-EN23, G4-EN24, G4-EN26, G4-EN29, G4-EN32, G4-EN33, MM1, MM2, MM10

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

Sibanye aims to maintain its licence to operate within a low-carbon economy, and to leave behind selfsustaining and integrated land end uses without residual liability when mines close.

Natural Capital
Manufactured Capital
Financial Capital

Social Capital

Human Capital

Natural Capital
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Natural resources (energy and
matter) and processes are needed
to produce products and deliver
services, including sinks that absorb,
neutralise or recycle waste (such as
forests), resources (some renewable,
others not) and processes (such as
climate regulation and the carbon
cycle) that enable life to continue in
a balanced way. All organisations rely
on natural capital to some degree
and have an environmental impact;
consuming energy and creating waste.
Organisations need to be aware of
the limits in the use of the natural
environment, and operate accordingly.

Sibanye’s Environmental Policy
requires that the Group undertake its
activities in a manner that strives to
minimise or rectify adverse impacts
and maximise positive impacts of an
environmental or socio-economic
nature. This policy is available at
http://www.sibanyegold.co.za/index.
php/2012-12-30-10-04-04/policies.

The Group’s employees play a
fundamental role in achieving these
objectives by:
• taking ownership of responsible
EMPs and initiatives;
• reacting and adhering to
environmental policy and principles;
and
• integrating environmental concerns
into everyday practice.
The focus in 2013 was on internal
audits and aligning systems,

MORE THAN COMPLIANCE
Sibanye’s approach to environmental
management is risk-based, with
a strong focus on management
assurance, legal compliance and,
ultimately, mine closure. The Group’s
approach is, therefore, integrated
within its broader Sustainable
Development framework.
An overarching EMS that is aligned
with the ISO 14001 standard is
in place across the Group, with
appropriate operating procedures at
an operational level.
Sibanye’s EMPs, one of the pillars of
its legal right to mine the resource,
are legally binding commitments
that have been agreed with
the regulators, based on sound
environmental management
principles and associated risks,
incorporating risk management
and the mitigation measures
implemented. Legally, Sibanye is
required to submit a performanceassessment report every two years.
The first report is due in February 2014
(two years after the approval of EMPs
in February 2012).

certification in future although its
EMSs will continue to be aligned with
ISO 14001 guidance and principles.
Sibanye’s Internal Audit Department
will play an increasingly important
role in providing management
assurance on the adequacy,
effectiveness and suitability of its EMSs.
In terms of the Sibanye operating
model, ownership of environmental
management lies partly with the
operating business units, and partly with
the corporate Sustainable Development
Department (which plays an important
assurance role) while the relationship
between the operating business
units and corporate is governed by
service level agreements, which outline
the tasks and their ownership and
accountability.This model has largely
been rolled out during 2013, and full
implementation will continue in 2014,
as well as measuring specific outputs
linked to the respective service level
agreements.

Internal EMP performance
assessments will be done by the
Sustainable Development Department
every alternate year (the year in which
an external performance assessment
is not conducted). Biennial EMP
performance assessments, as
required by the regulator, began in
December 2013 and continued in
early 2014. Final EMP performanceassessment reports were submitted
to the regulator on 17 February 2014.
All the EMP performance-assessment
reports indicated a high degree of
compliance with the conditions in the
respective operational EMPs.

In terms of environmental licensing,
no additional permits were
applied for in 2013, and no major
environmental impact assessments
(EIAs) were conducted. An EIA has
been initiated for the relocation of
the assay laboratory, and the public
notification process for this has
commenced. A basic assessment in
terms of EIA regulations for the Beatrix
4 shaft methane-destruction project
was completed in 2012, and the
Record of Decision was received from
the authorities during 2013. Feedback
from the Free State DMR regarding
the amendment to the Environmental
Management Programme Report
(EMPR) is expected in early 2014. It
is also expected that environmental
licensing processes, initiated during
2013, such as the atmospheric
emissions and waste management
licensing processes, will be further
pursued and finalised during 2014.

Given that Sibanye’s focus is and
must be on compliance with its
EMPs, the Group has decided not
to continue to pursue ISO 14001

ENVIRONMENTAL INCIDENTS
In 2013, Sibanye reported only
one significant environmental
incident, compared to one such
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Sibanye is committed to responsible
stewardship of natural resources
and the ecological environment for
present and future generations, and
takes a precautionary approach in
all activities by:
• assessing and meeting the
requirements of industry standards
with respect to environmental
management practices;
• implementation, maintenance
and integration of internationally
recognised environmental
management systems (EMSs) that
ensure continuous improvement of
environmental performance and
the prevention of pollution through
recognised practices;
• complying with applicable legal
and other requirements relating to
environmental aspects;
• using resources efficiently and
managing all waste streams
responsibly;
• contributing to the conservation
of biodiversity and applying
integrated approaches towards
closure and post-mining land-use
planning; and
• establishing an appropriate level
of awareness and training of
employees with environmental
responsibilities, as required.

procedures, resources and structures
to the Sibanye operating model.
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incident in 2012. This was due to
the maintenance programme
incorporated into the Engineering
Pragma System. The decline in
Level 3 incidents can be attributed
to the maintenance programme
incorporated into the Engineering
Pragma Management System.
This includes timeous reporting and
maintenance of pipeline failure
incidents, conducting thickness
testing on the pipeline, installation of
flow meters and daily inspection of
pipes by pipe-walkers. Through these
processes, pipes are identified to be
either rotated or replaced ahead
of failure, thereby preventing or
reducing the extent of the incident.
Significant incidents are defined
as follows:
• Level 3 – incidents that result in
ongoing but limited environmental
impact.

• Level 4 – incidents that result in
medium-term environmental impact.
• Level 5 – incidents that result in
long-term environmental impact.
Of Sibanye’s environmental incidents,
one incident was a Level 3 incident

Further, the reprocessing of surface
gold-bearing material supplements
the processing stream and has a
positive environmental impact. The
diagram on page 60 illustrates the
volumes of materials involved.
Minimising the use of materials makes
good business sense, and Sibanye
actively measures and monitors their use.

(the rest were classified as Level 1/
Level 2 incidents). As such, there
were no Level 4 or Level 5 incidents.
The single significant environmental
incident (Level 3) related to a slimes
spillage at the Driefontein Operation.
MATERIALS USED, MANAGING WASTE
Sibanye, in the course of its normal
business, mines significant amounts
of gold-bearing ore and associated
waste rock. Sibanye’s emphasis
on quality mining ensures that the
Group removes as little waste rock as

In addition to being ISO 14001compliant, Sibanye’s timber supplier is
compliant with the Forest Stewardship
Council, which is an international notfor-profit, multi-stakeholder organisation
established in 1993 to promote
responsible management of the world’s
forests. Its main tools include standard
setting, certification and labelling of
forest products.

possible and focuses on removing
only the gold-bearing reef.

Significant incident report
Date

Level

Operation Description

Volume

Material

Approximately Waste:
17 September Level 3 Driefontein Pipeline
2013
Tailings slurry
No 61 to the 4,500m3
from the
No 1 tailings
gold plant
storage
metallurgical
facility (TSF)
process.
burst behind
Tailings
Pomolong
contain
Village
harmful
sulphate
and uranium.
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Impact

Remediation undertaken

Uncontrolled
discharge
of tailings
caused
degradation
of soil and
water quality.
Tailings
spills have
potential to
impact on
the quality
of surface
water and
groundwater,
as well as soil.

As an emergency measure,
the affected pipe segment
was temporarily clamped to
minimise further spillage from
the pipe segment. The spill
was allowed to dry in order
to facilitate the clean-up
process. The incident was
reported to the DWA and
the DMR. The Sustainable
Development Department
has investigated the incident,
and the investigation report
was submitted to the DWA on
26 September 2013 as per
the water use licence (WUL)
condition.

Consumption of materials
Rock mined (t)
Surface materials used (t)
Ore processed (t)
Timber used (t)

2011

2012

2013

7,839,210

6,306,510

6,905,373

138,149

116,007

129,861

14,639,698

12,243,160

13,622,857

109,249

94,024

103,857

Blasting agents used (t)

5,887

3,031

4,372

Cyanide used (t)

3,224

3,395

3,759

Hydrochloric acid used (t)
Lime used (t)

2,329

1,837

2,297

14,589

11,861

13,468

1,409

277

328

Caustic soda used (t)

1,462

1,584

1,780

Diesel (kl)

5,616

5,519

6,384

Cyanide used (t)
4,000
3,759
3,395
3,200

3,224

2,400

1,600

After elution from the activated carbon,
the gold is further concentrated by
precipitation or electro-deposition.
Gold is not soluble in water. For this
reason, cyanide is used to stabilise
gold in solution and, with oxygen, is used
to dissolve the gold. Cyanide has been
the primary reagent for the leaching of

800

0

MANAGING CYANIDE
Gold is found at very low
concentrations in Sibanye ores
– at a minimum of around 3g/t
and a maximum of around 60g/t.
Hydrometallurgical extraction is the
only economically viable method of
extracting this gold from the
ore, which involves a leaching
step during which gold is dissolved
in an aqueous medium, followed by
the separation of the gold-bearing
solution from the residues,
or adsorption of the gold onto
activated carbon.

2011

2012

gold from ores since its introduction in the
late 19th century.
While cyanide is less costly and
potentially less harmful than other
reagents with similar properties,
there are risks associated with its storage
and use. All of Sibanye’s mines and plants
comply with the Cyanide Code. See case
study on page 13.
Beatrix was last certified in February 2012,
Driefontein in August 2012 and Kloof in
December 2012.
The Group did not report any cyaniderelated incidents in the past year. As
a cost-cutting measure, and with the
knowledge that all the necessary
systems and practices are in place,
Sibanye will not formally participate in
the Cyanide Code in future.

2013

Waste management
Mining waste (Mt)
Tailings
Waste rock
Waste recycled (000t)

2011

2012

2013

15.98

11.84

13.87

14.64

10.72

13.11

1.33

1.11

0.76

16.66

614.22

13.29
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Cement used (t)
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TIMBER USED

103,857t

CEMENT USED

328t

BLASTING AGENTS

4,372t

ROCK AND
ORE MINED

6.91Mt

MATERIAL REMOVED
TO ROCK DUMPS

0.11Mt

TAILINGS PRODUCED
AND REMOVED TO
TAILINGS STORAGE
FACILITIES

9,023t

TOTAL ORE
(SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND MILLED)

13.62Mt

SURFACE MATERIAL
(RECYCLED MATERIAL)

6.83Mt

CYANIDE USED

3,759t

61.8t

ELECTROWINNING
SLUDGE

57,525t

DORÉ PRODUCED

49,6t

CAUSTIC SODA USED

1,780t

HYDROCHLORIC ACID

2,297t
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SLAG REMOVED

GOLD
PRODUCED

44,474kg

Case study: Rooting out invasive tree species

Environmental legislation requires alien invaders (plants imported into South Africa that grow aggressively, such as
black wattle and pine) to be eradicated as they consume vast amounts of water and are, therefore, considered a
threat to water security.
Following the successful eradication of alien invader tree species at the Kloof Operation, Sibanye has spread the
initiative to the Driefontein Operation – working in partnership with the Merafong City Local Municipality, mainly on
municipal land.
The benefits of this initiative are two-fold: there are opportunities to create a sustainable, financially viable business for
the local community, and the clean-up reduces pressure on scarce water resources. SLP requirements are satisfied by
involving the local community, and environmental laws in respect of alien eradication are upheld.
From January 2012 to December 2012, this Alien Vegetation Project cleared 7,965 invasive plant species using local
SMMEs. The initiative has so far created employment for more than 45 people from the Driefontein and Kloof mine
communities.
“Sibanye has helped us with the capital injection necessary to increase our revenues and we are grateful for that,” says
Samuel Moloke, one of the principal SMME partners in the project.
As revegetation is necessary, the goal for 2014 is to formalise processes necessary to ensure that revegetation is done
on cleared areas. More SMMEs will be appointed to implement the process, creating an estimated 30 additional jobs.
At least 5t of felled trees have been sold to a local charcoal-manufacturing facility. Sibanye is currently evaluating the
feasibility of creating its own plant to boost the project’s financial viability.
Kloof contributed R2.5 million when the project began in partnership with the local Westonaria Municipality in 2009.
With the expansion of the project to Driefontein, a further R2 million has been budgeted by each of the two operations.
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The Alien Vegetation Project has created employment for more than 45 people from the Driefontein and Kloof mine communities.
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MANAGING WATER
In 2013, the total withdrawal of water
amounted to 76,636Ml, with 12,410Ml
(16.19%) from municipal sources
(potable water) and 64,227Ml from
ground fissure sources. This compares
with a total withdrawal of 64,788Ml
in 2012, 12,852Ml (19.84%) from
municipal sources and 51,936Ml
(80.16%) from ground fissures. Ground
fissure water is encountered during
the process of mining and is trapped
within the rock strata. Fissure water is
often referred to as fossil water, and
there is no relationship between it and
surface groundwater.
Sibanye focuses on achieving
integrated dynamic mine water
management through the
SibanyeAMANZI Project. This is aligned
with the Group’s business model in
terms of the integrated mine water
plan and management, compliance
with permits, reducing the total
cost of mine water ownership and
footprint and mine water account
management. See the case study on
page 64.
Water security
All three of Sibanye’s operations are
water-positive, which means they
need to pump significant quantities
of underground water to dewater for
safety purposes. Neither the quantity
nor the quality of water sources
(fissure or potable water sources –
Rand Water supplies potable water to
Driefontein and Kloof, and Sedibeng
Water supplies Beatrix) are under
threat, and no current or future
constraints are foreseen. However, the
future cost of water remains a risk.
Beatrix dewaters a connate saline
aquifer, which limits water use (unless
appropriately treated) and prohibits
discharge into the surface-water
regime. Due to this constraint, excess
water is evaporated in line with
issued permits. This water is, however,
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used for mining purposes, and in the
refrigeration and gold plants.
At Driefontein and Kloof, dewatering
takes place from the dolomitic
aquifers, which yield water of a
fair quality. Some of this water is
used for mining purposes – in the
refrigeration and gold plants and,
to a limited extent, for drinking
water. Excess water is discharged
into the Wonderfonteinspruit and
the Loopspruit sub-catchments. At
Driefontein and Kloof, continuous
efforts are made to limit pollution
underground by separating fissure
water and mine service water in
the underground workings. Where
applicable, underground settlers are
used to precipitate salts and remove
solids from the mine service water. The
sludge from the settlers, which also
contains gold, is transferred to the
gold plants for processing.
Water usage
As with all mines, water is used
extensively underground and on
surface. The type of water used
depends on availability, water
quality and the requirements of
the application.
Underground water is mainly used for
cooling, drilling and watering-down
purposes. The source of this water is
mainly fissure water that, when used in
the processes, becomes mine service
water. On surface, fissure and/or mine
service water is used in Sibanye’s goldplant processes and to transport slurry
to the TSFs. The supernatant water from
the TSFs decants to return-water dams
where, depending on the need, it may
be recycled or disposed of through
evaporation dams.
Recycling and optimisation
Recycling is not Sibanye’s primary
focus. It is dictated by water availability,
water quality and legal requirements.
Driefontein and Kloof recycle water

from their return-water dams whereas
this is constrained at Beatrix due to
the quality of the water source.
Water-optimisation projects are
being planned to reduce water
consumption, especially potable
water use. This will be achieved
by management plans, which set
targets and allocate responsibilities.
They are backed by strict monitoring
programmes, benchmarking
exercises, feedback sessions and
regular reporting as well as feasible
infrastructure projects.
Water balances are undertaken on
a regular basis, ranging from Groupwide balances to site-specific and
detailed business-unit water balances.
Integrated water use licences
The receipt of integrated water
use licences (IWULs) remains a
concern for the mining industry as
a whole, with a significant backlog
in their issuances by the DWA. In the
absence of issued or valid IWULs,
water management is conducted,
taking cognisance of the conditions
of the current legislative authorisation
such as the permits, exemptions and
directives that have been issued.
The Sibanye Water Management
Policy can be found at http://www.
sibanyegold.co.za/index.php/201212-30-10-04-04/policies.

‘All three
operations
recycle water.’

Natural Capital

The next phase of the Liquid Gold project has been renamed SibanyeAMANZI (‘one water’) to emphasise the concept of dynamic mine-water management.
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Case study: Towards dynamic mine water management
• provide for an estimated capital cost
of about R1 billion and operating
cost of about R6.50/kl; and
• a R70 million definitive feasibility
study for the establishment of
infrastructure.
Nex t phase
Gold Fields had approved an
application for expenditure on
revised terms of reference in
December 2012, following a shared
cost approach between the three
participating mines.
Wagner’s joint-venture team of multidisciplinary engineering consultants
has since conducted detailed
assessments of mine-water resources
and systems at all three mines,
mapped the systems, developed flow
and solids water balances, identified
potential issues, and confirmed
usage and compliance.

SibanyeAMANZI focuses on proactive, integrated mine-water management.

The Liquid Gold project, initiated by
Gold Fields in 2005, advanced into
the next phase as SibanyeAMANZI in
February 2013, under the leadership
of Johan Wagner, Group Water
Consultant for Sibanye.
Aimed at achieving compliant
discharges from the Driefontein, Kloof
and South Deep mines owned by
Gold Fields at the time, the initial aim
of the Liquid Gold project was to
develop “end-of-pipe water-treatment
solutions” to treat 120Ml/day of
surplus fissure and mineralised mine
service water, and to purify it to
drinking-water standards.
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Extensive research and development
(R&D) work was done to find
appropriate technologies to purify the
water, followed by the development
of technology assessments, extensive
bench and pilot-plant work and prefeasibility studies.
The outcome of the Liquid Gold study
led to the following recommendations:
• design, construct and operate
four 35Ml/day ion exchange (IX)
treatment plants at Driefontein,
supplying water to Rand Water;
• design, construct and operate a
7.5Ml/day IX kidney plant parallel
to the main process at Kloof;

The following work packages were
delivered during the course of 2013:
• A water supply model: Static
current and life-of-mine water
systems, maps, and flow and solids
water balances were developed for
each participating mine.
• Water management turnaround
plans: Issues and findings were
grouped and analysed, and water
action plans were developed.
In some instances, immediate
implementation of these plans
began, resulting in immediate
water cost savings and/or
improved compliance.
• Water demand plans: Studies were
conducted to assess the water
needs of regional stakeholders,
including the long-term mining,
agriculture, and industrial and
urban-development requirements.
Inter-basin transfer was also
considered.
• Compliance framework: A regional
and mine-to-mine water quality

The next phase of the Liquid Gold
project was renamed SibanyeAMANZI
– meaning “one water” – to
emphasise the concept of dynamic
mine-water management. Liquid
Gold had been about creating one
large, central treatment facility to
treat all surplus fissure and mine
water, whereas the SibanyeAMANZI
approach is more focused on
proactive, integrated mine-water
management.
“This really means supporting all
water-related operational activities on
the mines, including drinking-water
treatment plants, effluent-treatment
plants, cooling-water treatment,
pumping and pipelines, catchment
management and TSFs to ensure
that policy objectives are achieved,”
Wagner points out.
Regional focus
In 2013, a team of geohydrology
and water-modelling professionals
developed an integrated, dynamic
mine-water model for the region.
The thesis was to determine when,
where, at what quantity, what quality
and under which conditions water
would leave the properties of the
participating mines.
This is the first model of its kind to
be developed for the West Wits

Goldfield. The model comprises
three sub-models on surface water,
groundwater and in-mine workings.
The model was calibrated where
data was available and achieved
an acceptable level of correlation
– to predict the location, annual
quantity and total salt load over time.
Deliverables focused specifically on
three time frames: pre-mining, current
production and post-mining.
The model provides valuable
information with respect to the
impact of increasing mineralisation
(salts and metals) in the regional
waters over time and after closure,
under different closure strategies.
The study produced the following
important findings:
• Mine-water mineralisation,
including the potential for AMD, if
managed as proposed, will not be
a material risk for the mines in the
Far West Rand Basin.
• Relatively low volumes are
expected to ultimately decant, and
the environmental impact will be
manageable.
• Urban development and other
sources of pollution contribute
substantially to the salt load and
will be more of a factor than the
mining impact after closure.
Water-technology hub
A water-technology innovation hub
was established at the Libanon
workshops in 2013 after certain
patents and associated intellectualproperty rights were acquired.

• bench-scale research and testing
facilities with analytical support for
flocculation optimisation; and
• R&D projects (AMD treatment,
economics of uranium recovery,
fissure softening alternatives,
improved cyanide recycling, IX
recovery of gold compared to
carbon and hybrid IX membrane
processes envisaged).
The hub is supported by the
Driefontein Mine Water Laboratory
where an upgraded facility is being
established at 9 shaft.
Value proposition
The SibanyeAMANZI project
continues to add net positive value
with the following results to date:
• savings in the purchase of
municipal potable water;
• improved water compliance;
• better adherence to WUL
requirements;
• greater awareness and
stakeholder visibility;
• reduction in planned capital
expenditure;
• safe underground drinking water;
• reduced fissure-water pumping
cost due to improved
Wonderfonteinspruit systems
management; and
• developing closure proposals
that will minimise mine-water
mineralisation.

The facility has the following
capabilities:
• pilot plant testing equipment,
including reverse osmosis, various
IX configurations, by-product
recovery, ultra- and nano-filtration,
activated carbon filtration and
sand filtration;
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compliance framework was
established. Several workshops,
including the DWA, were completed.
• Feasibility study: Using the
outcomes of the abovementioned
work packages, a feasibility study
was conducted for the treatment
of surplus fissure water and
mine service water at the Kloof
Operation. The study found that
the Driefontein Operation could
achieve compliance if the current
North shaft water-treatment plant
upgrade and the 8 shaft fissurewater separation projects were
completed. This mitigates the need
for an expensive treatment plant.
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The following is reported in respect of the status of Sibanye’s IWUL applications:
Type of authorisation

Status

Beatrix

Valid permit and
exemptions in terms of
the previous Water Act,
1956 (Act No 54 of 1956)

Beatrix applied for its IWUL in October 2011. The DWA has since requested that
Sibanye is reflected as the applicant, which has been done. Beatrix continues to
operate in line with previously granted water permits. The DWA has not raised any
material concerns about the application. However, the reserve determination for
the catchment area must be conducted as a prerequisite to finalisation of the WUL
application. The DWA has appointed a consultant to conduct the determination
but this has not yet been completed.

Driefontein

WUL in terms of National
Water Act, 1998 (Act No
36 of 1998) –
16 October 2010

Driefontein received its IWUL in 2010 and this licence is valid for 20 years. However,
the licence was issued with inaccuracies and omissions, which have been
discussed in detail with the DWA and amendments are underway.

Kloof

Directive in terms of
National Water Act –
9 December 2011

Kloof received its IWUL in 2008 for a three-year term. Despite an amended
application being submitted to the DWA before its expiry, the review and
adjudication of this application are still underway. In the meantime, Kloof has
received a directive, which allows the Group to continue with its water-use activities
until the renewal licence has been issued. Although the DWA advised the Group
that the surface groundwater reserve determination associated with the mine had
been completed, the DWA has since indicated that this should be redone. The
reserve determination is a prerequisite for the Kloof WUL to be evaluated
and issued.

Water use
2011

2012

2013

49,197

64,788

76,636

Potable municipal (Ml)

13,003

12,852

12,410

Ground fissure (Ml)

36,194

51,936

64,227

34,684

49,141

50,451

71

76

66

25,249

39,682

32,729

85

81

118

2011

2012

2013

Water withdrawal (Ml)

Total water recycled (Ml)
% water recycled
Water discharged (Ml)
Quality of water discharged (µS/cm)
The calculation method for water withdrawal changed in 2013.

Total water withdrawal (Ml)
Driefontein

13,626

34,045

37,137

Kloof

25,345

20,737

27,999

Beatrix

10,226

10,006

11,500

2011

2012

2013

Driefontein*

3,875

3,520

3,039

Kloof*

5,404

5,851

5,967

Beatrix **

3,724

3,482

3,403

Total potable water (Ml)

* Rand Water
** Sedibeng Water
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Sibanye understands that employees
and business partners play a crucial
role in achieving these objectives
and, as a result, seeks to increase
awareness of energy-related issues;
providing an enabling environment
to achieve energy savings, deploy
energy-saving innovations, and
ensure that energy-management
considerations are included in
decision-making processes.

As a Group, Sibanye is committed to:
• developing and maintaining
effective monitoring, reporting and
management strategies for sound
energy use;
• researching new and more efficient
ways of energy use;
• designing, developing and
implementing strategies that seek to
reduce the energy consumption of
the operations and, thereby, reduce
the carbon footprint of the Group,
pursue any potential opportunities
and utilise energy-efficient
technologies where this is feasible;
• complying with applicable legal
and other requirements to which
the organisation subscribes; and
• encouraging business partners and
suppliers to adopt similar principles.

Sibanye has undertaken numerous
energy-saving, load-clipping and
load-shifting projects over the years.
The latter is aimed at reducing
demand at times of peak consumer
demand in projects undertaken with
pump scheduling, compressed air and
water control valves, as well as geyser
load switches – often funded by Eskom
Integrated Demand Management.
Although Sibanye has reduced energy
consumption, a significant portion of
this reduction has been as a result of
downscaling operations and reduced
production over the years.
Sibanye achieved a saving of 33.4MW
in 2013 compared to 2012 due to
various saving initiatives and projects.

Major contributors to the saving
include:
• replacement of 45kW inline axial
flow fans with high-efficiency fans;
• the Kloof 4 shaft and Driefontein 5
shaft three-chamber pipe system;
• optimisation of air networks at
Kloof 1 shaft;
• water and air-leak fixing at
Driefontein;
• methane-to-electrical generation at
Beatrix. (See case study on page 76).
However, there was also a 6.9MW
increase due to new load that came
on line during 2013. New load is due
to additional waste milling at Beatrix;
starting up of refrigeration plants due
to operational requirements; additional
houses built for employees; and failure
of the hydro-generating plant.
The energy profiles for Driefontein and
Kloof are fairly similar where water
provision (39%) and the provision
of compressed air (18%) consume
more than half of the energy used.
At Beatrix, water provision (23%) and
ventilation (24%) consume almost half
of all the energy used.

Electricity consumption (MWh)

Energy use

5,000,000

Electricity purchased (Rm)
Diesel – Energy (TJ)
Direct energy consumption (TJ)
Indirect energy consumption (TJ)
Total energy used (TJ)

2011

2012

2013

1,85

2,09

2,23

205.25

198.82

229.40

706
14,653
15,359

680
13,806
14,486

722
13,586
14,308

4,070,499
3,835,194
3,773,919

4,000,000

3,000,000

Direct and indirect energy consumption per operation (2013)

Direct (TJ)
Indirect (TJ)
Total

Beatrix

Driefontein

Kloof

Total

496
2,375
2,871

84
5,629
5,713

142
5,582
5,723

722
13,586
14,308

Energy intensity (%)

Beatrix
Driefontein
Kloof

2,000,000

1,000,000

2011

2012

2013

7.04
5.19
7.18

7.19
7.29
7.33

5.41
7.17
7.47

0

2011

2012

2013
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ENERGY USE
The gold-mining industry is a
significant user of energy, and is
vulnerable to variations in energy
supply and cost. Given the national
power utility Eskom’s difficulties in
meeting energy demand, security
of constant supply is, by no means,
certain. Eskom’s reliance on fossil fuelbased energy exposes its clients to
impending carbon tax.
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Energy savings achieved in 2013
Average MW
Beatrix

Driefontein

Kloof

Composite In-line fans (DSM*)
Hybrid battery chargers
4 shaft change-house heat pumps (DSM*)
South methane-to-electrical generation
Stopped two fridge machines at Beatrix West Shaft
Pumping and mining load reduction
Three-chamber pipe system project at 5 shaft (DSM*)
Driefontein composite in-line fans (DSM*)
Heat pumps (DSM*)
Air and water consumption savings
5 shaft turbine
Kloof 1 shaft optimisation of air networks (DSM*)
Composite in-line fans (DSM*)
Kloof 7 shaft optimisation of air networks (DSM*)
Three-chamber pipe system project at 4 shaft (DSM*)
4 shaft reroute and reduction of surface overland pumping
Stop 3 shaft 37 level bulk air cooler (BAC)** (30l/s)

0.49
0.48
0.31
0.78
0.97
0.75
1.21
1.98
0.09
7.60
0.62
0.93
2.51
1.03
0.57
0.46
1.00

* Undertaken in line with Eskom’s Demand Side Management (DSM) programme.
** If the BAC stops, water consumption stops and pumping costs are thus reduced.

Key ongoing saving initiatives include:
• At Driefontein, the air and water leaks
performance project started in 2013.
Funded by Eskom, an approved
group is paid to fix air and water
leaks throughout the operations. The
benefits include an improvement in
the efficiency of air and water use.
• At Driefontein and Kloof, the threechamber pipe system uses a static
service water pressure head down
the shaft to pump clear settled water
out of a mine; eliminating the use of
main dewatering pumps on some
underground levels.
• The Beatrix methane project.
Emergency generators are
available for use in the event
of energy-supply disruption. It is
understood that Eskom may, from
time to time, experience challenges
in meeting energy demands
nationally. To assist Sibanye in
managing energy supply during
national emergencies, a Load
Curtailment Procedure has
been drafted.
Sibanye seeks to make use of
alternative energy sources where
feasible in order to offset fossilfuel generated Eskom energy. The
Beatrix methane project and the
concentrated solar power (CSP) plant
at Driefontein are examples.
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APPROACH TO CLIMATE CHANGE
AND CARBON EMISSIONS
Sibanye’s Carbon Management
Strategy (CMS) is integrated with its
approach to energy management,
given that its carbon footprint is
dominated by its energy use and,
in particular, the use of fossil-based
electricity sourced from Eskom.
In terms of Sibanye’s Integrated Energy
and Carbon Management Strategy
(IECMS), the Group seeks to:
• understand its consumption and
emissions by measuring, monitoring
and managing its energy and carbon
footprints – using energy-management
and information systems;
• embed energy and carbon issues
in all planning and stage-gate
processes;
• ensure operations optimise long-term
asset performance and incentivise
good asset management, including
waste reduction;
• focus on replacing carbon-intense
energy with renewable energy
sources, like solar and wind, or
switching to less-intense energy
sources by, for instance, moving from
coal to gas;
• invest in energy savings by using
more-efficient equipment and
implementing the latest energysaving measures; and
• focus support systems on enabling
the creation of an effective

organisation and incentives by
sharing knowledge and best
practice, raising awareness,
managing change and
empowering employees.
Sibanye’s Carbon Management
Policy can be found at http://www.
sibanyegold.co.za/index.php/201212-30-10-04-04/policies.

Carbon intensity
(CO2e t/oz Au)
2.0

1.97
1.84

1.6
1.43

1.2

0.8

0.4

0.0

2011

2012

2013

Carbon intensity factors in ore grade and mining depth.

Emissions
Total CO2 emissions (CO2e t)
Scope 1*
Scope 2
Scope 3
NOx (t)
SOx (t)

2011

2012

2013

4,094,187
64,753
4,029,795
Not reported
193.63
9.54

4,423,287
56,038
3,812,182
555,066
190.26
9.38

4,407,937
61,620
3,773,919
572,398
219.74
10.85

* Scope 1 emissions as stated in the table above exclude fugitive and flaring mine methane. When included, the emissions amounted to 633,752 CO2e t in 2013.

The Beatrix methane project, which
captures and utilises methane
for electricity generation as well
as the ventilation fans projects at
Beatrix, Driefontein and Kloof have
contributed to the optimisation and
reduction of carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions.
Another carbon-reduction project
at Beatrix was registered under the
Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) of the Kyoto Protocol to
the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) in late
2013. It involves the installation of
energy-efficient 45kW axial ventilation
fans in the mine’s underground
operations. These fans are more
energy-efficient than their older
equivalents. The project is expected
to earn approximately 7,685 certified
emission reductions (CERs) per
annum. CERs (also known as carbon
credits) are emission units issued by
the CDM to help organisations offset
their emissions and comply with their
targets. Local financial institution
Nedbank provided the funding for
this CDM project at Beatrix, and will
purchase the CERs generated by
the project.
The CDM registration of two other
ventilation-fan projects – one at
Driefontein and the other at Kloof –
that were reported to the UNFCCC

in December 2012 will be further
explored in 2014.

Management (NEM): Air Quality Act,
2004 (Act No 39 of 2004).

Sibanye is also involved in a number
of projects in collaboration with
Eskom, supporting the use of
renewable energy such as solar
power, and climate-change
adaptation initiatives such as the
optimal TSF Cover Design Study.

The promulgated national dustfall
regulations list the American
Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) International D1739 as the
reference method. The promulgated
reference method is a single bucket
in which dustfall is collected and
concentrations determined.

The CSP plant currently being built at
Driefontein will use concentrated solar
energy in the process of elution. It is
due to be completed towards the
end of 2014.
AIR-QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Sibanye’s approach to dust
management is to have controls at
source. Such controls include dust
extraction and filtration systems, and
dust suppression controls such as
water sprays.
A complaint related to the No 1 and
No 2 TSFs, located on the northwestern side of East Village of the
Driefontein Operation, was recorded
in 2013. Higher-than-normal dust
levels occur when tailings deposition
is reduced or interrupted, resulting
in the top surfaces drying out and
being liberated by prevailing winds.
Investigations are underway to further
improve existing dust controls at the
No 1 and No 2 TSFs.
Some of the aspects under
investigation include options to
use sewage sludge to improve the
vegetation growth and water sprays.
All operations have submitted
applications for atmospheric
emissions licences (AELs) in terms
of the National Environmental

A challenge with the promulgated
method is that it is not easy to
differentiate the dust source or
direction from which the collected
dust originated. Sibanye uses a
four-bucket system, which aids in
interpretation of collected dust and
relating it to wind direction and
potential sources.
During the year, a study was
concluded, which included
elemental analysis and source
apportionment of the dustfall
from the multi-directional buckets.
Discussions with the authorities
on processes to align the current
monitoring with legislative changes
have begun. See case study on
page 74.
SANS 1929 provides the basis for
ambient air quality standards. These
national standards have informed
legislation with some already
incorporated into regulations
under the National Environmental
Management: Air Quality Act.
The Act sets out to reform the
law regulating air quality in order
to protect the environment by
providing reasonable measures
for the prevention of pollution and
ecological degradation.
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While energy-consumption targets are
set and measured at an operational
level, translations from energy
consumption into carbon intensities
are conducted as part of the ongoing
carbon-footprinting exercise. Depth of
mining and ore yields are taken into
consideration when setting carbonintensity ratios.
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Case study: Beatrix saves millions by saving water

usage at the Beatrix Operation was
inefficient and costly, particularly in
the metallurgical plants, high-density
residences, change houses, 1 shaft
gland services and conveyor belts.
Readings from more than 40 water
meters were recorded on a monthly
basis and reconciled with the bulk
water-supply meters installed by
Sedibeng Water. This information
was used to evaluate each of the
four business units’ consumption
history and, following a benchmark
exercise to define consumption
targets for each business unit,“water
champions” were selected and
trained to drive the strategy at each
business unit.
Beatrix has reduced its use of potable water.

Sibanye’s Beatrix Operation in the
Free State is saving R1.4 million a
month by reducing its consumption
of potable water, which is supplied
by Sedibeng Water, the local
water services provider. Monthly
consumption has been reduced by
321Ml over the past three years.
Beatrix is required to purchase
potable water from Sedibeng
Water as its only other local source
is fissure water, generated and
pumped from underground, which
is naturally saline.
According to Hennie Pretorius,
Environmental Manager for
Sibanye, the savings were achieved
through focused efforts by
management, diligent monitoring
and reporting, and by educating
mine employees on the importance
of saving water.
An assessment and benchmarking
exercise revealed that potable water
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The benchmarking exercise
set consumption targets using
best-practice target values and,
where that information was not
available, an initial consumption
target was set by applying a
percentage reduction from
historical consumption levels. The
benchmarking reconciliation also
highlighted the unaccounted-for
water volume, pointing to possible
water leaks and/or consumptive
use not measured.
Currently, water consumption by
each of the four business units at
the Beatrix Operation is tracked and
then discussed at monthly meetings
where the water champions present
plans to identify and implement
water-saving initiatives.
The water champions are
appointed to implement the EMS,
which includes water management,
in their areas of responsibility,
and to supervise the respective
business units. The EMS is based
on the principles of ISO 14001.

The water-saving initiatives include
replacing the use of Sedibeng
Water with excess fissure water
as first make-up water for plant
process water and gland-services
water, as well as an improved leakdetection and repair management
system, pressure-reducing valves
and water-efficient showerheads.
Inspections, diligent reporting and
prompt repair of reported leaks have
proved successful. These initiatives
are explained and communicated
through regular awareness campaigns.
Monthly water-usage graphs are
compiled for each unit, indicating
their performance and whether
or not the benchmark target has
been achieved.
The mine’s environmental
department regularly engages
with the water champions,
assisting them in identifying and
implementing the water-saving
initiatives. The business units with
the highest consumption have to
present action plans designed to
achieve their respective targets
during weekly Engineering
meetings.
Most areas at the Beatrix Operation
have significantly reduced their
water consumption but there are still
opportunities for further reductions,
says Pretorius.“This would not only
benefit the mine by reducing costs
but also meet the requirements
of the national water-resource
management strategy. An additional
spin-off is the saving in electricity
consumption by not pumping
vast quantities of water over long
distances or heating a significant
portion of wasted water.”

LAND MANAGEMENT, REHABILITATION
AND CLOSURE
In 2013, Sibanye owned or held
licences over approximately 36,690ha
of land; only 7,449ha of land has been
disturbed by mining and processing
activities.

Sibanye aims to work towards the
final end land use at all stages of
operation. A land-use survey was,
therefore, conducted to determine
current and proposed future activities
within the areas of operation. See
case study on page 13. Importantly,
the Group’s aim is to link its LED
projects with land management and
rehabilitation to ensure sustainable
land use that will be viable once
mining operations come to an end.
By way of example, at Kloof, all
structures in two areas are in the
process of being demolished, after
which the disturbed land will be
rehabilitated. Areas suitable for
agriculture, but disturbed by mining
activities, have been identified and
a pilot agricultural project has been
initiated, which serves a dual purpose
– to rehabilitate the area to a state
where it is suitable for agriculture and
also link an LED project to it.
Closure planning is closely linked to
the Group’s life-of-mine plans for all
operations. Interim closure plans are
in place and are reviewed every two
years. Detailed closure plans will be
developed for all operations as from
2014. Where possible, demolition and
rehabilitation takes place during the
operational phase.
Sibanye’s closure liabilities are
assessed on an annual basis by
Golder Associates Proprietary Limited,

ENVIRONMENTAL STAKEHOLDERS
Sibanye engages on environmental
matters through active participation
and involvement in catchment
forums. Regular meetings are held
and relationships are built with
key stakeholders in terms of the
stakeholder engagement plan.
Ongoing engagement, issue flagging
as well as assurance are provided
by the Vice President: Sustainable
Development.
Environmental compliance with
legislation is managed by a noncertified EMS (based on the principles of
the ISO 14001 international standard),a
legal register, Management Code
of Practice and Sustainable
Development assurance processes.
Both internal and external inspection
and audits are conducted regularly.
The environmental legal register is
updated internally and reviewed by
Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs Inc.
Sustainable Development provides
assurance and protocols and
standards for site integration of
environmental management.
Engagement with key stakeholders
on a range of environmental issues
is ongoing. To this end, 12 meetings
were held with the Chamber of Mines
Environmental Policy Committee
(EPC) in the past year with particular
focus on policy and regulatory issues.
Proposed amendments to three
important pieces of legislation were
discussed, including the NEM Laws
Amendment Bill 2013, amendment
of the NEM: Air Quality Act, and the
MPRDA Amendment Bill 2013.
In all three instances, comments
and suggestions from the respective
mining houses were coordinated
through the EPC. Final comments
were then sent to the relevant
Parliamentary Portfolio Committee
and, where needed, representatives

from the Chamber of Mines also
met with officials from the relevant
government department (the DWA
and the DEA on the NEM Laws
Amendment Bill and the DMR on the
MPRDA Amendment Bill).
The broad objective of the additional
meetings with the respective
regulators was to further entrench
the position of the members of the
Chamber of Mines on key policy
issues pertaining to the proposed
legislative changes. With regard to
proposed amendments to NEM laws,
the general consensus from the EPC
members was that, while some of
the proposed amendments would
benefit business and the mining
industry in general, other proposed
amendments would sow further
confusion within the regulatory
framework for the mining industry,
especially in light of the proposed
amendments also mooted in the
MPRDA Amendment Bill.
Sibanye was represented by
the Chamber of Mines in a
comprehensive commenting and
advocacy process accompanying
the MPRDA Amendment Bill, including
attendance of the Parliamentary
Portfolio Committee on Mineral
Resources. Through this process,
specific issues and concerns were
raised about the proposed changes
to the beneficiation/exports, transfer
and amendments to mining rights,
environmental and water-related
issues as well as socio-economic
aspects of the MPRDA.
Other important issues currently on
the agenda of the EPC include the
state of environmental planning
and management within the mining
industry, water conservation and
water demand as a DWA-driven
project with a view to setting
consumptive targets for the mining
industry, and the Carbon Tax Policy
Paper, influenced by the Business
Unity South Africa advocacy process.
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All Sibanye operations require
biodiversity action plans (BAPs). A BAP
has been developed for Driefontein,
while a biodiversity assessment that
will inform a BAP for Kloof is underway.
A similar process will be undertaken
for Beatrix in 2014.

and it has the requisite trust funds
and insurance guarantees in place to
provide for closure.
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Land management (ha)
Total land under management

2011

2012

2013

36,690

36,690

36,690

0

0

0

Land disturbed by mining and related activities during the period
Cumulative total of land disturbed by mining and related activities

7,449

7,449

7,449

Land rehabilitated during the period to agreed land use

0

0

0

Cumulative total of land rehabilitated

0

0

0

TOTAL AREA OF INFLUENCE
The total area of influence at Sibanye
can be defined as the Group’s
overall influence, as a mining Group
and individual operations, on the
natural environment, the social
environment (host and labour sending
communities), and all other areas
included in the Five Capitals Model.
Premised on Sibanye’s new operating
model and the way the Sustainable
Development Department has
aligned its way of operating with this
new model, the illustration (right)
depicts areas of accountability and
responsibility insofar as sustainable
development-related activities (whether
strategic or operational, social or
environmental) are concerned.
Operating business units take day-today accountability and responsibility
for their respective areas of influence,
which includes shafts and all
associated infrastructure, processing
plants, TSFs, waste rock dumps and
tailings pipelines, as ring-fenced in
the illustration.

discharge

SHAFT
PLANT

impacts

discharge

impacts

COMMUNITY

TSF

impacts

pollution
plume
Key

ROCK DUMP

roads
pipelines

The Sustainable Development
Department, supported by a
fit-for-purpose sustainable
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pollution
plume

impacts on natural and
social environment

In order for this operating and
shared model, as illustrated, to work
efficiently and to the benefit of all
entities involved, a high degree of cooperation, collaboration, synergising
and taking ownership among the
operating business units and between
business units, and the Sustainable
Development Department is expected.
Furthermore, as one of its deliverables,
the Sustainable Development
Department provides management
assurance in order to gauge, and
give feedback on, the efficiency
and effectiveness of Sibanye’s
environmental and social policies and

procedures, and the implementation
thereof, including the status of
compliance of all business units with
applicable sustainable developmentrelated statutory obligations.
However, acknowledgement that
the effective implementation of the
model as depicted in the illustration
is a dynamic process, that there are
challenges, and that continuous
improvement and alignment to the
model as depicted, is necessary in
order to meet Sibanye’s overarching
vision and mission.

Closure liability and associated financial provision for 2013 (Rm)
Operation

Beatrix

Driefontein

Kloof

Total

512.1

1,085.1

840.2

2,437.9

Fund balance at end November 2013

277.4

641.9

595.5

1,514.8

Guardrisk guarantee value

216.1

402.8

228.4

847.3

18.6

40.4

16.5

75.8

Closure liability as at 31 December 2013
Closure costs (unscheduled)
Total funded (fund and guarantees) as at December 2013

Guardrisk investment value at December 2013

Only unscheduled closure costs are reflected above (closure liability costs at the point of unexpected, unplanned closure of a mining operation, and not according to life-of-mine plans).

Cumulative closure and rehabilitation liability (Rm)
Total cost for Sibanye operations

2011

2012

2013

1,480

2,130

2,438

Only unscheduled closure costs are reflected above (closure liability costs at the point of unexpected, unplanned closure of a mining operation, and not according to life-of-mine plans).

‘Operating business units take day-today accountability and responsibility.’
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development governance framework,
has responsibility and accountability
over those aspects and impacts
that have or could have a direct
influence and impact on the natural
environment, communities and
stakeholders, including regulators, and
that is deemed to be beyond what
can reasonably be expected to be
directly managed and influenced by
the operating business units (‘taking
the noise away’ from the production
units). Examples of such issues
include water discharges into the
environment, community relations and
engagements and regulatory issues.
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Case study: Dust control for a healthier environment
it in terraces on the dump. This rock
dump is currently being loaded and
transported to the No 2 and No 3 gold
plants for processing to extract any
residual gold content; reducing the
potential liability.

Multi-directional dustfall buckets are used to determine and control dust sources around Driefontein.

Control of dust from TSFs is a key
focus at Sibanye, particularly
around the Driefontein Operation,
just 75km west of Johannesburg,
where the volume of wind-borne
dust has reached higher-thannormal levels in the past year.
“It is particularly important for us to
know the size of the dust particles,
which can be harmful to human
health, especially to the respiratory
system,” says Danny Ramsuchit, Unit
Manager: Sustainable Development
for Sibanye.
In August 2013, Ramsuchit
conducted and completed a
12-month study, in the residential
West Village at Driefontein on the
impact particulate matter with an
aerodynamic diameter less than
10 micrometres (PM10) can have
on health.
He identified the Driefontein No 4
TSF dump as a potential PM10 source
but, despite this risk, the average
PM10 concentration recorded at West
Village (11.2μg/m3) in a year was
well below the current South African
annual average limit of 50μg/m3, as
well as the World Health Organisation
guideline of 20μg/m3 in a year.The
study involved collection of data from
July 2011 to June 2012.
Characterised by different types
of material processed at different
stages in Driefontein’s operating
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life, the largest of the five TSFs, No 4,
has a large top surface area with
a spread of deposition points that
make it relatively more difficult to
keep the entire surface area wet at
any given time. While the side slopes
have vegetation for dust control, the
top surfaces present a major source
of dust. The volume of dust is higher
when slurry or tailings deposition
abates and the top surface is drier
than normal.
As a result, Ramsuchit points out,
Sibanye continues to consider
effective contingency plans to control
wind-borne dust during periods when
new tailings deposition on operating
tailings dams is reduced, whether
planned or unplanned (during
strike action, for example), which
could potentially lead to adverse
health effects. Sibanye is, therefore,
investigating the use of sewage
sludge to promote vegetation growth
on the slopes of TSFs so as to improve
existing dust-control measures.

In addition, the ground surface at
West Village and the neighbouring
commercial farmland outside the
Driefontein lease area have been
identified as potential sources of
dust that may be liberated by wind.
These known sources of dust are
considered when interpreting results
from the routine monitoring programme.
The results are also presented and
discussed at meetings of the West
Rand District Municipality Environmental
Technical Working Group.
Excavation of sand for brick manufacture
from a pit located to the northeast of
West Village has been identified as
another potential source area outside
the lease area. Dust from the off-site
brick manufacturer is not Sibanye’s
responsibility, however.

“Dust originating outside the mine
boundaries also needs to be
considered when assessing exposure of
communities to dust,” adds Ramsuchit.

Ramsuchit used a network of nine
multi-directional “Dustwatch” dustfall
buckets to determine the sources
of the dust. The multi-directional
dustfall method differs from the ASTM
International method in that four
buckets are used to collect dust from
different directions (north, east, west
and south). The ASTM method results
in dustfall from all directions being
deposited into a single bucket and,
therefore, does not determine the
original direction of the dust. Mines
and other industries are required to
comply with the legislated National
Dust Control Regulations of the NEM:
Air Quality Act in terms of the ASTM
D1739 method.

He found that the Driefontein
No 11 rock dump was also a source
of dust, as well as the gravel road
surface, which is now watered down
periodically. The rock dump was
formed by trucks hauling larger
material from the shaft and spreading

Ramsuchit’s research was presented
at the 16th International Union of Air
Pollution Prevention and Environmental
Protection Associations World Clean
Air Congress in Cape Town from
29 September to 4 October 2013 –
where his paper was well received.

Identifying risks and opportunities relating to climate change
Sibanye’s Corporate Risk Management Strategy is informed by the risk management section of its CMS, as well as the
IECMS, which was developed in 2012.
The Group’s comprehensive CMS was drafted in 2009 and updated at the beginning of 2011. It incorporates the
identification of risks and opportunities presented by climate change and related changes to the global economy.
This includes physical, regulatory, market, customer-behaviour changes, perception and other risks and opportunities.
The IECMS recognises the importance of energy and emission reductions, and mainly builds on the Risks and
Opportunities Identification System of the CMS. The IECMS provides detailed guidance on energy- and emissionreducing potential and management strategies.

The NCCRP states that it is a strategic priority to find cost-effective and beneficial mitigation policies, measures and
interventions that lead to a reduction in emissions below the country’s business-as-usual trajectory as measured
against a benchmark peak, plateau and decline GHG emission trajectory. One of the key elements in the overall
approach to mitigation is identifying desired sectoral mitigation contributions. This involves defining desired emissionreduction outcomes for each significant sector and sub-sector of the economy based on an in-depth assessment
of the mitigation potential, best available mitigation options, science, evidence, and a full assessment of the costs
and benefits. The mining industry, through representation by the EPC of the Chamber of Mines is involved in these
processes. The final draft South African GHG Mitigation Potential Analysis has been issued for comment.
Sibanye fully understands the financial implications of climate change, such as carbon tax, the introduction and
switch-over to renewable energy, among others. The effect on the profitability of the Group has been incorporated into
budgeting and other planning processes.
Sibanye’s Risk Management Policy can be found at http://www.sibanyegold.co.za/index.php/2012-12-30-10-04-04/
policies.

‘Sibanye fully understands the financial
implications of climate change, such as
carbon tax, the introduction and
switch-over to renewable energy,
among others.’
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Sibanye participates in the climate-change debate nationally and internationally. Through the Chamber of Mines,
it has provided input and comment on climate change and climate-change management. One of its initiatives is
undertaken in collaboration with the DEA. Under the Kyoto Protocol, South Africa is committed to contributing its fair
share to global GHG mitigation efforts in order to keep the temperature increase well below 2°C. In order to fulfil this
obligation and in developing a comprehensive policy framework for responding to climate change, the South African
government has developed the National Climate Change Response Policy (NCCRP).
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Case study: Methane value released at Beatrix

Beatrix contributes to clean power generation by using methane gas to generate some of its electricity.

Sibanye’s Beatrix Operation in the
Free State has begun generating
power from methane gas. Methane is
released underground during mining.
This project will reduce the safety
and health risks associated with
the gas, and contribute positively to
sustainable development.
Although only 1MW of the 82MW
of electricity consumed by the
operation is generated at this stage,
Dirk van Greuning, Environmental
Engineering Manager for Sibanye,
is hopeful.“We will be able to
generate even more electricity when
the operational efficiency of the
generators has improved and the
secondary methane sealing project
has been completed to increase the
flow of methane gas,” he says.
Power generation
Beatrix has entered into a power
rental contract with Aggreko Energy
Rental SA Proprietary Limited to
generate 2MW of electricity, using
two power-generation units, from
methane gas extracted from its
underground mining operations
by Q4 2014. The methane powergeneration units were commissioned
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in April 2013 with each unit currently
generating just more than 500kW.
Mitigating the methane risk
Methane gas is a colourless and
odourless gas, which cannot be
detected without specialised
electronic equipment. Unlocked
during mining operations and
transported by air from sources
deep underground, it is extremely
dangerous as it is highly explosive
and can displace oxygen; leading to
possible suffocation.
The Beatrix Operation has developed
a methane-management system to
control this risk. The mine standard
requires a minimum of two flammablegas detection instruments per stope
panel while there must be at least
one instrument per development end
when work takes place.
At Beatrix mining units 1 and 2, there
is a telemetry system with strategically
placed flammable gas and velocity
sensors, critical fans and carbonmonoxide sensors. Environmental
conditions are monitored in the
central control room at Beatrix Mining
Unit 1, located at No 3 shaft, on a

24-hour basis. Clear call-out procedures
are followed in the event of an
emergency.

To ensure proper supervision at
all working places, the mine has
developed a Work Place Management
(WPM) system – documents
containing special instructions, hazard
identification, risk assessments, DMR
recommendations, a flammable-gas
register and handing-over notes are
stored in the mine overseers’ offices.
The WPM system is also used during
the induction of new employees or
for people moved from one mining
section to another.
In addition to the normal flammablegas induction training, the mine has
regular safety awareness sessions, such
as safety flashes, special awareness
drives, including the annual methane
month in May and the monthly
Methane Emergency Preparedness
Safety Health (MESH) days when
specific methane safety-related topics
are discussed.
Capturing and using methane
At a cost of R54 million, the Beatrix
methane capture and destruction
project (the Beatrix Project) officially
began on 28 July 2006 when the
mine entered into an agreement with
carbon and climate-change advisory

As methane is also a potent GHG,
which contributes to global warming
and climate change at a rate 21 times
higher than CO2, the Beatrix Project
was registered under the CDM of the
Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC in 2011
to earn CERs or carbon credits. Since
then, Sibanye has begun the issuance
process to earn 36,010 CERs (from
1 July 2011 to 31 March 2012). The
issuance request will be reviewed by
the Executive Board of the UNFCCC in
Q1 2014. The CERs are expected
in Q2 2014.
The project generated 28,000 CERs
in Q3 2013. This is an improvement
from the previous quarter when only
13,311 CERs were generated due to
power problems affecting one of the
borehole flares. The monetary value is
92.25% of the spot price currently at
0.40 per CER or R6.12 per CER. Sibanye
is the first gold-mining Group in the
world to trade in CERs.
The project was also registered under
the Voluntary Carbon Standard
for the reduction of GHGs on
13 March 2013 and 9,643 voluntary
carbon units (VCUs) were issued on
5 September 2013. The VCUs were held
in Sibanye’s Markit Registry account
and transferred to the VCU buyer’s
account (Nedbank) on 7 November
2013. The income generated from the
9,643 VCUs amounted to R323,084.

The Markit Registry allows account
holders to manage all their global
carbon, water and biodiversity
credits in a centralised, financial
markets-based registry system. It
manages environmental portfolios,
and provides support for existing
and emerging environmental
programmes and markets.
The volume of methane destroyed
since commissioning of the Beatrix
Project to November 2013, including
the main flare as well as the
borehole flares, is 19,430,919m3. A
total of 151,739 equivalent tons of
CO2 was destroyed between July
2011 and the end of November
2013, considering that the globalwarming impact of methane gas is
21 times higher than CO2.
Positive impact
Although the project has not yet
reached its full capacity of 400l/s,
it contributes to foreign-reserve
earnings for South Africa via the
carbon-credit sales revenue.
It has also had a positive impact on
the environment in that it contributed
to clean power generation, reducing
reliance on coal-based electricity and
harmful GHGs.
In addition, the project created
jobs during the construction and
operation phases, and facilitated
skills development, and it made the
working environment at the Beatrix
Operation safer.
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Where elevated concentrations of
flammable gas are constantly present
in the general atmosphere, a location
is declared hazardous based on the
results of risk assessments. Hazardous
locations require special operating
conditions to be followed, such as
explosion-protected apparatus,
telemetry monitoring, strict adherence
to mine standards and awareness
training for all employees. Hazardous
location meetings are held on a
monthly basis, involving all related
disciplines.

firm, Promethium Carbon Proprietary
Limited, for project administration and
approvals. The system was designed
and built to extract and flare, on
surface, 400l/s of methane gas from
identified sealed-off working areas
at the Beatrix South section. The flare
was commissioned on 21 May 2011,
extracting an initial 50l/s of methane
gas. At present, 211l/s of methane
gas is extracted from underground
and flared.

THE FIVE CAPITALS MANUFACTURED CAPITAL
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MANUFACTURED CAPITAL

KEY
FEATURES

• Focus on reducing costs to increase economically extractable reserves and improve mining flexibility
• Commitment to serving long-term future of the business by pursuing growth and life-extension opportunities
• Acquisitions: Cooke operations and Wits Gold

Targets and objectives for 2013/2014

In 2014, greater emphasis will be placed on improving operational productivity and efficiencies, and
increasing volumes.

Manufactured Capital

Manufactured Capital
Financial Capital

Social Capital

Human Capital

Natural Capital
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Material goods and infrastructure
owned, leased or controlled by
an organisation that contribute to
production or service provision but
do not become part of its output,
mainly include buildings, infrastructure
(transport networks, communications
and waste-disposal systems) and
technologies – from tools and
machines to information technology
(IT) and engineering. Manufactured
capital is important for a sustainable
organisation in two ways: firstly, the
efficient use of manufactured capital
enables an organisation to be flexible,
innovative and increase the speed to
market of its products and services;
secondly, manufactured capital and
technology can be used to reduce
resource use and enhance efficiency
and sustainability.

Sibanye creates value by turning to
account its reserves and resources,
and creating products that are valued
by society.

Sibanye will also pursue acquisitions
in the South African mining sector
where it believes that acquisitions
are value-accretive as well as
justified strategically.

In 2013, Sibanye offered to acquire
Gold One’s 74% interest in the Cooke
surface and underground operations,
located in the West Wits goldfield
adjacent to its Kloof Operation.
The Group also announced its
intention to acquire 100% of Wits
Gold, a gold-exploration Group with
significant resources in South Africa.
Both transactions are expected to be
concluded in the first quarter of 2014.
Acquiring Gold One and the
Cooke shafts – West Wits
The acquisition of the Cooke
operations consolidates Sibanye’s
dominant position in the West Wits
region and is forecast to contribute
on average (over five years) of
approximately 260,000oz of gold
and up to 570,000lb of uranium
per year to its existing production.

The transaction will also potentially
bring to account 4Moz of gold and
43Mlb of uranium currently locked
up in surface-tailings deposits by
consolidating the West Rand Tailings
Retreatment Project under Sibanye.
Acquiring Wits Gold – Free State
Wits Gold’s assets comprise various
gold and uranium mineral rights, the
majority of which are contiguous to
the Beatrix Operation.
The acquisition of Wits Gold further
reinforces Sibanye’s dominant
position in the southern Free State
goldfield and will secure the future
of the Beatrix Operation. Wits Gold’s
Bloemhoek project is contiguous to
the Beatrix North mine, allowing the
orebody to be partly accessed from
existing underground infrastructure.
Utilising existing surface and plant
infrastructure at the Beatrix Operation,
should Wits Gold’s Bloemhoek and
De Bron Merriespruit projects be
developed, will significantly reduce
the required capital from these
projects, thereby enhancing their
economics, and this is likely to realise
significant capital.

‘Since listing in 2013, Sibanye has
focused on reducing costs to increase
its economically extractable reserves
and improve mining flexibility, thereby
extending the lives of the operations.’
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Since listing in 2013, Sibanye has
focused on reducing costs in
order to increase its economically
extractable reserves and improve
mining flexibility, thereby extending
the lives of the operations. In 2014,
greater emphasis will be placed on
improving operational productivity and
efficiencies, and increasing volumes, by:
• further improving the quality of
mining;
• investigating the potential to mine
sizeable secondary reef resources
economically;
• reassessing opportunities in highgrade areas previously not mined,
including pillars that can be safely
mined; and
• removing gold-bearing accumulations
in previously mined areas.

GROWTH
Sibanye management is committed
to securing the long-term future of
its business. In addition to pursuing
growth and life-extension opportunities
at its current operations, the Group
has, and will continue to pursue,
value-accretive and/or strategic
growth through acquisitions.
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BEATRIX

continued

DRIEFONTEIN

KLOOF

16,821ha

8,561ha

20,087ha

Lease area

Lease area

Lease area

Until 2019

Until 2037

Until 2027

New order mining right

New order mining right

New order mining right

8,528

12,635

11,235

Employees

Employees

Employees

R209m

R545m

R296m

SED expenditure

SED expenditure

SED expenditure

Limpopo

Johannesburg
Mpumalanga
North West

KwaZulu-Natal
Free State
Northern Cape

Lesotho

Durban

Eastern Cape
Western Cape
Cape Town

All three operations are wholly owned.
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BEATRIX
DRIEFONTEIN
KLOOF

7.8Moz

3.6Moz

Reserves

Reserves

Reserves

33Moz

23Moz

9Moz

Resources

Resources

Resources

Kloof comprises five shaft systems
mining intermediate to ultra-deep-level
gold bearing reef at depths of
between 1,300m and 3,500m below
surface. The shaft systems include five
operational sub-vertical shafts and
one tertiary shaft. Underground ore
and low-grade surface rock dumps
are processed through three metallurgical plants with a combined mill
throughput capacity of approximately
5.6Mtpa.

Driefontein comprises seven shaft
systems mining shallow to
ultra-deep-level gold bearing reef at
depths of between 700m and 3,420m
below surface. The shaft systems
include five sub-vertical shafts and two
tertiary shafts. Underground ore and
low-grade surface rock dumps are
processed through three metallurgical
plants with a combined mill throughput capacity of approximately
5.9Mtpa.

Beatrix comprises three shaft systems
where gold-bearing reef is mined at
depths varying from 700m to 2,200m
below surface. Underground ore and
low-grade surface rock dumps are
processed through two metallurgical
plants with a combined mill throughput capacity of approximately
4.4Mtpa.

R1,304m

R1,023m

R537m

Capex 2013

Capex 2013

Capex 2013

R353,884/kg
US$1,147/oz

R332,660/kg
US$1,078/oz

R377,206/kg
US$1,222/oz

R2,854m

R3,282m

R1,223m

Operating profit

Operating profit

Operating profit

1,550,616MWh

1,563,628MWh

659,758MWh

Total energy
consumption in 2013

Total energy
consumption in 2013

Total energy
consumption in 2013

27,999Ml

37,137Ml

11,500Ml

Total water
withdrawal in 2013

Total water
withdrawal in 2013

Total water
withdrawal in 2013

All-in cost 2013

All-in cost 2013

All-in cost 2013
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8.3Moz

REPORTING AND ASSURANCE GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI content index

Sibanye has adopted the GRI’s G4 guidelines as the basis for this report, including GRI’s G4 Mining and Metals Sector
Supplement (MMSS), and has reported ‘in accordance’ with the core option. Selected non-financial KPIs within this report
have been assured by KPMG Services. See the Independent Assurance Report on page 89.
General standard disclosures

Page

STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS
G4-1: Statement from senior decision-maker about relevance of sustainability and
organisation’s strategy
G4-2: Description of key impacts

Review of the year by CEO, Neal
Froneman, 8 to 11
Determining sustainability, 19

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE
G4-3: Name of the organisation
G4-4: Primary brands, products, and services
G4-5: Location of headquarters
G4-6: Number and name of countries where organisation operates and has
significant operations that are relevant to sustainability topics
G4-7: Nature of ownership and legal form
G4-8: Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and
types of customers and beneficiaries)

Front cover, Reporting scope and
boundary, Inside Front Cover (IFC)
Group profile, 3 to 4
Group profile, 2
Group profile, 2 to 4
Group profile, 4
Group profile, 3 to 5

G4-9: Scale of the organisation, including: number of employees, number of
operations, net sales, total capitalisation broken down in terms of debt and
equity, quantity of products or services provided
G4-10: Composition of the workforce

Group profile, 2 to 5

G4-11: Percentage of total employees covered by collective bargaining
agreements
G4-12: Organisation’s supply chain

Human capital: collective bargaining
and employee relations, 44 to 45
Financial capital: Goods and services
procured by the Group, 23 to 24
Reporting scope and boundary,
Group profile and Financial capital:
Goods and services procured by the
Group, IFC, 22 to 24
Natural capital: policy and practice, 57
Reporting scope and boundary,
Group profile, IFC, 4
Reporting scope and boundary,
Group profile, IFC, 4 and 5

G4-13: Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size,
structure, ownership or supply chain

G4-14: How the precautionary approach or principle is addressed
G4-15: Externally developed economic, environmental and social charters,
principles or other initiatives to which the organisation subscribes or endorses
G4-16: Memberships of associations (such as industry associations) and
national or international advocacy organisations

Group profile and Human capital:
Sibanye as an employer, 4, 26 to 29

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES
G4-17: Entities included in consolidated financial statements or equivalent
documents or not covered by the report
G4-18:
a. P
 rocess for defining the report content and of Aspect Boundaries
b. Implementation of the Reporting Principles for Defining Report Content
G4-19: Material Aspects identified in the process for defining report content
G4-20: For each material Aspect, report Aspect Boundary
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Reporting scope and boundary,
Group profile, IFC, 2 to 5, Integrated
Report 2013, 123 to 124
Reporting scope and boundary,
Determining sustainability and Material
issues, IFC, 18 to 21
Determining sustainability, 20
Reporting scope and boundary,
Determining sustainability, IFC, 18 to 21
and throughout this report

General standard disclosures

Page

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES continued
G4-21: Report the Aspect Boundary outside the organisation
G4-22: Effect of restatements of information in previous reports, and reasons for
restatements
G4-23: Significant changes from previous reporting periods

Reporting scope and boundary,
Determining sustainability, IFC, 18 to 19
Reporting scope and boundary, IFC
Reporting scope and boundary, IFC

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
G4-24: List of stakeholder groups engaged by organisation
G4-25: Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to
engage
G4-26: Organisation’s approach to stakeholder engagement, including
frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder group, and an
indication of whether any of the engagement was undertaken specifically as
part of the report preparation process
G4-27: Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder
engagement, and how the organisation has responded to those key topics
and concerns, including through its reporting, and the stakeholder groups that
raised each of the key topics and concerns

Engaging with stakeholders, 14 to 15
Engaging with stakeholders, 12
Engaging with stakeholders, 12 to 17

Engaging with stakeholders, 16 to 17

REPORT PROFILE
Reporting scope and boundary, IFC

G4-33: Assurance

Reporting scope and boundary,
Independent Assurance Report, IFC,
90 to 94

G4-34: Governance structure of the organisation, including committees of the
highest governance body and identify committees responsible for decisionmaking on economic, environmental and social impacts
G4-56: Organisation’s values, principles, standards and norms of behaviour
such as codes of conduct and codes of ethics

Integrated Report 2013: Corporate
governance, 36 to 43, 49 to 54

Reporting scope and boundary, IFC
Reporting scope and boundary, IFC
Reporting scope and boundary, IFC
Reporting scope and boundary, GRI
content index and Independent
Assurance Report, IFC, 82, 90 to 94

Integrated Report 2013: Corporate
governance, Reporting parameters,
IFC, 49 to 50
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G4-28: Reporting period (such as fiscal or calendar year) for information
provided
G4-29: Date of most recent previous report
G4-30: Reporting cycle
G4-31: Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents
G4-32: Report the ‘in accordance’ option the organisation has chosen, report
the GRI Content Index for the chosen option, and report the reference to
External Assurance Report if the report has been externally assured

REPORTING AND ASSURANCE GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI content index

continued

Specific standard disclosures

Page

External
Assurance

ECONOMIC
DMA: Economic
Economic performance
G4-EC1: Direct economic value generated and distributed
G4-EC2: Financial implications and other risks and
opportunities due to climate change
G4-EC4: Financial assistance received from government
G4-EC6: Proportions of senior management hired from the
local community at significant locations of operation

22 to 25, 38 to 39, 48 to 55, 75
Financial capital, 22 to 25
Natural capital: Identifying risks and
opportunities relating to climate
change, 75
Financial capital, 22 to 25
Human capital: Employment equity
and transformation, 38 to 39

–
–

–
–

The senior management information
is included with the HDSAs in
management, 39
Indirect economic impacts
G4-EC7: Development and impact of infrastructure investments Social capital, 48 to 49
and services supported
G4-EC8: Significant indirect economic impacts, including extent Social capital, 48 to 55
of impacts
Procurement practices
G4-EC9: Proportion of spending on local suppliers at
Financial capital, 25
significant locations of operation

–
–

–

ENVIRONMENTAL
DMA: Environmental
Materials
G4-EN1: Materials used by weight or volume
Energy
G4-EN3: Energy consumption within organisation

23, 58 to 72

G4-EN5: Energy intensity
G4-EN6: Reduction of energy consumption
Water
G4-EN8: Total water withdrawal by source

Natural capital, 67
Natural capital, 67 to 68

G4-EN9: Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal
of water
G4-EN10: Percentage and total volume of water recycled
and reused

Natural capital, 62 to 65

Natural capital, 59

–

Natural capital, 67 to 68

Yes, pages 94 to
95 (diesel and
electricity only)
–
–

Natural capital, 62 to 66

Yes, pages 94 to
95 (total water
withdrawn)
–

Natural capital, 66
Sibanye uses a closed-circuit system
and 100% of water is reused

–

MM1: Amount of land (owned or leased, and managed
for production activities or extractive use) disturbed or
rehabilitated

Natural capital, 71 to 72

–

MM2: Number and percentage of total sites identified as
requiring biodiversity management plans according to stated
criteria, and the number (percentage) of those sites with plans
in place

Natural capital, 71 to 72

–

Biodiversity
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External
Assurance

Page

ENVIRONMENTAL continued
Emissions
G4-EN15: Direct GHG emissions (Scope 1)

Natural capital, 69

Yes, pages 94 to
95 [Scope 1 and 2
emissions (CO2e t)]

G4-EN16: Energy indirect GHG emissions (Scope 2)

Natural capital, 69

Yes, pages 94 to
95 [Scope 1 and 2
emissions (CO2e t)]

G4-EN17: Other indirect GHG emissions (Scope 3)

Natural capital, 69

–

G4-EN18: GHG emissions intensity

Natural capital, 68

–

G4-EN19: Reduction of GHG emissions

Natural capital, 68 to 69

–

Effluents and waste
Natural capital, 69

–

Natural capital, 58 to 59, 66

–

G4-EN23: Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

Natural capital, 58 to 60

–

G4-EN24: Total number and volume of significant spills

Natural capital, 58 to 59

–

G4-EN26: Size, protected status and biodiversity value of
water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by
discharges of water and run-off

Natural capital, 62 to 66

–

Compliance
G4-EN29: Monetary value of significant fines and total
number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
environmental laws and regulations

Sibanye Gold did not incur any fines or –
sanctions for non-compliance

Supplier environmental assessment
G4-EN32: Percentage of new suppliers screened using
environmental criteria

Financial capital, 23

–

SOCIAL: LABOUR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK
DMA: Labour practices and decent work

23, 26 to 32, 34 to 41, 46 to 47

Employment
G4-LA1: Total number and rates of new employee hires and
employee turnover by age group, gender, and region

Human capital: Employment, 29

–

G4-LA2: Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not
provided to temporary or part-time employees, by significant
locations of operation

Human capital: Sibanye as an
employer, 26 to 27

–

G4-LA4: Minimum notice periods regarding operational
changes, including whether these are specified in collective
agreements

Human capital: Sibanye as an
employer, 28

–

G4-LA5: Percentage of total workforce represented in formal
joint management/worker health and safety committees that
help monitor and advise on occupational health and safety
programmes

All employees (100%) are represented
in formal joint management/worker
health and safety committees.
Employees elect their representatives

–

G4-LA6: Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational
diseases, lost days and absenteeism, and total number of work
related fatalities by region and by gender

Human capital: People, Safety
and Health, 30 to 32, 35, 36

Yes, pages 94
to 95 (LTIFR,
MTIFR, number of
fatalities)

Occupational health and safety

G4-LA7: Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases
Human capital: Health, 34 to 35
related to their occupation
G4-LA8: Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements Human capital: Safety, 30
with trade unions

–
–
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G4-EN21: NOX, SOX, and other significant air emissions
G4-EN22: Total water discharge by quality and destination

REPORTING AND ASSURANCE GRI CONTENT INDEX

GRI content index

continued

Specific standard disclosures

Page

External
Assurance

SOCIAL: LABOUR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK continued
Training and education
G4-LA9: Average hours of training per year per employee by
gender and by employee category
G4-LA10: Programmes for skills management and lifelong
learning that support the continued employability of
employees
G4-LA12: Composition of governance bodies and breakdown
of employees per employee category according to gender,
age group, minority group membership and other indicators of
diversity
Supplier assessment for labour practices
G4-LA14: Percentage of new suppliers that were screened
using labour practices criteria
G4-LA15: Significant actual and potential negative impacts for
labour practices in the supply chain and actions taken

Human capital: Human resource
development, 47
Human capital: Human resource
development, 46 to 47

Yes, pages 94 to
95 (Training
spend (R))
–

Human capital: Employment equity
and transformation and Integrated
Report 2013: Corporate governance,
36 to 41

–

Financial capital, 23

–

Financial capital, 23

–

SOCIAL: HUMAN RIGHTS
DMA: Human rights

23, 27, 38, 44 to 47

G4-HR1: Total number and percentage of significant investment
agreements and contracts that include human rights clauses
or that underwent human rights screening
G4-HR2: Total hours of employee training on human rights
policies or procedures concerning aspects of human rights
that are relevant to operations, including the percentage of
employees trained
G4-HR3: Total number of incidents of discrimination and
corrective actions taken
G4-HR4: Operations and suppliers identified in which the right
to exercise freedom of association and collective bargaining
may be violated or at significant risk, and measures taken to
support these rights
G4-HR5: Operations and suppliers identified as having
significant risk for incidents of child labour, and measures taken
to contribute to the effective abolition of child labour
G4-HR6: Operations and suppliers identified as having
significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labour, and
measures to contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced
or compulsory labour
G4-HR7: Percentage of security personnel trained in the
organisation’s human rights policies or procedures that are
relevant to operations

Human capital: Human resource
development, 46

–

Human capital: Human resource
development, 47

–

Human capital: Employment equity
and transformation, 38
Human capital: Collective bargaining
and employee relations, 44 to 45

–

Financial capital, 23

–

Financial capital, 23

–

Human capital; Sibanye Gold as an
employer, 27
All security personnel are trained
(100%)
Financial capital, 23

–

Financial capital, 23

–

G4-HR9: Total number and percentage of operations that have
been subject to human rights reviews or impact assessments
G4-HR10: Percentage of new suppliers that were screened
using human rights criteria
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–

–

Specific standard disclosures

External
Assurance

Page

SOCIAL: SOCIETY
DMA: Society
Local communities
G4-SO1: Percentage of operations with implemented
local community engagement, impact assessments and
development programmes
G4-SO2: Operations with significant actual or potential
negative impacts on local communities

13, 23, 25, 27, 33, 48 to 55, 71
–

Engaging with stakeholders, Social
capital, 13, 49 to 55

–

MM4: Number of strikes and lock-outs exceeding one week’s
duration, by country

Human capital: Collective bargaining
and employee relations, 45

–

MM5: Total number of operations taking place in or adjacent
to Indigenous Peoples’ territories, and number and percentage
of operations or sites where there are formal agreements with
Indigenous Peoples’ communities
MM6: Number and description of significant disputes relating
to land use, customary rights of local communities and
indigenous peoples
MM7: The extent to which grievance mechanisms were used to
resolve disputes relating to land use, customary rights of local
communities and indigenous peoples, and the outcomes
MM8: Number (and percentage) of Group operating sites
where artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM) takes place on,
or adjacent to, the site; the associated risks and the actions
taken to manage and mitigate these risks
MM9: Sites where resettlements took place, the number of
households resettled in each, and how their livelihoods were
affected in the process
MM10: Number and percentage of operations with
closure plans
Compliance
G4-SO3: Total number and percentage of operations assessed
for risks related to corruption and the significant risks identified
G4-SO4: Communication and training on anti-corruption
policies and procedures
G4-SO5: Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

None

–

None

–

Not used

–

Human capital: Safety, 33

–

No resettlements occurred in 2013

–

Natural capital, 71

–

Human capital: Sibanye as an
employer, 27
Human capital: Sibanye as an
employer, 27
Human capital: Sibanye as an
employer, 27
Financial capital: 25

–

G4-SO6: Total value of political contributions by country and
recipient/beneficiary
G4-SO8: Monetary value of significant fines and total number
of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws and
regulations
Supplier assessments for impacts on society
G4-SO9: Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using
criteria for impacts on society
G4-SO10: Significant actual and potential negative impacts on
society in the supply chain and actions taken

–
–
–

Sibanye Gold did not incur any fines
or sanctions for non-compliance

–

Financial capital, 23

–

Financial capital, 23

–
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Social capital, 48 to 49

REPORTING AND ASSURANCE MINING CHARTER COMPLIANCE

Mining Charter compliance
Mining Charter Scorecard
Progress achieved by 2013
Beatrix
Driefontein
Kloof
Actual Rating Actual Rating Actual Rating
Yes
Y
Yes
Y
Yes
Y

Description

Measure

Compliance target by
2014

Reporting

Has the company reported the level of compliance with the
charter for the calendar year?

Integrated Report

March 2014

Ownership

Minimum target for effective HDSA ownership

HDSA ownership

26%

26%

Y

26%

Y

26%

Housing and
living conditions

Conversion and upgrading of hostels to attain the occupancy rate
of one person per room
Conversion and upgrading of hostels into family units
Procurement spent on BEE entities

Occupancy rate
Family units
Hostel upgrades
Capital goods
Services
Consumable goods
Multinationals*
Top management (Board)
Senior management (Exco)
Middle management
Junior management
Core and critical skills
Spend as percentage of payroll

100% reduction
100%
100%
40%
70%
50%
0.5%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
5%

84%
0%
100%
52%
55%
50%
0%
40%
40%
38%
43%
48%
5%

Y
0%
Y
5%
4%
2%
0%
3%
4%
2.4%
1%
5%
24%

75%
60%
100%
54%
60%
59%
0%
40%
40%
22%
47%
55%
5.7%

Y
Y
Y
5%
4%
2%
0%
3%
4%
1.6%
1%
5%
25%

Project implementation

Complete projects

0%

0%

0%

EMP implementation
Health and safety
Sample analysis

100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%

12%
12%
5%

100%
100%
100%

Procurement
and enterprise
development
Employment
equity

Diversification of the workplace to reflect the country’s
demographics to attain competitiveness

Human resource
development

Development of requisite skills, including support for South
African-based research and development initiatives intended to
develop solutions in exploration, mining, processing, technology
efficiency (energy and water use in mining), beneficiation, and
environmental conservation and rehabilitation
Conduct ethnographic community consultative and collaborative
processes to delineate community needs analysis

Community
development*

Sustainable
development

Improvement of the industry’s environmental management
Improvement of the industry’s mine health and safety performance
Utilisation of South African-based research facilities for analysis of
samples across the mining value chain

Total score

79.4%

79.6%

Weighting

Compliance

Page

Y/N

Yes

Y

Y/N

Yes

75%
100%
100%
48%
55%
60%
0%
40%
40%
13%
49%
57%
4.5%

Y
Y
Y
5%
4%
2%
0%
3%
4%
1%
1%
5%
22.5%

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
5%
5%
2%
3%
3%
4%
3%
1%
5%
25%

Yes

4, 5, 11,
19, 21,
23, 24
38, 39,
95
11, 40,
41, 95

0%

0%

0%

12%
12%
5%

100%
100%
100%

12%
12%
5%

76.5%

Yes

24, 25,
95

Yes

38, 39,
95

Yes

46, 47,
94

15%

Yes to the
extent it has
been able to
do so

12%
12%
5%

Yes

100%

Yes

10, 13,
24, 42,
48, 49,
50–55,
61, 94,
95
9, 11, 24,
30–37,
42, 49,
53,
57–59,
61, 62,
64–77,
94
89

*Multinationals (3%) and mine community development (15%) not counted.
The Mining Charter and Scorecard above summarises the performance of all three operations for the 2013 calendar year. All operations appear to be on track to meet the one-person-per-room occupancy target
while Kloof is the only operation to have met targets for hostel upgrades and family units. Driefontein still has to build 195 family units while Beatrix has not begun the conversion programme. Operations have until
the end of March 2014 to meet the one-person-per-room target, and non-negotiable target in terms of the revised Mining Charter. Achieving a demographically representative profile in the middle-management
level remains a challenge, particularly at Driefontein and Kloof. Notwithstanding the daunting task of meeting the 10% target of women in core mining occupations, the representation of women in middle
management is also not demographically aligned. Much progress has been made towards meeting the services target with all operations having met over 78% of the target.

Beneficiation: The contribution of a mining company towards beneficiation (effective from 2012) is measured in terms of additional
production volume contributory to local value addition beyond the baseline. The compliance target set for 2014 is Section 26 of the
MPRDA (percentage above baseline). While Sibanye acknowledges the inclusion of beneficiation in the Mining Charter, the Group
wishes to highlight the fact that very little clarity has been provided in terms of what is required. While Sibanye fully supports the
concept of promoting local beneficiation, particularly among host- and labour sending community members, as a gold-mining
company with a very unique mandate and set of skills, the Group has not been in a position to take the lead on beneficiation.
Sibanye eagerly awaits the State’s guidance on how beneficiation will be rolled out, and Sibanye supports the process as far as it is
practicable from an industry point of view.
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Element

REPORTING AND ASSURANCE INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE REPORT

Independent Assurance Report on Selected
Sustainability Performance Indicators
TO THE DIRECTORS OF SIBANYE GOLD LIMITED
We have undertaken a limited assurance engagement on selected sustainability performance indicators, presented in the
Sibanye Gold Limited (SGL) Sustainability Report for the year ended 31 December 2013 (the Report). This engagement was
conducted by a multi-disciplinary team of health, safety, environmental and assurance specialists with extensive experience
in sustainability reporting.
Subject matter
We are required to provide limited assurance on the selected sustainability performance indicators set out in the table below.
Selected Sustainability Performance Indicators

Unit

(A) PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE G4 SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING
GUIDELINES (GRI G4 GUIDELINES)
Environment
Total CO2 equivalent emissions, Scope 1-2

tonnes

Electricity

MWh

Number of environmental incidents – Level 3 and above

Number

Total water withdrawal

Ml

Diesel

TJ

Health
Number of cases of silicosis reported

Number of cases

Number of cases of noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) reported

Number of cases

Number of cases of chronic obstructive airways disease
(COAD) reported

Number of cases

Cardio-respiratory tuberculosis (CRTB)

Number of new cases

Number of employees in highly active anti-retroviral treatment
(HAART) programme

Cumulative

Percentage of workforce on the voluntary counselling and testing
(VCT) programme

Percentage

Safety
Lost-time injury frequency rate (LTIFR)

Rate

Medically treated injury frequency rate (MTIFR)

Rate

Number of fatalities

Number

Training spend
Training spend

Rm

Social
Total socio-economic development (SED) spend

Rm

(B) PREPARED IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE BROAD-BASED SOCIO-ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT CHARTER FOR
THE SOUTH AFRICAN MINING AND MINERALS INDUSTRY (BBSEEC) (2002) AND RELATED SCORECARD (2004)
Rand value spent on approved social and labour plan (SLP) projects
Rm
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Selected Sustainability Performance Indicators

Unit

Directors’ responsibility for the report
The Directors are responsible for the selection, preparation and presentation of the selected sustainability performance
indicators. This responsibility includes the identification of stakeholders and stakeholder requirements, material issues, for
commitments with respect to sustainability performance and for the design, implementation and maintenance of internal
control relevant to the preparation of the Report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
The Directors also responsible for the selection and application of the following reporting criteria used in the preparation
and presentation of the respective selected sustainability performance indicators:
(a) the GRI G4 Guidelines;
(b) the BBSEEC (2002) and related Scorecard (2004); and
(c) the Amendments to the BBSEEC (2010) and related Scorecard (2010).
Our independence and quality control
We have complied with the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants issued by the International Ethics Standards Board
for Accountants, which includes independence and other requirements founded on fundamental principles of integrity,
objectivity, professional competence and due care, confidentiality and professional behaviour.
In accordance with International Standard on Quality Control 1, KPMG Services Proprietary Limited maintains a
comprehensive system of quality control including documented policies and procedures regarding compliance with ethical
requirements, professional standards and applicable legal and regulatory requirements.
Our responsibility
Our responsibility is to express limited assurance conclusion on the selected sustainability performance indicators in (a),
(b) and (c) based on the procedures we have performed and the evidence we have obtained. We conducted our limited
assurance engagement in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) 3000, Assurance
Engagements other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information issued by the International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board. The Standard requires us to plan and perform our engagement to obtain limited assurance
about whether the selected sustainability performance indicators are free from material misstatement.
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(C) PREPARED IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE AMENDMENT TO THE BBSEEC (2010) AND RELATED SCORECARD (2010)
Employment equity
Percentage historically disadvantaged South Africans (HDSAs) in management who are
Total percentage at
classified as designated groups and who are employed at management levels
top management (Board)
(excluding foreign nationals and white males)
Senior (Exco)
Middle (E Band)
Junior (D Band)
Housing and living conditions
Number of houses to be built as part of the housing and hostel
Number of houses built in 2013
upgrade programme
Number of hostels to be upgraded as part of the housing and
Number of hostel rooms
hostel upgrade programme
upgraded in 2013
Conversion or upgrading of hostels to attain an occupancy rate of
Occupancy rate 2013
one person per room by 2014
Conversion or upgrading of hostels to attain an occupancy rate of
% reduction in occupancy rate
one person per room by 2014
Procurement and enterprise development
Total procurement spend from BEE entities
Rm
BEE procurement spend: capital goods
Percentage (%)
BEE procurement spend: services
Percentage (%)
BEE procurement spend: consumable goods
Percentage (%)

REPORTING AND ASSURANCE INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE REPORT

independent assurance report

continued

A limited assurance engagement undertaken in accordance with ISAE 3000 involves assessing the suitability in the
circumstances of SGL’s use of the reporting criteria set out above as the basis of preparation for the selected sustainability
performance indicators, assessing the risks of material misstatement of the selected sustainability performance indicators
whether due to fraud or error, responding to the assessed risks as necessary in the circumstances, and evaluating the
overall presentation of the selected sustainability performance indicators. A limited assurance engagement is substantially
less in scope than a reasonable assurance engagement in relation to both risk assessment procedures, including an
understanding of internal control, and the procedures performed in response to the assessed risks.
The procedures we performed were based on our professional judgment and included inquiries, inspection of documents,
analytical procedures, evaluating the appropriateness of quantification methods and reporting policies, and agreeing or
reconciling with underlying records.
Given the circumstances of the engagement, in performing the procedures listed above we:
• interviewed management and data owners to obtain an understanding of the internal control environment, risk
assessment process and information systems relevant to the sustainability reporting process;
• tested the processes and systems to generate, collate, aggregate, monitor and report the selected sustainability
performance indicators;
• inspected supporting documentation on a sample basis and performed analytical procedures to evaluate the data
generation and reporting processes against the reporting criteria;
• evaluated the reasonableness and appropriateness of significant estimates and judgments made by the directors in the
preparation of the sustainability performance indicators;
• undertook site visits at Beatrix, Kloof, Driefontein, St Helena Hospital, Leslie Williams Hospital and Libanon Business Park; and
• evaluated whether the selected sustainability performance indicators presented in the Report are consistent with our
overall knowledge and experience of sustainability management and performance at SGL.
The procedures performed in a limited assurance engagement vary in nature from, and are less in extent than for, a
reasonable assurance engagement. As a result, the level of assurance obtained in a limited assurance engagement
is substantially lower than the assurance that would have been obtained had we performed a reasonable assurance
engagement. Accordingly, we do not express a reasonable assurance opinion about whether SGL’s selected sustainability
performance information as set out in (a), (b) and (c) have been prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the
relevant reporting criteria.
Limited assurance conclusions
In relation to the Report for the year ended 31 December 2013, we report:
(a) On the selected sustainability performance indicators prepared in accordance with the GRI G4 Guidelines
Based on the procedures we have performed and the evidence we have obtained, nothing has come to our attention
that causes us to believe that the selected sustainability performance indicators in (a) above are not prepared, in all
material respects, in accordance with the GRI G4 Guidelines.
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(b) On the selected sustainability performance indicators prepared in compliance with the BBSEEC (2002) and related
Scorecard (2004)
Based on the procedures we have performed and the evidence we have obtained, nothing has come to our attention
that causes us to believe that the selected sustainability performance indicators in (b) above are not prepared, in all
material respects, in compliance with the BBSEEC (2002) and related Scorecard (2004).
(c) On the selected sustainability performance indicators prepared in compliance with the Amendment to the BBSEEC
(2010) and related Scorecard (2010)
Based on the procedures we have performed and the evidence we have obtained, nothing has come to our attention
that causes us to believe that the selected sustainability performance indicators in (c) above are not prepared, in all
material respects, in compliance with the Amendment to the BBSEEC (2010) and related Scorecard (2010).
Other matters
No assurance procedures were performed on the previous Sustainability Report.The information relating to the prior reporting
periods has not been subject to assurance. Our report does not extend to any disclosures or assertions relating to future
performance plans and/or strategies disclosed in the Report.
The maintenance and integrity of SGL’s website is the responsibility of SGL management. Our procedures did not involve
consideration of these matters and, accordingly we accept no responsibility for any changes to either the information in the
SGL website.
Restriction of liability
Our work has been undertaken to enable us to express limited assurance conclusions on the selected sustainability performance
indicators to the Directors of SGL in accordance with the terms of our engagement, and for no other purpose. We do not accept
or assume liability to any party other than SGL, for our work, for this report, or for the conclusion we have reached.

KPMG Services Proprietary Limited

PD Naidoo

J Erasmus

Director

Director

Johannesburg

Johannesburg

22 April 2014

22 April 2014

KPMG Crescent

KPMG Crescent

85 Empire Road

85 Empire Road

Parktown

Parktown

Johannesburg 2193

Johannesburg 2193
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Report or our independent assurance report that may have occurred since the initial date of presentation of the Report on the

REPORTING AND ASSURANCE ASSURED DATA

assured data

Key sustainability performance data selected by Sibanye for assurance by KPMG Services
Environment

Information assured

Page

Total CO2 equivalent emissions, Scope 1 – 2

4,407,671.36t

69

Electricity

3,773,919.16MWh

67

Number of environmental incidents – Level 3 and above

1 incident

58

Total water withdrawal

76,636.61Ml

66

Diesel

229.40kl

67

Number of cases of silicosis reported

129 cases

36

Number of cases of NIHL reported

88 cases

35

Number of cases of COAD reported

74 cases

36

Health

CRTB (number of new cases)

480

36

Number of employees in HAART programme (cumulative)

3,844

37

Percentage of workforce on VCT programme

11.48%

36

LTIFR

6.13 per million hours worked

32

MTIFR

4.32 per million hours worked

32

Number of fatalities

9

30

Total SED spend

R1,050 million

49

Training spend

R316 million

49

Safety

Social
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Mining Charter
Employment equity

Information assured

Page

Percentage HDSAs in management who are classified as
designated groups and who are employed at management levels

Top (Board): 56%
Senior: 31%
Middle: 32%
Junior: 47%

39

Conversion or upgrading of hostels to attain an
occupancy rate of one person per room by 2014

1.15 (17% reduction)

41

Number of houses built as part of the housing and hostel
upgrade programme

100 houses

40

Number of hostel rooms upgraded as part of the housing and
hostel upgrade programme

184

41

R12,41 million

49

Procurement spend from BEE entities (in line with the Mining Charter
categories of capital goods, services and consumable goods)

Capital: 51%
Services: 59%
Consumables: 56%

25

Total procurement spend from BEE entities (BBSEEC 2010)

R2,858 million

24

Housing and living conditions

Local economic development
Rand value spent on approved SLP projects
Procurement and enterprise development

Reporting and assurance
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glossary of terms and acronyms

ABET

Adult basic education and training

ADR

American Depositary Receipt

AEL

Atmospheric emissions licence

AMCU

Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union

AMD

Acid mine drainage

ASM

Artisanal and small-scale mining

ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials International

BAC

Bulk air cooler

BAP

Biodiversity action plan

BBBEE

Broad-based black economic empowerment

BEE

Black economic empowerment

CCMA

Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration

CDM

Clean Development Mechanism

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CER

Certified emission reduction

CIPS

Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply

CMS

Carbon Management Strategy

CO2

Carbon dioxide

COAD

Chronic obstructive airways disease

CRTB

Cardio-respiratory tuberculosis

CSI

Corporate social investment

CSP

Concentrated solar power

dBA

Decibel

DEA

Department of Environmental Affairs

DMR

Department of Mineral Resources

DoE

Department of Education

DoH

Department of Health

DoL

Department of Labour

DSM

Demand Side Management

DWA

Department of Water Affairs

EIA

Environmental impact assessment

EMP

Environmental Management Programme

EMPR

Environmental Management Programme Report

EMS

Environmental Management System

EPC

Environmental Policy Committee

ESOP

Employee Share Ownership Plan

ETF

Exchange-traded fund

Exco

Executive Committee

FIFR

Fatal injury frequency rate

FSDoE

Free State Department of Education

GAAP

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

gbm

Gold-bearing mercury
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Greenhouse gas

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

HAART

Highly active anti-retroviral treatment

HDSA

Historically disadvantaged South African

HIV/AIDS

Human immunodeficiency virus/Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome

ICMM

International Council on Mining and Metals

IDP

Integrated Development Plan

IECMS

Integrated Energy and Carbon Management Strategy

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

IIRC

International Integrated Reporting Council

ISAE

International Standard on Assurance Engagements

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

IT

Information technology

IWUL

Integrated water use licence

IX

Ion exchange

JSE

Previously the Johannesburg Stock Exchange and the JSE Securities Exchange

King III

The Code of and Report on Governance Principles for South Africa, issued by the King Committee on
Corporate Governance

KPI

Key performance indicator

LBMA

London Bullion Market Association

LED

Local economic development

LTIFR

Lost-time injury frequency rate

LOA

Living-out allowance

MDR-TB

Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis

MEC

Member of the Executive Council

MESH

Methane Emergency Preparedness Safety Health

MHSC

Mine Health and Safety Council

Mining Charter Broad Based Socio-economic Empowerment Charter for the South African Mining and Minerals Industry
MPRDA

Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 2002 (Act No 28 of 2002)

MTIFR

Medically treated injury frequency rate

NCCRP

National Climate Change Response Policy

NEM

National Environmental Management

NGO

Non-governmental organisation

NIHL

Noise-induced hearing loss

NNR

National Nuclear Regulator

NUM

National Union of Mineworkers

NYSE

New York Stock Exchange

PM

Particulate matter

PPE

Personal protective equipment

R&D

Research and development

RIFR

Reportable-injury frequency rate

SADC

Southern African Development Community
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GHG

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS

glossary of terms and acronyms

continued

SAICA

South African Institute of Chartered Accountants

SAMREC

South African Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves

SANS

South African National Standards

SARS

South African Revenue Service

SEC

US Securities and Exchange Commission

SED

Socio-economic development

SETA

Sector Education and Training Authority

SIFR

Serious-injury frequency rate

SiO2

Free silica

SLP

Social and Labour Plan

SME

Small and medium enterprise

SMME

Small, medium and micro enterprise

SRI

Socially Responsible Investment

STI

Sexually transmitted infection

TB

Tuberculosis

TSF

Tailings storage facility

TSX

Toronto Stock Exchange

UASA

United Association of South Africa

UNFCCC

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

UNGC

United Nations Global Compact

VCT

Voluntary counselling and testing

VCU

Voluntary carbon unit

VLP

Village linkage person

WBCSD

World Business Council for Sustainable Development

WGC

World Gold Council

WIM

Women in mining

WPM

Work Place Management

WRI

World Resources Institute

WUL

Water use licence
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SED definitions

I.

LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (LED)
This is spending aimed at furthering economic development, in particular job creation and enterprise development,
in communities surrounding our mines. LED can be further broken down into three key categories:
–E
 nterprise Development: Direct assistant in helping SMEs, independent contractors and suppliers to the Group
owned by historically disadvantaged individuals.
– Procurement: Development of historically disadvantaged companies, individuals, including women and the
disabled, through procurement spend.
– Infrastructure Investment: Jobs created by the Group’s community development and support, such as building of
crèches and clinics, and housing programmes for the community.

II.

EDUCATION
Support of community education facilities, external bursaries (with/without employment obligations), sponsorship of
academic institutions that support skills development, as well as R&D institutions doing research into mining-related
activities.

III.

TRAINING
Community training skills development for the unemployed, ABET among staff and among affected communities,
artisan training, training support for retrenched workers, and other training initiatives (school support and post-matric
programmes).

IV.

HEALTH
Spending on building community clinics. Financial support for health programmes and disease-awareness
programmes (HIV/AIDS and malaria) in communities and nursing college training.

V.

SPORT
Support for development programmes, sports facilities, and individual and sports team sponsorships. It includes
facilities and programmes to promote sports and wellbeing among employees.

VI.

CHARITABLE GIVING AND GIFTS IN KIND
Voluntary donations to charities and NGOs falling outside the sectors listed above.

Glossary of terms and acronyms

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain statements in this document constitute ‘forward looking statements’ within the meaning of Section 27A of the US Securities Act of 1933
and Section 21E of the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
Such forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that could cause the actual
results, performance or achievements of the Group to be materially different from the future results, performance or achievements expressed or
implied by such forward looking statements. Such risks, uncertainties and other important factors include among others: economic, business
and political conditions in South Africa and elsewhere; the ability to achieve anticipated efficiencies and other cost savings in connection
with past and future acquisitions, exploration and development activities; decreases in the market price of gold and/or uranium; hazards
associated with underground and surface gold and uranium mining; labour shortages and disruptions; availability, terms and deployment of
capital or credit; changes in government regulations, particularly environmental regulations and new legislation affecting mining and mineral
rights; the outcome and consequence of any potential or pending litigation or regulatory proceedings or other environmental, health and
safety issues; power disruptions and cost increases; changes in exchange rates, currency devaluations, inflation and other macro-economic
factors; industrial action; temporary stoppages of mines for safety and unplanned maintenance reasons; and the impact of the HIV/AIDS crisis
in South Africa. These forward looking statements speak only as of the date of this document.
The Group undertakes no obligation to update publicly or release any revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events or
circumstances after the date of this document or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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ADMINISTRATION AND CORPORATE INFORMATION

administration and corporate information

Investor enquiries
James Wellsted
Head of corporate affairs
Sibanye Gold Limited
Tel: +27 83 453 4014
+27 11 278 9656
E-mail: james.wellsted@sibanyegold.co.za
Corporate Secretary
Cain Farrel
Tel: +27 10 001 1122
Fax: +27 11 278 9863
E-mail: cain.farrel@sibanyegold.co.za
Registered office
Libanon Business Park
1 Hospital Street
(off Cedar Avenue)
Libanon
Westonaria
1780
South Africa
Private Bag X5
Westonaria
1780
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 278 9600
Fax: +27 11 278 9863
Sibanye Gold Limited
Incorporated in the Republic of
South Africa
Registration number 2002/031431/06
Share code: SGL
Issuer code: SGL
ISIN – ZAE E000173951
Listings
JSE: SGL
NYSE: SBGL
Website
www.sibanyegold.co.za
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Directors
M Sello Moloko* (Chairman)
Neal J Froneman (CEO)
Charl Keyter (CFO)
Timothy J Cumming*
Barry E Davison*
Richard P Menell*
Nkosemntu G Nika*
Keith A Rayner*
Zola ST Skweyiya*
Susan C van der Merwe*
Jerry S Vilakazi*
Cain Farrel (Company Secretary)
*Independent non-executive

Transfer secretaries
South Africa
Computershare Investor Services
(Proprietary) Limited
Ground Floor
70 Marshall Street
Johannesburg
2001

JSE sponsor
JP Morgan Equities South Africa
(Proprietary) Limited
(Registration number:
1995/011815/07)
1 Fricker Road, Illovo
Johannesburg, 2196
Private Bag X9936, Sandton, 2196,
South Africa

Transfer secretaries
United Kingdom
Capita Asset Services
The Registry
34 Beckenham Road
Beckenham
Kent BR3 4TU
England
Tel: 0871 664 0300 (calls cost 10p a
minute plus network extras, lines
are open 8:30 to 17:00, Monday
to Friday) or
+44 20 8639 3399 (overseas)
Fax: +44 20 8658 3430
E-mail: ssd@capitaregistrars.com

Office of the United Kingdom
secretaries
London
St James’s Corporate Services Limited
Suite 31, Second Floor
107 Cheapside
London
EC2V 6DN
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 7796 8644
Fax: +44 20 7796 8645
American Depositary Receipt transfer
agent
BNY Mellon Shareowner Services
PO Box 358516
Pittsburgh, PA 15252-8516
US Toll Free: +1 888 269 2377
Tel:
+1 201 680 6825
Email: shrrelations@bnymellon.com
Kim Schwarz
Vice President, Relationship Manager
BNY Mellon
Depositary Receipts
Direct Line: +1 212 815 2852
Mobile:
+1 347 515 0068
Fax:
+1 212 571 3050
Email:
kimberly.schwarz@bnymellon.com

PO Box 61051
Marshalltown
2107
Tel: +27 11 370 5000
Fax: +27 11 688 5248

Auditors
KPMG Services Proprietary Limited
KPMG Crescent
85 Empire Road
Parktown 2193
Johannesburg
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 647 7111
Fax: +27 11 647 8000
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